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The way the world gets its energy is undergoing a rapid transition, driven by both the
increased urgency of decarbonizing energy systems and the plummeting costs of renewable
energy technologies. The road to the future will not be easy, and indeed, new technologies,
markets, architectures, infrastructures, actors, and business models should be developed,
and major changes will be required in the regulation of the energy systems to further
support new business models and new consumption patterns. Such a transition requires
rethinking every single aspect of energy systems, starting from the way energy is produced
and harvested to the way that we dispatch and use it. In this area, it is also imperative to
understand how to control and manage existing and emerging technologies to enhance
the energy economy and efficiency by active participation in different services required by
energy networks.
2. Emerging Technologies for Modern Energy Systems
This Special Issue covers new advances in the emerging technologies for modern
energy systems from technical and management perspectives. In this context, an integrated
and systematic view on different energy systems from the local energy systems and islands
to the national and multinational energy hubs is a necessity that should be studied. From
the customer side, it is required to have more intelligent appliances and smart customer
services. The customers are required to be provided with more useful information and
control options. On the supply side, a key challenge for energy systems of the future
is the increased penetration of renewable energy sources. Hence, new operation and
planning tools are required for hosting renewable energy sources as much as possible.
Considering different aspects involving future energy systems deployment, the Special
Issue on “Emerging Technologies for the Energy Systems of the Future” was launched to
allow the gathering of contributions in the planning, integration, and management of such
systems. In total, 15 papers were submitted to this Special Issue, and out of them, 10 were
selected for publication. The accepted articles in this Special Issue cover a variety of topics,
ranging from energy forecasting and the techno-economic analysis of renewable-based
energy systems [1–3] to their hybridization [4,5], control [6,7] and integration [8–10].
The authors in [1] investigated the impact of wind generation forecasts on the market
electricity prices by developing the autoregressive moving average (ARMA), ARMA with
exogenous inputs (ARMAX) and a nonlinear autoregressive neural network (NAR), and
NAR with exogenous inputs (NARX) artificial neural network (ANN) models of two
Inventions 2021, 6, 23. https://doi.org/10.3390/inventions6020023 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/inventions
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differently conditioned power systems (Portugal and Poland) with a set of distinguishing
features. It has been noted that the impact of wind power variability on the market
electricity prices is caused by the relatively low marginal cost of the energy from wind
farms, as wind energy is not burdened with fuel costs.
In [2], the authors proposed a deep learning technique called bidirectional long short-
term memory(Bi-LSTM) to properly forecast the short-term load in a rural microgrid
in Sub-Saharan Africa and solve the problems related to the reviewed methods, such
as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), deep autoencoders (DAEs), recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), and deep belief neural networks (DBNNs). The proposed method
showed reasonable performance in processing large volume and time series data and
dealing with missing data and overfitting during the training phase.
The authors of [3] provided a techno-economic analysis of different renewable energy
technologies, including wind, solar photovoltaic (PV), and hybrid PV–wind systems. The
objective was based on maximizing the renewable energy sources (RES) fraction, with the
levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) being less than or equal to the local grid tariff in the
studied system (i.e., Gwanda, Zimbabwe). The results confirmed that the PV–wind hybrid
system had the best economic benefits, represented by the net present value (NPV) and the
payback period (PBP), and the best technical performance. The authors determined the
optimal size of the hybrid system and found that the PBP would be less than four years.
Focusing on hybrid renewable energy and energy storage systems for island power
systems, the authors in [4] considered the Greek island power system of Astypalaia as a
case study and designed a hybrid system, including a wind energy system and a battery
energy storage system. Considering different economic indicators, the optimal combination
was obtained, and then stability analysis was done to check the technical feasibility and
sustainability of the system.
G.V. Kumar et. al. in [5] reviewed the energy storage system (ESS) participation in the
provision of the ancillary services in a microgrid. The ESSs had a number of advantages,
such as supply-demand balancing, smoothing of the intermittent generation from the
renewable energy sources (RESs), enhancing the power quality and reliability (PQR),
and provision of ancillary services like voltage and frequency regulation for the optimal
operation of microgrids. In this paper, the status quo, opportunities, challenges, and
real-world applications of the ESS application in providing different services in the electric
power industry were explained.
The authors in [6] provided a model for secondary voltage control of a 100% renew-
able electricity system by extracting reactive power from renewable power technologies.
Active and reactive power controls are considered based on the grid codes of countries
with high penetration levels of renewable energy technologies. Based on a short-circuit
calculation and sensitivity analysis, a pilot bus was selected to implement the secondary
voltage control, which was based on a PID controller. In order to measure the voltage
magnitude of buses with minimum cost, the optimal placement of phasor measurement
units (PMUs) was performed. The optimal voltage magnitudes at busbars were calculated
to achieve minimum power losses using optimal power flow. Optimization and simulation
processes were performed using DIgSILENT and MATLAB software applications on a
100% renewable 14-bus system.
The authors in [7] presented a study of the load frequency control of an islanded
marine microgrid composed of wind, tidal, and wave generators. First, they analyzed the
impact of different supplementary control schemes on the dynamic performance of the
load frequency control. Then, a novel black widow optimization technique was devised
to design the hybrid system controllers and tidal supplementary controller. The authors
demonstrated that the contribution of the tidal supplementary controller to the load or
generation variation was more effective than the wind blade pitch controller in different
operating conditions.
In [8], the generalization of solar water heater systems in Morocco and their potential
energy-saving, economic and environmental benefits were presented. In particular, the
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authors analyzed the thermal performances and economic benefits of direct thermosyphon
solar water heaters (TSWHs) for residential requirements in Morocco. Through various
studies, it was concluded that the large-scale rollout of TSWHs could supply up to 70% of
thermal energy loads and could provide USD 1250 million in savings on the total energy
bills. This will also have significant environmental benefits by reducing CO2 emissions.
With the aim of highlighting the potential of solar water heater installations in Morocco,
the work done in [9] involved the comparison of active and passive solutions for energy
efficiency in buildings. By leveraging TRNsys Studio, a numerical simulation model
of solar water heater installations was created considering various hot water demand
scenarios (low, standard, and high) in six climatic zones defined in the Moroccan thermal
regulation of constructions. The savings made by applying the various solutions were
categorized into two parts: energy and financial. A comparison of energy savings showed
that solar water heater solutions were superior to those achieved by building envelope
actions. Additionally, the financial analysis of the savings on the calculated bills showed
that solar water heater solutions were attractive in nonsubsidized butane gas prices.
Finally, the authors of [10] presented a brief review of definitions, research, and
challenges in the integrated management of natural resources such as food, energy, and
water. In this regard, some facts about demand growth and exponential consumption in
these three areas were described, with emphasis on presented statistics. Then, the most
critical research published in this field was reviewed, considering that it took a decade
or so before the original idea was introduced. The most important policymakers of this
emerging concept, including committees and conferences, and finally significant challenges
and opportunities to the implementation, along with future insights, were addressed.
Funding: This research received no external funding.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Currently, the privileged position of wind energy producers is being weakened by their
enforced participation in the market on equal terms. This requires accurate production forecasting.
The main aim of this study is to comparatively examine the wind generation forecasts in Poland
and Portugal, as well as to verify their influence on the day-ahead market prices. The statistical
analysis revealed significant deviations of the forecasted and actual wind production in both countries,
which referred to the corresponding spot and balancing prices caused considerable financial losses
by the wind energy suppliers. In this paper, the influence of the wind generation forecasts on the
spot prices has been examined through developed the auto-regressive moving average (ARMA),
ARMA with exogenous inputs (ARMAX) and non-linear auto-regressive neural network (NAR),
NAR with exogenous inputs (NARX)artificial neural network (ANN) models. The results have shown
that the usability of the information of forecasted wind generation is not unequivocal in models
developed for spot prices in Poland, mainly because of the randomness and volatility of recorded
wind generation forecasts. However, in the case of Portugal, the forecasted wind generation occurred
to be a valuable input in spot prices models, which results in an improvement in the models’ accuracy.
Keywords: electricity price forecasting (EPF); wind power forecasting (WPF); spot market; balancing
market; ARMAX; NARX-ANN
1. Introduction
Sustainable development of contemporary power system towards systems based on renewable
energy sources (RES) requires facing some problems. These problems are mainly related to the
inherent difficulty in predicting the availability of RES at a given time. This problem is made more
difficult with the time-variation of the load and volatility of energy prices on the wholesale markets.
One of the key aspects of reliable operation of the power system is proper planning of the supply
versus demand, which, due to the RES generation uncertainty, becomes a struggle for responsible
entities. The inaccuracy, of for instance wind generation forecasts, entails consequences of two primary
natures: (i) technical—divergence of the forecasts around planned RES generation which impedes the
transmission system operators’ (TSOs) ability to properly and accurately plan the fulfilment of actual
demand by available power capacity; and (ii) economical—the uncertainty of the total forecasted wind
power supply translates into the uncertainty of the day-ahead and balancing market prices, which can
result in financial losses of the market participants.
Inventions 2020, 5, 35; doi:10.3390/inventions5030035 www.mdpi.com/journal/inventions5
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This study will examine the economic aspect identified above. Wind power variability influences
the wholesale market price. This considerable impact is caused by the relatively low marginal cost
of the energy from wind farms, because wind energy is not burdened with fuels costs. Therefore,
an injection of the wind energy, featured by the lowest unit cost, shifts the supply-demand curve to the
right, which results in a reduction of the market prices.
In the literature, numerous publications can be found which support the hypothesis that the wind
energy forecast is a valuable input in wholesale market price forecasting. Moreover, a wide range of
mathematical models have been developed as well (e.g., [1–3])—however, their universalism has not
been tested on divergent market environments, such as Polish and Portuguese ones.
The abovementioned concerns have led to the statement of several research problems which are
addressed by this paper. The main contributions of the research are the following:
• The quality of overall wind power forecasts in Poland and Portugal, as well as distinguishing the
most relevant features of the forecasting errors. To address this issue, an evaluation of the wind
power prognoses will be made using statistical measures, which will give a quantitative picture
of the accuracy, characteristics and tendencies observed. The comparison of obtained statistic
description for both countries will allow to distinguish the main differences between the forecasts
and point out the main sources of uncertainty.
• The cost of inaccurate wind power forecasting globally from the perspective of wind power
producers in both countries. This is accomplished by using market and wind generation data
available for both countries to calculate the financial loss from inaccurate wind power predictions.
This will illustrate the range and importance of appropriate and accurate wind generation forecasts.
• The extent to which the information on expected wind generation improves the accuracy of
the wholesale market prices forecasts in both examined countries. The verification of whether
wind generation has an impact in predicting market prices requires developing mathematical
models. For this study, the four models commonly used in dealing with spot market prices time
series will be approached: ARMA—auto-regressive moving average; ARMAX—auto-regressive
moving average with exogenous inputs; NAR—non-linear auto-regressive neural network and
NARX—non-linear auto-regressive with exogenous inputs neural network. The modelling process
will be carried out independently using data from Polish and Portuguese systems. This will
evaluate if the inclusion of wind generation data improves the spot prices predictions in both
countries, and examine if a given model can be successfully applied for the data coming from
diametrically different power and market systems.
The current stage of wind energy development in Poland and Portugal is comparable. Citing the
Portuguese TSO, at the end of 2019, the installed onshore wind power capacity accounted for about
5.2 GW, while, in Poland, according to the state’s Energy Regulatory Office, 2019 ended with 5.9 GW of
wind power connected to the power system. So far, none of the countries has offshore wind installed
capacity. After years of substantial and steady growth, in both cases, a plateau has been observed
from 2016 onwards, and increases of installed power year to year are reaching no more than several
dozens of MW. With regard to offshore wind power, both in Poland and in Portugal, no energy has
been generated as of the end of 2019. In Portugal, a pre-commercial 25 MW offshore wind park using
an innovative floating technology is being currently installed in deep waters. Though in Poland no
construction works have been initiated yet, the special zone on the Baltic sea has been delimited,
in order to develop offshore wind power of over 7 GW in the coming years.
The main objective of the study is to quantitatively evaluate the applicability of selected electricity
price forecasting time series models in different datasets corresponding to Poland and Portugal market
electricity prices. Moreover, we have verified the usefulness of wind power forecast as supplementary
explaining variables of the models.
In the literature review concerning this research, a wide range of studies concerning the predictions
of wind energy as well as spot market prices has been found. Although, usually, in the collected
6
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publications, a focus was put only on a single case of particular power system/power market. To the
best knowledge of the authors, a multi-subject study has not been performed to reveal whether a
given forecasting methodology applies to the separate cases of different national market environments,
such as in Poland and Portugal. Although the Polish and Portuguese wind power capacity in the system
is similar in amount when considering the share of this kind of energy the differences are substantial.
The main innovation of the paper is the use of the same methodology to analyse the influence of
wind power forecasts in the market electricity prices of two differently conditioned power systems
(Portugal and Poland), with a set of distinguishing features. This is accomplished by using a single
data source, therefore making the comparison results robust and fully comparable.
The paper is organised as follows. To introduce the reader to the context of the abovementioned
problems, Section 2 is devoted to the state-of-the-art research on the topics of wind power and
spot market prices forecasting, together with particular focus on their interrelation. An overview of
Portuguese and Polish RES sector and energy exchange institutions is offered in Section 3. Moreover,
a description of the methodologies applied in solving the research problems stated in the introduction,
including the basic statistical measures for dealing with forecasting error analysis and fundamentals of
time series models constructed in terms of this study is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the study
results will be displayed, beginning from the statistical description of the wind generation forecasts
error for Portugal and Poland, and related potential penalties suffered by the wind power producer
globally. Finally, the spot prices forecasting results will be presented for the developed time-series
models, with their comparative evaluation. At the end of this paper, the most significant findings will
be highlighted in Section 6.
2. State-of-the-Art Review
Contemporarily, when the electricity is traded on wholesale markets, the uncertainty regarding
the amount of wind energy supplied to the system has a direct influence on the market prices.
Every excess or deficiency of energy in the system has a consequence in the financial outcomes of
energy suppliers/receivers [1]. This elaboration concerns the two crucial problems in sustaining modern
power systems, being a subject of intensive research within last decades, which are wind power
forecasting (WPF) and electricity price forecasting (EPF). The increasing share of wind energy in the
power systems, together with the tendency for equalisation of wind power producers with all the
remaining electricity market participants, leads to the enhancement of the interaction between the
WPF and EPF.
The impact of increased wind power penetration in power grid on the market player’s behaviour
and their decisions has been studied by Usaola (2008), who estimated that the uncertainty of wind power
supplied to the system leads to significant reduction of the energy producers revenues, reaching 10% of
maximum obtainable revenue [1].
The same finding has been obtained by Crespo-Vasquez et al. (2017), who constructed a
decision-making model of the windfarm owner which underlined the loss of incomes resulting from
the uncertainty of wind power output—in this case, the losses constituting 4% of the total earnings [4].
The analysed publications indicate that the improvement of WPF is crucial from the perspective of
increasing the effectiveness of market actions taken by its contributors [1,2,4]. It also should be pointed
out that the uncertainty of the energy produced in a system has not only negative consequences.
The presence of the day-ahead market, as well as the balancing market, may allow members to increase
their revenues, who may speculate the prices and gain profits only from buying/selling the energy
depending on the market or imbalance prices [1].
A comprehensive and condensed study on WPF methods has been delivered by Zhao (2011),
which gives a view on numerous aspects related to this issue. Above all, two main approaches in
WPF models can be distinguished: (i) physical: the models are created based on the measurements,
technical data of the windmills and air parameters provided by weather prognoses; (ii) statistical:
including the artificial intelligence, based on the statistical models [5].
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Among the most important issues related to the WPF is its scalability, which has been pointed out
by Rasheed et al. (2014). The author emphasises that, for two instances of the same weather conditions
in the wind farm, the power output may differ significantly, which is caused by the complexity of the
terrain on which the installation has been set up [6].
The fact that there are not universally optimal WPF models for all the windfarms has been
highlighted by Banerjee et al. (2017), who demonstrated that the most appropriate modelling approach
depends also on the evaluation criterion [7].
The achievable WPF errors entail the necessity of knowing the primary sources of uncertainty.
In a paper published by Monforti et al. (2017) the authors have attempted to detect and weight the
main factors affecting inaccurate wind power predictions. The lack of comprehensive knowledge of the
technical parameters of the wind farms and insufficient information on the wind fields are mentioned
as the two main sources of WPF inaccurateness [8].
The desire for knowing the market prices in advance with acceptable reliability has become the
subject of many studies. A remarkable focus has been put on forecasting the spot market prices [9–11].
Bessec et al. (2014) distinguish three main modelling methods for predicting the energy prices on the
market: equilibrium and game theory, simulation and time series forecasting methods [12]. The basic
models for prediction of time series include smoothing methods like averaging, exponential smoothing
(e.g., Brown’s, Holt’s and Winter’s methods). However, the results of these models suffer relatively
high prediction errors [9].
Throughout numerous scientific publications, most attention is paid to the autoregressive (AR),
moving average (MA) and their combination—ARMA—models, which have had success in forecasting
economic phenomena [13]. The ARMA model can be useful in stationary processes, which are
characterised by a constant value of the average in throughout the time domain. Since a lot of processes
indicate a presence of a trend, the ARMA model cannot be applied directly—this problem is solved by
extension of the ARMA model by including integration (the I term in ARIMA), which transforms the
process with trend into a stationary one (ARIMA). Another difficulty comes from the seasonality of
some time series in a short time, which has been addressed by the seasonal (SARIMA) model.
In the age of computers, artificial neural networks (ANN), a branch of computational intelligence
(CI), has become increasingly popular in all range of predictions, mainly because of their forecasting
accuracy and availability of dedicated software. Neural networks can be used successfully in
circumstances which prevent statistical methods being applied. One main advantage of ANN is its
adaptability for complex, dynamic and nonlinear relations. On the other hand, Weron (2014) emphasises
that the neural networks can be susceptible to unexpected, rapid changes in the process [14].
Kolmek and Navruz (2012) performed the parallel forecasting processes for the Turkish energy
spot prices utilising the ARIMA and ANN model, with the learning dataset constituting historical
observations for time-period of 342 days. The latter model was achieved a smaller error, which was
concluded as the main advantage of this method for statistical techniques (15.60% MAPE for ARIMA
vs. 14.15% MAPE for ANN, calculated for a time horizon of 1 week) [15].
In his explicit study, Weron (2014) [14] lists the strengths and weaknesses of the electricity spot
prices forecast in terms of the aforementioned methods, which have often been used separately
a particular modelling approach. The weaknesses of each model are reduced though combining
the modelling tools through dedicated computer software. The hybrid EPF models often result in
performance improvements [16,17].
The most recent studies devoted to WPF and EPF strongly affirm the continuous necessity for
proper projections of the wind power supplied to the system and their helpfulness in making decisions
concerning the electricity market prices. Maldonado et al. [18], in their attempt to systematise the
literature review concerning WPF, concludes that the field of improvement is sought more often in
the direction of ANNs, which brings more promising results. However, what was highlighted by
Santhosh et al. in paper [19], is that even the most advanced techniques do not solve the problem of
generalisation capability, and do not assure suitability of a given model for individual windfarms.
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In the scope of the same study, Santhosh indicates the latest development of hybrid models and
highlight the importance of probabilistic forecasting. The influence of RES generation forecast on the
day-ahead market prices have been confirmed by the study by Frade et al. [20], which was conducted
based on the Iberian market data.
3. Portuguese and Polish RES Sector and Energy Exchange Institutions
Portugal is a country characterised by a very high share of RES in the total energy mix. Poland,
while representing a steady growth in this area, does not reach the Portuguese share by far. It should be
stressed that direct comparison on the RES share is improper since, throughout the continent, countries
have developed diverse and specific energy systems, depending mainly on available domestic resources.
Other key factors determining the shape of energy systems are climatic conditions (e.g., temperature),
as well as the maximum energy independence. Although Poland has seen a considerable increase
of RES in total energy production, the dominant primary energy source is coal, which is one of the
most CO2-intensive electricity generation technologies. Contrary to Poland, Portugal’s energy mix is
diverse, with no single dominant energy production technology [21,22].
The continuation of the European Union’s (EU’s) plans for clean and sustainable energy requires
the adequate and optimal utilisation of the wide range of RES technologies to make it not only efficient,
but also profitable. Poland and Portugal are countries separated by a vast distance, which results in
different climatic conditions and different available sources of renewable energy generation. Taking into
account the average annual wind speed, in both countries, the obtained measures are similar [23]. On the
other hand, the solar energy in Portugal has a much higher potential for utilisation, with measures of
the yearly solar irradiation being 1800 kWh/m2 in Portugal and around 1200 kWh/m2 in Poland.
The Towarowa Giełda Energii (TGE) was established in 1999, as the Polish government recognised
the need to have an institution managing the energy trading on the emerging liberalised competitive
market. Half a year after commission, the spot market was launched for market participants. Currently,
TGE is the only company licensed by the state for managing the energy exchange. During the two
recent decades, TGE expanded its area of activity into the emissions market exchange and origin
certificates trading platform. In 2008, TGE introduced the Commodity Forward Instruments market,
which allows it to maintain relatively constant prices across a wider time-horizon, as well as to optimise
the costs of sales and purchases of energy [24].
While the TGE activities are limited to the within the country borders, the Iberian Electricity
Market (MIBEL) is an example of the energy market expanded to the regional scale. It is a result of
joint efforts of the Spanish and Portuguese governments. This convergence, having its origins in 2001,
allows every market participant to make deals with other agents from all over the Iberian Peninsula.
The integration of the hitherto separated energy systems required a series of undertakings, including
the harmonisation of the electric network, laws, and economic environment. In 2004, both parts of the
Santiago Agreement declared the creation of two sub-institutions, responsible for different aspects of
the proper operation of the system as a whole. These were the OMI-Polo Português (OMIP), responsible
for the forward market and OMI-Polo Español (OMIE), which was brought to existence to manage
the spot market. The period between the Santiago Agreement and the launch of the Iberian Market
(1 July 2007) was influenced by many factors, including political changes.
4. Methods
The research made in this paper can be divided into two main segments—the first one will
refer to the evaluation of the wind power forecasts published for both Poland and Portugal in the
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) Transparency Platform
(https://transparency.entsoe.eu/), while the second part will concern the applicability of the ENTSO-E
wind power forecast in the prediction models of the spot market prices.
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4.1. Wind Generation Forecast Analysis
The analysis of wind power forecasts has been made by combining day-ahead wind generation
forecasts and actual data, which has published by the ENTSO-E platform in hourly time steps. The data
range has been assumed to be the calendar year 2016, which resulted in 8760 observations.
We have used the most up-to-date data available at the time of the study. In order to have a
dataset representing the course of the entire calendar year, at the time of performing this analysis the
most recent one was 2016. Since that time, the installed capacity in both Portugal and Poland has
not changed significantly (see Table 1) and the market environment remained unchanged. Therefore,
we believe that subjecting updated data to the models would not affect the conclusions of the study.




The prediction error is expressed as the difference between the realisation of the variable and its
corresponding forecasted value for a given instant t:
et = Pt − P∗t (1)
where et is the absolute error of the forecast and Pt, P∗t represent the actual wind power in the system
and its day-ahead prediction, respectively, expressed in MW.
The statistical analysis of the obtained forecasting error will cover the calculation of the basic
statistical measures presented in Table 2 [13].
Table 2. Statistical measures for wind power forecast evaluation.
Statistical Measure Mathematical Expression











(et − et)2 (3)











MAPE, % MAPE = 1N
N∑
t=1
| etPt |·100% (6)
where: et—forecast error [MW], N—total number of observations, t—time instance, Pt—actual value.
Moreover, the financial losses caused by inaccurate production planning and suffered by the wind
energy suppliers in both countries will be estimated based on the ENTSO-E database. The calculations
will be made using the actual and forecasted wind generation data, as well as their time-corresponding
spot and balancing market prices for the calendar year 2016, in hourly time steps. The losses have
been calculated assuming that the entire forecasted wind power is traded on the spot market, and the
divergence between the wind forecast and actual production is traded on the balancing market. For this
study, it was assumed that wind energy producers do not have any forward contracts. Additionally,
wind producers rely entirely on the day-ahead plan and do not participate in the intraday market.
At this point, it has to be underlined that there are two divergent approaches to imbalance
pricing in Poland and Portugal. In Poland, there exists only one, uniform imbalance market price.
In contrast, in Portugal, two imbalance prices can be distinguished: the lower and upper imbalance
price, depending on the imbalance characteristics (deficit or surplus).
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Following the mentioned dissimilarities, the calculation of the financial loss has to be defined








∣∣∣Et − E∗t ∣∣∣ ∗ (Mt − ILt ), f or Et − E∗t > 0 (8)
where: L—financial loss, Et, E∗t—actual and planned wind energy, respectively, Mt—spot market
price, IUt —upper imbalance price; I
L





It—imbalance price (for the Polish case); N—total number of observations; t—time instance.
4.2. Spot Market Prices Forecasting Models
To comparatively examine the impact of the forecasted wind power on the spot market prices
in both countries, two representative modelling approaches have been selected from a wide range
found in the literature: statistical (represented by the ARMAX model) and heuristic (the NARX
model). For the evaluation of the usability of the wind energy as an input variable to these models, the
corresponding values without the wind power information have been evaluated as well (the ARMA
and NAR models). The comparison of ARMA vs. ARMAX and NAR vs. NARX using the data from
Poland and Portugal will allow observation of what extent the models with additional external input
perform better in two individual cases of Polish and Portuguese power markets.
4.2.1. Persistence Model
Persistence models, also named the naive models, are characterised by their simplicity.
The forecasted value of model takes the value of the last observation.
yt+1 = yt (9)
4.2.2. ARMA and ARMAX—Autoregressive Moving Average Models
Box and Jenkins (1970) introduced a step-by-step methodology for modelling and estimation of
time series by using the autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) models [25]. On the other hand,
the ARMAX model is the extension of the ARMA model, utilising inclusion of the additional variable
u(t) in the model.
y(t) + a1y(t− 1) + · · ·+ ana(t− na)
= b1u(t− 1) + · · ·+ bnb(t− nb) + ε(t)
+c1ε(t− 1) + · · ·+ cncε(t− nc)
(10)
where: ana—coefficients of the AR part of the model;
cnc—coefficients of the MA part of the model;
bnb—coefficients of the X part of the model;
na, nb, nc—polynomial orders;
y(t)—past values of the modelled quantity (here spot prices);
u(t)—past values of the external explaining variable (here wind power forecast).
If all the entities related to the external variable u(t) were removed from Equation (10), the model
becomes an ordinary ARMA model, relying only on the past values of the explained variable.
Successful adoption of the ARMAX model entails the necessity of fulfilling the particular
requirements of the Box-Jenkins method, as well as following the 3-step procedure, which is:
model identification, estimation of the parameters and model verification. To properly identify
the model, the examined time series has to meet particular requirements. First of all, it has to be
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stationary (there is no trend observable and the variance is constant). If the stationarity is not confirmed,
the time series has to be modified to achieve stationarity. Secondly, the parameters of the model have
to be determined employing computational methods (e.g., the maximum likelihood estimation or
non-linear least-squares estimation). Further, the estimated parameters have to be verified statistically
to prove their significance to the model. In this particular case, the ARMAX model data requirements
have been validated by the integration of the spot market prices time series. To remove the periodicity
of the series, the spot prices series have been differenced by time-lag of 24 h.
The best model structure, i.e., polynomial orders, was obtained iteratively, using the looping
capabilities of the software used.
4.2.3. NAR and NARX—Artificial Neural Network Models
The origins of artificial neural networks (ANN) are in 1943, when the first artificial neuron model
was introduced by McCulloch and Pitts. Contemporarily, ANNs are commonly used in statistics
and signal processing. Despite the strong development of this branch of science, the range of ANNs
application is continuously expanding. The standard structure of the ANN consists of input units
(vector of numbers provided by the user), hidden units (representing the intermediate calculations)
and output units (vector of the model results) linked by particular weights. The weights reflect the
importance of a given signal in the model—the higher the weight value, the more significant the input
signal in the process of output determination. Therefore, the weights can take both negative or positive
values [26].
The weights adjustment constitutes the learning process of the network, which, in the case of
this study, has been made by use of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, considered one of the most
commonly used ANN learning techniques, and characterised by high effectiveness in feedforward
networks training [27].
If the external signal is removed from the NARX model, it becomes the NAR model, with only the
past values of spot market prices as the explanatory variables. The best model structure i.e., the number
of hidden layers and number of input signals (here, the number of lags of time series) was obtained
iteratively using the looping capabilities of the software used.
4.2.4. Forecasting Approaches
The data used in the models was the wind generation forecast and spot market prices recorded in
hourly time steps for 2016, as shown in Figure 1 for Poland and Portugal.
Figure 1. Spot and imbalance market prices in Poland and Portugal in 2016.
Comparing both spot prices series, Poland’s energy price denotes high volatility, while the
electric energy prices in Portugal are more clustered around a constant value. Moreover, a slightly
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increasing trend is noticeable in the Portuguese energy prices, especially in the second half of the
year. Since the time series reveal periodicity, which eliminates the direct application of ARMA and
ARMAX models, all forecasts will be made based on differenced (integrated) time series by 24 hours’
lag, as already mentioned.
It was decided to divide the data into two subsets: (i) learning dataset—consisting of observations
from January to November 2016, which was used for the estimation of the models; and (ii) testing
dataset—December 2016, which was used for verification of the models’ performance. Thus, the forecasts
were made in a step-ahead manner for December 2016.
Moreover, the forecasting by all models was made by splitting the training data set into static and
dynamic groups. The static approach uses a singular estimation of the model’s parameters, which are
used in an unchanged form for the entire prediction horizon (1 month). On the other hand, in the
dynamic approach, the model’s parameters are updated every prediction step, based on the modified
learning dataset, which is shifted also by one step. As such, it was decided to test several cases which
differed by the size of learning dataset. These were defined as follows:
• Static approach—fixed learning dataset—from January to November 2016 (case S1);
• Static approach—fixed learning dataset—November 2016 (case S2);
• Dynamic approach—“moving” learning dataset—preceding week (case D1);
• Dynamic approach—“moving” learning dataset—preceding 24 h (case D2).
The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) has been chosen as the parameter to evaluate the
quality of obtained forecasts, the has been selected and calculated for each of the abovementioned
cases (Equation (6)), for Poland and Portugal, referred to the entire month of December 2016.
In order to have a perspective on the financial burden corresponding to the inaccuracy of the
performed forecasting models, the total uncertainty of sales of the wind energy (SU) in December 2016
(744 h) has been calculated according to Equation (11), under the assumption that the entire amount of





where SU—total sales uncertainty (EUR), E∗t—traded forecasted wind energy volume in hour t (MWh),
Mt—spot market price in an hour t (EUR/MWh).
5. Results and Discussion
The wind power error value (expressed as the difference between the realisation of the variable
and its corresponding forecasted value) has been calculated for each hour of 2016, and divided into
ranges to present the error distribution on a histogram, as shown in Figure 2.
The main conclusion from the analysis of the above chart is that the wind generation forecasts are
generally underestimated in both countries, since the result of subtracting the forecasted value from
the actual value of power results in positive values, between 0 and 200 MW.
To get a deeper view of the characteristics of the error distribution, the statistical parameters
of the examined dataset have been calculated. The statistical description has been carried out to
quantitatively compare the inaccuracies of wind power forecasts for both countries, including the
calculation of statistical measures, which are presented in Table 3 and are referred to in Section 3.
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Figure 2. Aggregated wind power error forecast distribution for Poland and Portugal, 2016.
Table 3. Statistical description of the wind energy forecast error for Poland and Portugal in 2016.
Statistical Measure Poland Portugal
Average, MW 118.23 7.52
Standard deviation, MW 173.00 353.30
Kurtosis 7.17 13.02
Skewness 0.399 −0.307
Minimum, MW −1189.00 −3659.00
Maximum, MW 1789.00 1934.00
MAPE, % 15.00 24.20
Analysing Table 3, one may conclude that both Polish and Portuguese forecasts are underestimated,
because the average error values exceed 0 significantly, especially in Poland, reaching 118 MW.
Although the average is much higher in Poland compared to Portugal, the Portuguese forecast is
characterised by higher volatility, which is indicated by the values of kurtosis and standard deviation.
Comparing the kurtosis of both forecasts’ errors, the higher tendency for clustering of the error near
the average value occurs in the forecast prepared for Poland. In both cases, the extreme values of
the forecast error reached gigawatts. Comparing the MAPE values, the Polish forecasts perform
considerably better, reaching 15% on average. The skewness values of examined samples took the
opposite sign for Poland and Portugal, which means that the asymmetry of the error distributions has
the opposite direction. Comparing the wind generation forecasts error (up to 2 GW) with the overall
generation rates in the countries (reaching up to about 10 GW in Portugal and 50 GW in Poland) leads
to the question in what extent these forecasts influence the total energy system and energy markets.
The potential financial losses have been calculated assuming that the entire forecasted wind power
is traded on the spot market, and the divergence between the wind forecast and actual production is
traded on the balancing market. The results of the performed calculations are presented in Table 4:
Table 4. Financial losses resulting from wind generation forecast deviation in 2016.
Poland Portugal
Total financial loss, EUR 1,900,592 20,812,563
Number of hours in 2016, when forecast
deviation brought benefits 4510 814
Total volume of imbalanced energy, MWh 1,358,182 1,944,235
Unit cost of imbalanced energy, EUR/MWh 1.40 10.70
Although the total wind-generated imbalanced energy volume in 2016 is not significantly different
between Poland and Portugal, the financial losses in the case of the Iberian country reached almost EUR
21 million, which was over ten times more than in the case of Poland. Although the yearly-aggregated
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forecast deviation brought losses, there were hours, when it resulted in positive income (L < 0).
In Poland, more than half of hours in the year brought benefits from incorrect forecasts (4510 h in
8784 of total).
To directly compare the results, the unit costs of the forecast error was calculated by the division
of the total imbalance by the total financial loss in 2016. As shown in Table 4, a 1 MWh planning error
in Portugal resulted in EUR 10.7 of costs, which was almost 10 times larger when compared with
Poland. Such a significant discrepancy comes from the imbalance pricing system, which is different
in these countries. In Portugal, there are two levels of balancing market price, depending on the
character of imbalance (surplus/deficiency). In Poland, there is only one universally valid imbalance
price, which allows for market speculation. In the circumstance of a single, uniform imbalance price,
there exists a considerable probability of obtaining income from selling energy on the balancing market
instead of the spot market. The Polish wind energy seller may speculate on the difference between
the spot and imbalance prices, which may encourage him to intentionally distort the production plan.
In contrast, the Portuguese energy seller may expect only the negative outcomes from an inappropriate
production plan.
As far as the influence of wind energy forecasts on spot prices is concerned, the forecasting results
with the use of ARMA, ARMAX, NAR and NARX models are presented in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.
Results where the inclusion of wind power forecasts led to better performance when compared to the
case without wind power information are in bold text. The information of the key model parameters is
also shown. Moreover, the uncertainty of the sale as defined in Equation (11) is also displayed.
Table 5. Comparison of the auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) and ARMA with exogenous









p q (EUR) na nb nc (EUR) (EUR)
S1 1 0 6.98% 3,448,565 1 0 0 6.97% 3,443,624 -
S2 1 0 6.90% 3,409,040 1 0 0 6.89% 3,404,099 -
D1 1 2 7.04% 3,478,209 2 2 0 6.79% 3,354,693 123,516









p q (EUR) na nb nc (EUR) (EUR)
S1 5 4 3.66% 2,262,710 5 4 5 3.57% 2,207,070 55,640
S2 4 4 3.71% 2,293,622 5 2 5 3.57% 2,207,070 86,552
D1 3 3 4.24% 2,621,282 4 2 4 3.64% 2,250,346 370,936
D2 3 3 6.09% 3,765,002 3 5 3 7.77% 4,803,623 -
To have a reference of the models constructed in this paper, the persistence model has been
simulated as well. Applying Equation (9) to the validation dataset (December 2016), the persistence
model has been constructed and evaluated by obtaining the value of MAPE, which took a value of
6.92% in Poland and 4.50% in Portugal.
The S1, S2 and D2 cases have not been highlighted, because in these examples the ARMAX
model’s nb coefficient was zero. This is the order of polynomial composed of external variable values,
which means that the ARMAX model becomes ordinary ARMA model.
Analysis of Tables 5 and 6 show that when comparing the forecasting results globally,
the Portuguese spot market prices are significantly more predictable than the Polish case using
the models constructed for this study. Another finding is that usually, the dynamic cases perform
worse than the static ones thus the model estimation should include wider ranges of data. Additionally,
in the right-hand-side column, the difference between the sales uncertainty (SU) of the models with
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and without the inclusion of the wind generation forecast has been calculated. The SU value varied
between EUR 55,000 and EUR 235,000, in the case of models based on Portuguese data.
Table 6. Comparison of the non-linear auto-regressive neural network (NAR) and NAR with exogenous










delays Hidden (EUR) delays ex.Input Hidden (EUR) (EUR)
layers delays layers
S1 1 5 6.71% 3,315,168 3 5 2 6.74% 3,329,990 -
S2 2 2 6.55% 3,236,118 5 5 2 6.63% 3,275,643 -
D1 2 3 7.54% 3,725,241 2 1 1 8.12% 4,011,798 -










delays Hidden (EUR) delays ex.Input Hidden (EUR) (EUR)
layers delays layers
S1 5 1 3.74% 2,312,169 5 2 5 3.63% 2,244,164 68,005
S2 4 5 3.71% 2,293,622 4 5 3 3.64% 2,250,346 43,276
D1 1 1 3.88% 2,398,720 5 5 5 3.67% 2,268,893 129,828
D2 3 4 4.58% 2,831,479 5 4 1 4.20% 2,596,553 234,926
Recalling the reference forecasts of the persistence model (6.92% MAPE in Poland and 4.50% in
Portugal), it can be observed that in the case of Poland the obtained models rarely perform better than
the persistence one, while, in Portugal, the MAPE obtained by time series models is often below 4%.
Comparing country-to-country, it can be observed that the wind generation forecast is valuable
for predicting the spot prices in Portugal, because in seven out of eight cases, the “X” model
returned more accurate results than its counterpart without information of wind generation forecast
(ARMA vs. ARMAX and NAR vs. NARX). In the case of predicting the Polish spot market prices,
only in two instances out of eight did the addition of wind production forecasts improve the model
output. The cumulated simulation results show that wind generation forecasts influence the spot
market prices in Portugal. In the case of the Polish market, has been shown that the forecasts do
not have an impact on the spot market price. As a source of this difference, the authors consider the
significant divergence in the wind generation share in the total electricity production. In the case of
Portugal, the relative amount of the energy injected to the system from wind turbine generators is
much higher, thus, may have a greater impact on the market behaviour.
As a general tendency, the Portuguese spot market prices were more predictable than the Polish
time series. This is shown by the one-sided difference of the MAPE measure in all the cases.
Moreover, when comparing the results obtained from the four models for the individual learning
dataset approaches (S1, S2, D1 and D2), a global result is that the models of “static” character, those being
estimated on a fixed dataset, resulted in obtaining lower errors. As for the reason, the authors assume
the instantaneous peaks of the prices occurring within a week or a day, which may significantly
influence the estimation and impact the model’s prediction accuracy. In the situation when the time
range of the data was wider (1 month, 11 months), this impact was mitigated.
The results answer the fundamental question of this study because as it is observed, the impact
of wind power on the market prices is not unequivocal. An application of a given model with wind
power variable as input occurred to be more accurate in the case of Portugal, while in Poland not.
The outcome of the study demonstrates consistency with former research on the topic.
As highlighted in the study by Maciejowska et al. [28], the RES generation forecasts published
on the ENTSO-E platform are encumbered with systematic errors, which gives space for future
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improvement in EPF. The analysis of WPF and EPF for Poland and Portugal confirmed the relevance of
the forecasting error, which translated to the level of financial loss or gain, strongly amplifying the
uncertainty of sales. The calculated values of MAPE for ARMA and ANN models, compared to the
ones reported in the studies devoted to spot market forecasting (e.g., Kolmek and Navruz, [15]), can be
found satisfactory. However, direct comparison between studies in the literature should be performed
with caution. Our parallel study addressed this deficiency by comparatively analyse the separate cases
of two countries, but with a data feed completely correspondent to one another in time and scope.
That allowed to unambiguously evaluate the accurateness of EPF models and their receptivity for
external data input as the wind power forecast.
6. Conclusions
The analysis of the wind power forecasts for Poland and Portugal resulted in significant forecasting
errors, based on calculations made by the use of data from the ENTSO-E platform. Large discrepancies
have been observed for both analysed countries. Analysis of the wind forecast error distribution
revealed that there exists a difference in the estimation of the wind generation forecast among the
countries. In Portugal, the forecast often predicted lower values than the actual ones. In the case of
Poland, these forecast values overestimated the production compared to actual values. This finding
opens a new research opportunity which would investigate the application of systematic error correction
in overall wind production forecasts.
Calculation of the financial losses from inaccurate wind power forecasts led to the conclusion
that the uncertainty of the wind energy production forecasting results in remarkable potential income
losses for the wind energy producers, reaching millions of EUR in global (national) scale. As shown
in this study, in the Polish case, there exists a large possibility of market speculation, since, in many
instances, the sales on the balancing market were more profitable than in the spot market.
Analysis of the spot price forecasting models shows that in the case of Poland, the applicability of
wind power as the input to a particular model is uncertain. On the other hand, a decrease of MAPE
values has been demonstrated when adding the wind power input variable to the models based on
Portuguese data, which translated into lower values of sales uncertainty of the generated wind power.
These opposite observations reveal that the advantage of models including wind power information is
not universal among the individual countries.
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Abstract: Nowadays, supplying demand load and maintaining sustainable energy are important
issues that have created many challenges in power systems. In these types of problems, short-term
load forecasting has been proposed as one of the management and energy supply modes in power
systems. In this paper, after reviewing various load forecasting techniques, a deep learning method
called bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) is presented for short-term load forecasting
in a microgrid. By collecting relevant features available in the input data at the training stage, it is
shown that the proposed procedure enjoys important properties, such as its great ability to process
time series data. A microgrid in rural Sub-Saharan Africa, including household and commercial
loads, was selected as the case study. The parameters affecting the formation of household and
commercial load profiles are considered as input variables, and the total household and commercial
load profiles of the microgrid are considered as the target. The Bi-LSTM network is trained by input
variables to forecast the microgrid load on an hourly basis by recognizing the consumption pattern.
Various performance evaluation indicators such as the correlation coefficient (R), mean squared error
(MSE), and root mean squared error (RMSE) are utilized to analyze the forecast results. In addition,
in a comparative approach, the performance of the proposed method is compared and evaluated
with other methods used in similar studies. The results presented for the training phase show an
accuracy of R = 99.81% for the Bi-LSTM network. The test and load forecasting stage are performed
by the Bi-STLM network, with an accuracy of R = 99.34% and forecasting errors of MSE = 0.1042 and
RMSE = 0.3243. The results confirm the high performance of the proposed Bi-LSTM technique, with
a high correlation coefficient when compared to other methods used for short-term load forecasting.
Keywords: energy management; microgrid; residential and commercial loads; short-term load
forecasting; deep learning; bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM)
1. Introduction
Nowadays, the significant increase in power consumption has led to the development
of and fundamental changes in power grids. Power grids now consist of large-scale power
plants based on nuclear power and fossil fuels. These power plants are considered to be the
primary source of energy production [1,2]. In these forms of generation, unilateral energy
transmission is conducted from centralized power plants (microgrids) to energy consumers.
Due to several factors, including the possible lack of fossil fuels and the dangers of rising
greenhouse gases, renewable energies like solar energy and wind energy are becoming
much more popular as clean and novel energy sources [3,4]. To address this trend, many
efforts were made to create a novel type of power system by combining communication and
optimization theory to have optimal power management. A smart grid is a next-generation
power grid dependent on various sources of energy, such as renewable energy. A smart
grid aims to employ energy generation and consumption data by smart meters to manage
energy efficiently [5,6].
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Distributed generation (DG) was discussed as one of the specifications of renewable
energy generation, which is done by different types of small, grid-connected, or distribution
system-connected devices [7]. DGs are also commonly referred to as on-site generation,
district energy, and distributed energy. Unlike traditional power plants, the generation and
consumption of energy through renewable energy resources requires small-scale power
plants which, in this case, will make the power system infrastructure more complex in
general. In this situation, and to solve this problem, the microgrid is utilized as a building
block to ensure the reliability and efficiency of the power system infrastructure [8].
In fact, a microgrid is a small-scale grid and a suitable solution for integrating variable
and unpredictable renewable energy sources into distribution networks. Based on the
structure and scale, a microgrid is very cost-effective in terms of infrastructure transfer [9].
Basically, the definition of a microgrid can be considered in such a way that, in order
to form a self-sufficient energy system, it collects locally distributed generation sources,
along with controllable loads and energy storage equipment. Short-term load forecasting is
known as a principle function for the microgrid energy management system, particularly if
different renewable energy resources are integrated with the microgrid. In addition, short-
term forecasting can be considered an essential tool for microgrid operators to maintain
continuous network performance and increase economic gains [10,11].
Short-term load forecasting is a function that has been performed in various ways
so far. However, in the previous studies, one can mainly point out some conventional
procedures that have been presented to forecast the load, which are as follows: persistence,
statistical, physical, artificial neural network (ANN), machine learning, deep learning, and
hybrid techniques [12–14]. In a valuable study [15], a variety of data-driven techniques were
introduced and employed in a comparative approach to solve the necessary forecasting
problems in the power grid. In [16], applications of ANN models were used to forecast
the amount of wind and solar power in the microgrids. In a review paper [17], various
types of ANN algorithms and issues with their application in the microgrid were reviewed.
Short-term load forecasting in a microgrid was done in [14] by producing a novel hybrid
technique based on support vector regression (SVR) and long short-term memory (LSTM)
models. In [18], short-term load forecasting was performed using a hybrid technique
of machine learning applications called seasonality-adjusted support vector machines
(SSA-SVM). In [19], load forecasting in a microgrid was done using various deep learning
algorithms, multilayer perceptron (MLP), and a support vector machine (SVM). In some
other studies, combinations of machine learning models with optimization algorithms for
load forecasting have been proposed. In [20], the microgrid load was forecasted using
the hybridized model of an SVM and particle swarm optimization (PSO) in a short-term
horizon. In another valuable study [21], a combined approach of a wavelet transform (WT)
with a fruit fly optimization (FFO) algorithm for short-term load forecasting was proposed.
In most cases, this type of hybrid model, due to the high dimension of input data, has more
problems, such as overfitting, due to the time series characteristics of the relevant data not
being able to identify the appropriate pattern of data.
Each of the reviewed studies attempted to forecast the load in a short-term time
horizon using a variety of techniques. In some of them, the methods used were not
commensurate with the available data and caused a decrease in the forecast accuracy due
to factors such as overfitting and data missing in the training phase. In some others, the
selected procedure was such that it suffered from time series feature modeling of the data,
and this action reduced the accuracy of the forecasting. Most importantly, in some studies,
the chosen method was not able to forecast the amount of load during peak hours, which
caused problems in the network operator’s scheduling.
It is noteworthy that deep learning techniques have been used as a powerful tool
in recent studies. They have also performed well at preprocessing, processing, and ex-
tracting features from raw data and addressing the problems mentioned in short-term
forecasting issues [22]. In previous studies, some deep learning techniques for processing
and predicting time series data, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), deep
22
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autoencoders (DAEs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and deep belief neural networks
(DBNNs), are presented. Each of these introduced techniques has some unique advantages
and disadvantages. The DAE and DBNN techniques suffer at understanding long depen-
dencies in time series samples related to anticipation time [23], while the CNN method
with the least number of cells and memory can extract the basic features of the time series
data. However, filter selection and the number of layers are issues that, if not properly
selected, can cause problems such as overfitting in the training phase. The RNN-based
techniques, such as LSTM and gated recurrent unit (GRU), usually perform well in time
series data processing and can model complex time-dependent nonlinear parameters. The
GRU networks mainly extract features that are not obtained by LSTM networks and are less
complex than the LSTM. However, some studies have shown that the LSTM algorithms,
due to forward training, have suffered from problems such as missing data and overfitting
when recognizing patterns of large-volume data [24].
In this paper, in order to forecast the short-term load in the microgrid and solve the
problems related to the reviewed methods, a deep learning techniques called bidirectional
LSTM (Bi-LSTM) is proposed. Bi-LSTM is a time series-based technique that considers all
data behavior in a time period. It should be noted that Bi-LSTM is proposed for the first
time in this paper to forecast the short-term load in microgrids. Data affecting the network
load have a long-term interconnected behavior and pattern. Accordingly, the bidirectional
movement of the proposed method and the interconnected and related structure of its
layers eliminates problems such as missing data and overfitting in the training phase. In
comparing the Bi-LSTM technique with other models reviewed in the literature, some of
the structural and inherent advantages of Bi-LSTM, such as learning the forward rule of
data information as well as the backward rule of data information, indicate the strong
performance of this technique.
In general, the contribution and practical tips of this paper can be highlighted as follows:
• Implementing a learning-based approach that, with its high skill, passes the training
phase without problems such as missing data and overfitting;
• Forecasting microgrid load without considering meteorological data that are not
available in remote areas;
• Modeling of microgrid load consumption for a short-term time horizon (one hour)
based on different household and commercial consumption loads;
• Evaluating the performance of the Bi-LSTM technique in the training phase and
the results of load forecasting with different performance evaluation indicators, as
well as presenting a comparative approach to express the effectiveness of the sug-
gested method.
In the next sections, the paper is organized as follows. The suggested method is
described in Section 2. The case study is introduced in Section 3. The results of the short-
term load forecasting are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is done
in Section 5.
2. Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM)
In recent years, the application of deep learning has been significantly considered
and used in various scientific and industrial fields. As such, deep learning techniques
are used today in various applications in power and energy systems, such as fault detec-
tion [25,26], cyberattack detection [27], renewable power plant potential measurement [28],
non-intrusive load monitoring [29,30], and load forecasting [14,31]. Deep learning has
different techniques, each of which is skilled in specific applications due to its unique
structure. In this paper, to solve short-term load forecasting in microgrids, one of the most
powerful deep learning techniques, called Bi-LSTM, is proposed.
Bi-LSTM is a deep learning application used for classification, regression, pattern
recognition, and feature extraction applications. One of the salient features of this technique
is its excellent performance against time series data [32]. Bi-LSTM, as an extension of the
traditional LSTM [33], is trained on the input sequence, with two LSTMs set up in reverse
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order (see Figure 1). The LSTM layer reduces the vanishing gradient problem and allows
the use of deeper networks compared with recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [34,35].
Figure 1. The bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) structure.
In the structure of the traditional RNN and the LSTM model, the propagation of
information happens in a forward path, in which case the time t depends only on the
information before the time t. In the Bi-LSTM network, unlike in traditional LSTM, flowing
the information from the backward layer to the forward layer and upside down is per-
formed by employing a hidden state [36]. Additionally, the advantage of Bi-LSTM over
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is its dependency on the sequence of inputs by
taking the forward and backward paths into account. The Bi-LSTM model behaves the
same with all inputs. The mathematical formulations of Bi-LSTM are presented in detail
in [36].
3. Case Study
In this paper, a rural microgrid in Sub-Saharan Africa was selected as the case study.
The specifications and data related to this microgrid, which was a freely available dataset,
constituted the input variables and outputs of the dataset used in this paper [14]. The
access and use of electrical energy for South African citizens is a human rights matter that
is guaranteed by government policies. However, some problems, such as the lack of a
sustainable electricity supply, plague many remote rural areas. Accordingly, this paper
selected a microgrid in South Africa as the case study in order to provide solutions for
energy management and sustainable energy supplies. The studied microgrid included
household and commercial loads, which constituted the total load consumption of the
microgrid. In the existing dataset, the household load was modeled based on factors such
as the number of households (NoH) available and the percentage of high-income (HI),
middle-income (MI), and low-income (LI) households. Factors such as water pumping
(WP), grain milling (GM), and the amount of clinics, small shops (SS), schools, and street
lighting (SL) also modeled the commercial load. The modeling was done to calculate the
load on an hourly basis and in a one hour interval. As an example, Figure 2 shows three
examples of 24 h load profiles under different conditions in this microgrid. Table 1 also
introduces the prevailing conditions for the formation of load profiles, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Samples of 24 h microgrid load profiles for (a) a low-population microgrid with the same income percentage
for the households, (b) a populous microgrid with high-income households, and (c) a populous microgrid with low-
income households.
Table 1. Input parameters for calculating each instance of the microgrid load profiles shown in
Figure 2.
Input Variable Figure 2a Figure 2b Figure 2c
NoH 50 100 100
HI households 33% 45% 20%
MI households 33% 30% 30%
LI households 33% 25% 50%
Number of WP 5 3 3
Number of GM 1 1 1
Number of SS 5 3 3
Number of Schools 1 3 2
Number of Clinics 1 3 3
Number of SL 10 15 12
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4. Simulation Results
Short-term load forecasting in a microgrid using the Bi-LSTM method required a
dataset containing effective hourly data on the microgrid load and the related load profiles.
Hourly parameters related to the characteristics of households and equipment and commer-
cial places were considered as input variables, and the hourly load profile resulting from
these characteristics was selected as the output variable. The existing dataset contained
240 samples of 24 h load profiles which, by considering the data associated with each hour
as an input sample, would eventually form 5760 × 11 matrix for the Bi-LSTM input dataset.
The designed Bi-LSTM network was trained by 70% of the data. Then, in the test phase,
using the rest of the data, it forecasted the microgrid load over the one-hour intervals.
After the training and test stages, the results of each learning-based network should
be evaluated using performance appraisal indicators. This expresses the accuracy of each
network at each step and clearly indicates how close the forecasted or estimated values are
to the actual values. In this paper, the Bi-LSTM network performance was evaluated by
indicators such as the correlation coefficient (R), mean squared error (MSE), and root mean
squared error (RMSE). The R-index showed a kind of correlation between the forecasted
values and the real values, and the maximum values of R indicated the high accuracy
of the network. The MSE and RMSE indicators showed the prediction error that were
calculated for these indices for each sample and, finally, a mean value was calculated for the
network performance in the whole dataset. The proximity of the MSE and RMSE indicator
values to zero indicated the accuracy of the network performance [37]. The mathematical
formulation for calculating each of the indicators used in this paper is as follows [38]:
R = ∑
N
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√












where xi and yi represent the actual values and forecasted values, respectively, and x and
y are the means of the actual values and forecasted values, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the performance of the Bi-LSTM network in the training phase using
the R-index and in regression form.
 
Figure 3. Bi-LSTM performance in the training phase in the form of regression.
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As shown in Figure 3, the Bi-LSTM network was able to pass the training stage with
good performance. Figure 4 shows the amount of network error in the training phase. It
can be seen that the training error rate was very small, and these results indicated good
network training. When trained with high accuracy, the network would be able to ideally
identify test data with an estimated model and forecast their values well.
 
Figure 4. Bi−LSTM training errors in the forms of the mean squared error (MSE) and root mean squared error (RMSE).
After training, the test data, which was 30% of the input data set, was used for
prediction as input to the trained network. At this stage, the trained Bi-LSTM estimated
the load profile for each sample based on the data behavior pattern in the training stage.
Figure 5a shows the load forecasting results by Bi-LSTM in the test stage. In order to
clearly observe the performance of the proposed method in forecasting the microgrid load,
Figure 5b shows 100 samples related to the test data in zoom mode, which is presented in
Figure 5a.
The forecasted load was, in fact, the sum of the household and commercial loads related
to the microgrid at each hour. The high correlation of the forecasted values with the actual
values of the load profile confirmed the good performance of the trained network. It can
be seen that the network accuracy coefficient was an acceptable value (R = 0.9934), and the
amount of microgrid consumption could be estimated at any time. Figures 6 and 7 also show
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(b) 
Figure 5. Load forecasting results by Bi-LSTM in the test stage. (a) All test data. (b) Zoomed image of the forecasting of 100
test data samples.
 
Figure 6. Bi-LSTM test errors in the forms of the MSE and RMSE.
 
Figure 7. Bi−LSTM test error in the form of a histogram.
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According to Figure 6, the amount of network prediction error in each sample can be
seen. The error values obtained in this figure (e.g., MSE = 0.1042 and RMSE = 0.3243) were
the averages of the prediction errors in all samples. Figure 7 also shows the minimum and
maximum network errors in forecasting the value of each sample. One can see that, in the
worst-case scenario, the largest error by the Bi-LSTM was in forecasting the microgrid load
between the numbers −0.6 and 0.6.
After presenting the results obtained with the proposed Bi-LSTM network and evalu-
ating its performance with other statistical indicators, the comparison with other similar
works to confirm its effectiveness proceeded. To this end, the results of similar works
presented in recent years were compared with the results obtained by Bi-LSTM via perfor-
mance evaluation indicators. Table 2 shows the results of this comparison.
Table 2. Evaluation of the performance of the proposed method in comparison with other solutions
presented in similar studies.
Table R MSE RMSE
Bi-LSTM (Proposed) 0.9934 0.1042 0.3243
SVR [14] 0.9770 0.5983 0.7735
LSTM [14] 0.9809 0.5133 0.7164
SVR-LSTM [14] 0.9901 0.1316 0.3627
SVM [19] - - 6.1910
MLP [19] - - 5.6540
CNN-GRU [39] - - 0.1617
CNN-LSTM [39] - - 0.2265
In the evaluation performed in Table 2, the performance of different machine learning
and deep learning methods were compared with each other. As can be seen, deep learning
methods offer better performance than more conventional machine learning methods. The
reason for this superiority is proper training and extracting the appropriate pattern from
the input data. Among the compared methods, the Bi-STM network proposed in this
paper was able to surpass other methods with better performance. In using data mining
techniques, choosing the right method with the available data is one of the most important
issues. The proposed Bi-LSTM procedure can be selected as a tool to perform other time
series-based data predictions in power and energy systems.
5. Conclusions
Short-term load forecasting in power and energy systems is a key technique to improve
the supplying of a demand load and other energy management planning. The purpose of
this paper was to forecast the short-term load in a rural microgrid in Sub-Saharan Africa
in order to supply the demand load and access to sustainable energy. To this end, one of
the deep learning algorithms, called bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM), was
proposed. Unlike other deep learning techniques, the Bi-LSTM method, due to its unique
structure and bidirectional training routine, offers a strong ability to process large-volume
and time series data. In addition, avoiding the problems of missing data and overfitting
during the training phase can be mentioned as other benefits of Bi-LSTM. Data related
to household and commercial loads were collected in the studied system as a Bi-LSTM
input dataset. The Bi-LSTM network was trained with the input data and then forecasted
the microgrid load in one-hour intervals. The results of the forecast were analyzed by
various performance evaluation indicators such as the correlation coefficient (R), mean
squared error (MSE), and root mean squared error (RMSE). The trained LSTM network
was able to forecast the microgrid load in the short-term time horizon with an accuracy
of R = 80% and the lowest error values (in this case, MSE = 0.1042 and RMSE = 0.3243).
Then, in a comparative approach, the results of the Bi-LSTM network were evaluated with
other algorithms used in similar works. The results of the evaluations emphasized the
29
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effectiveness of the suggested procedure in the short-term load forecasting of microgrids
compared with other solutions.
One future work direction is the application, implementation, and evaluation of the
proposed methodology for the load forecasting of other microgrids in the presence of
renewable energy resources.
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Abstract: Fluctuations in fossil fuel prices significantly affect the economies of countries, especially
oil-importing countries, hence these countries are thoroughly investigating the increase in the
utilization of renewable energy resources as it is abundant and locally available in all the countries
despite challenges. Renewable energy systems (RES) such as solar and wind systems offer suitable
alternatives for fossil fuels and could ensure the energy security of countries in a feasible way.
Zimbabwe is one of the African countries that import a significant portion of its energy needs which
endanger the energy security of the country. Several studies in the literature discussed the feasibility
of different standalone and hybrid RES either with or without energy storage systems to either
maximize the technical feasibility or the economic feasibility; however, none of the studies considered
maximizing both feasibilities at the same time. Therefore, we present a techno-economic comparison
of standalone wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) in addition to hybrid PV/wind systems based on
maximizing the RES fraction with levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) being less than or equal to
the local grid tariff where Gwanda, Zimbabwe, is the case study. The methodology suggested in
this study could increase the utilization of renewable energy resources feasibly and at the same time
increase the energy security of the country by decreasing dependency on imported energy. The results
indicate that the PV/wind hybrid system does not only have the best economic benefits represented
by the net present value (NPV) and the payback period (PBP), but also the best technical performance;
where the maximum feasible size of the hybrid system-2 MW wind and 1 MW PV-has RES fraction
of 65.07%, LCOE of 0.1 USD/kWh, PBP of 3.94 years, internal rate of return of 14.04% and NPV of
3.06 × 106 USD. Having similar systems for different cities in Zimbabwe will decrease the energy bill
significantly and contribute toward the energy security of the country.
Keywords: hybrid systems; photovoltaic; wind energy; energy economics; RES investments;
Zimbabwe; Africa and energy security
1. Introduction
Environmental protection, energy resources conservation, and sustainable energy development
are the core challenges that the world is facing nowadays [1] especially in hard times when crises
have prevailed [2,3]. Moreover, given that the demand for electricity or rather energy is continuously
increasing, being able to meet this demand in an environmentally friendly manner is of importance.
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Enterprises are constantly searching for upgrades in their procedures for better use [4–6]. Moreover,
the issue is taken care of by utilizing clean power [7,8], usage of waste power [9] and implementing
various arrangements [10,11] where assets and condition are preserved. Henceforth, adjustments on
power systems to expand force and productivity are required [12].
Zimbabwe faces a deficit in its energy production. Around 35% of the energy used in Zimbabwe
is imported from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), South Africa and Mozambique [13].
Renewable energy can be an environmentally friendly and sustainable solution to help curb this
energy deficit in Zimbabwe. Basic knowledge of the geographical location, economic situation,
as well as energy demand, is required to design and develop suitable systems. Zimbabwe lies in
a sunny belt, with approximately 4000 h of solar radiation per year and 5.5 kWh/m2/day of solar
radiation on average [14,15]. Renewable energy has not been harnessed on a large scale in Zimbabwe.
Small-scale solar photovoltaic (PV) panels for lighting and irrigation purposes are the only uses of solar
energy in Zimbabwe [13]. Small windmills still exist on some farms, in which they were once used to
pump water even though a study by the ZERO Regional Environment Organization concluded that
there is a potential of generating power from wind resources in Zimbabwe at a hub height of 80 m [13].
Renewable energy systems comprising individual resources and/or more hybrid power systems
have been a topic of recent research worldwide [12,16–23]. The early research papers on hybrid power
systems were published in the mid-1980s [24]. With the advances in research, in the early 1990s wind
resources could now be harnessed on a commercial scale. The problem of intermittency, grid stability
and reliability led to more expansion of literature on renewables as well as hybrid systems [25].
In literature, noteworthy efforts on feasibility studies on solar PV, wind and hybrid PV-wind
power systems have been made both grid-connected or stand-alone systems [17,18,26–33]. Research on
hybrid systems has been undertaken but the goals of each research project differ. For two different
locations in Jordan [34,35] used MATLAB and HOMER software to model economically feasible hybrid
solar PV-wind power systems. Their main goal was to determine the cost of energy (COE), the net
present value (NPV) and the renewable energy source (RES) fraction.
Benlouba and Bourouis [36] studied the economic and technical feasibility of different off-grid
PV-wind hybrid configurations with diesel generators for a village in Algeria. Moreover, Ashok [37]
found the configuration of a PV-wind hybrid system that has the lowest cost of electricity for a
village in India using a Quasi-Newtonian method. He found out that a PV/wind/diesel/micro hydro
hybrid system would provide electricity for a whole day at a cost of 0.14 USD/kWh. Furthermore,
Samu et al. [38] concluded that the LCOE of their hybrid PV-wind power system was greater than the
grid tariff solely because they used a wind turbine prototype with high cut-in speed and the competing
generation sources, coal and hydro are cheaper as well.
The first research on the analysis of the solar potential of the whole of Zimbabwe was undertaken
by [13]. They concluded that solar PV generation is both economically and environmentally feasible in
the whole of Zimbabwe. Further studies of solar PV resources in some parts of Africa were undertaken
by [15,39–44]. In summary, solar is economically feasible in various parts of Africa. Studies on possible
solar home systems to alleviate the current power challenges in Zimbabwe have been performed by
Chahuruva and Dei [45]. In this study, the authors performed an experiment at Ashikaga Institute
in Japan to obtain results which they believed could be transferable to Zimbabwe. Results of this
study could be questionable since the geographical and weather conditions in Japan are different from
those in Zimbabwe. Additionally, this analysis was performed at irradiation of 8.25 kWh/m2/day
against Zimbabwe’s average irradiation of 5.72 kWh/m2/day. Additionally, a study on the potential
of Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) in Zimbabwe was performed and it was concluded that 71.4 GW
can be generated from CSP [46]. A wind map of Africa was developed by [47] and concluded that on
average Africa has an onshore wind potential at a height of 80 m through Geographic Information
System (GIS) analysis. Another wind resource mapping exercise was undertaken by [48] for Kenya
and the southern part of Africa. Research on the techno-economic potential of wind energy has been
carried out for a remote area of Sahel Zone in Cameroon by [49,50] did an assessment for another
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location in Cameroon as well and determined that the total energy produced annually could reduce
carbon dioxide emissions by 1200 tons per year. Their calculated results and those of the Wind Atlas
Analysis and Application Program (WAsP) were in good correlation [50].
The goals and objectives of the Zimbabwe National Renewable Energy Policy (NREP) included
the installation of 1100 MW of renewables by 2025 and 2100 MW of renewables by 2030. Renewables
in this context referred to grid-connected solar PV, grid-connected wind, small hydro and bagasse.
The policy reported the provision of tax and sale of power to third-party incentives by the government
and also reduced license fees for renewable energy projects. However, the policy does not outline any
possible feed-in tariffs for renewable energy resources which might still make investments unattractive.
Additionally, the policy still does not mention any development of stand-alone microgrids to electrify
remote areas in which the rural electrification rate is only 13% [51]. The NREP also reports that
the Zimbabwean government will introduce mechanisms for funding renewable energy systems as
well as implementing a renewable energy technologies program that encourages Independent Power
Producers (IPPs) to invest in renewable energy projects in Zimbabwe. Additionally, a fund is to be
established by the Ministry of Energy to promote solar energy to address the electricity crisis.
All of the papers reviewed for this study did not compare the economic and technical feasibilities of
wind, PV and PV-wind hybrid system at the same location in order to determine the most suitable system
and the most profitable one. Moreover, none of the studies in the literature considered maximizing
both the technical and economic feasibilities of different standalone and hybrid PV/wind systems in
Zimbabwe at the same time. Therefore, this study aims to perform a techno-economic comparative
study of an on-grid wind, PV and PV/wind hybrid system to determine the best RES configuration to be
installed where Gwanda, Zimbabwe, is the case study knowing that this methodology can be used to
determine the best configuration to install in any region in the world. The optimal RES configurations
were found based on maximizing the RES fraction with levelized cost of electricity being less than or
equal to the local grid tariff; such a constraint will ensure the maximum environmental benefits of
the systems, increase the energy security of the country and at the same time ensures the economic
feasibility of the alternative energy systems. Such methodology will increase the utilization of the local
and abundant renewable energy resources in oil-importing countries such as Zimbabwe which would
count toward significant cuts in the imported energy bill. Moreover, the proposed methodology is in
accordance with the NREP goals and provides a pathway to achieve these goals in Zimbabwe.
2. Theory and Methodology
2.1. Photovoltaic (PV) Energy Model
Energy production from the PV plant is affected by the ambient conditions; where the effect of the
ambient temperature on the module efficiency is the only ambient condition considered in this study.
The efficiency of the PV module can be estimated using Equation (1) [52].




Ta + (TNOC − TR,NOC) × ITIR − TR,STC
)]
(1)
where ηPV is the photovoltaic module efficiency, ηPV,R is the module reference efficiency, βR is the
temperature coefficient (1/◦C), Ta is the ambient temperature (◦C) which was obtained for Gwanda city
using Meteonorm v7.1 software which generates a typical meteorological year (TMY) [52], TNOC is
the nominal operating cell temperature (◦C), TR,NOC is the reference module temperature at nominal
conditions (◦C), IT the total irradiation on a tilted surface (Wh m−2), IR is the reference irradiation
at nominal conditions (Wh m−2) and TR,STC is the reference module temperature at standard test
conditions (◦C). In this study, PV modules from Canadian Solar company (Guelph, Ontario, Canada)
type CS6K-285M were used [53].
After estimating the global insolation on the photovoltaic module and, with the estimation of
the PV module efficiency, the hourly energy generation from the photovoltaic plant can be found.
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Using the methodology in Duffie and Beckman [54], the global insolation was estimated which was
not repeated in this study for brevity. The hourly energy generated, EP, can be estimated as,
EP = ηPV × IT ×Am ×Nm (2)
where Am is the single module area [m2] and Nm is the number of PV modules.
2.2. Wind Energy Model
The wind shear coefficient (α) can represent the factors that affect the wind speed at hub height
like the speed at ground level, the hub height, the time (hour, day, season), the nature of the terrain
and the ambient temperature. α can be taken as 17 if the specific data of the site is not available [55].
At hub height, the wind speed (uZ) can be extrapolated as,






where ug is the wind speed at ground level (m/s), Z is the height of the hub (m) and Zg is the ground
level height (m) at which speed is measured and it is equal 10 m. The hourly wind speeds at ground
level for Gwanda city were generated using Meteonorm v7.1 software. Figure 1 shows the average
hourly wind speeds at 10 m in addition to the average daily global insolation on a horizontal surface
in Gwanda.
Figure 1. The average hourly wind speeds at ground level in addition to the average daily solar
radiation on a horizontal surface throughout the year in Gwanda.
It is assumed that the energy generated from each wind turbine-in the case of multiple wind
turbines-is the same; moreover, it is assumed that the energy production does not change during the
hour. Ew which is the hourly energy production can be estimated using Equation (4).
Ew =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 , uZ〈uC or uZ〉uF




, uc ≤ uZ ≤ uR
N × PR , uR < uZ ≤ uF
(4)
where PR is the wind turbine rated power (kW), N is the number of turbines, uC is the wind turbine
cut-in speed (m/s), uF is the furling speed (m/s), K is the shape parameter of Weibull distribution and
it can be calculated based on Justus’ theory using Equation (5) and uR is the rated wind speed (m/s).
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2 MWwind turbine (G114-2.0) from Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy company (Vizcaya, Spain) [56]
was used in this study.
K = (σ/u)−1.086, 1 ≤ K ≤ 10. (5)
where u is the mean wind speed at hub level (m/s), and σ is the standard deviation of the wind speeds
sample (m/s).
2.3. Performance Assessment of the RES
The harmony between the energy generation from the RESs and the demand can be inspected






where DR is the hourly demand met by the RES (kWh) and D is the hourly demand of Gwanda city
(kWh) where the daily demand of Gwanda was obtained from [38] while the hourly load profile for
Gwanda city was approximated to be like the profile of a city in Zambia [57].
Moreover, in order to inspect the autonomy of the system the demand supply fraction (DSF)
which is the number of hours in which the demand is totally met by the RES in a year over the total





where DSF is the demand supply fraction (%); H is the number of hours in which the demand is totally
met by the RES in a year.
2.4. The Economic Assessment of the Renewable Energy Systems (RES)
The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is used to assess the economic feasibility of the RESs.
LCOE of the energy systems can be found using Equation (8) where the effect of the mismatching
between the demand and energy production is incorporated by using the demand met by the hybrid











where Ci is the capital cost of the RES (USD), Mt is the annual maintenance cost of the RES (USD),
L is the lifetime of the system (years) where it is assumed that all the components will have the same
lifetime and r is the annual discount rate. The economic parameters used in the analysis are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. The photovoltaic (PV) and wind systems economic parameters and the grid tariff in addition
to the yearly discount rate for Gwanda city, Zimbabwe.
Parameter Value Reference
Photovoltaic system capital cost (USD/kW) 1533 [58,59]
Wind system capital cost (USD/kW) 1516 [58,59]
Photovoltaic maintenance cost (USD/kW) 24.7 [60]
Wind maintenance cost (USD/kW) 39.53 [61]
System expected lifetime (Years) 25 [59,62]
Grid tariff (USD/MWh) 100 [38]
Annual discount rate (%) 7.2 [38]
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3. Results and Discussion
Investment in renewable energy projects became attractive due to the profitability of such projects.
Moreover, the deployment of RESs helps in the mitigation of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and at the
same time ensures sufficient and secure energy sources. However, the significant drawback of RESs
is the intermittency of the energy production from these systems due to the nature of the renewable
energy resources which causes a mismatch between the demand and the supply and also affects the
economics of the RESs.
The hybridization of RESs can overcome the intermittency of the resources and increase the
harmony between the supply and the demand up to a certain limit where RESs can work in a synergistic
way. Moreover, hybridization increases the economic benefits gained by the RESs which makes it
more attractive to invest in. As the case study of this paper, Gwanda has a significant potential of
wind and solar energy where the hybridization of these two resources proves that this option is the
most suitable to achieve not only the maximum economic benefits but also the maximum technical
benefits represented by the RES fraction, Figure 2 shows the increase in the technical feasibility of the
renewable energy systems with the increase in the PV and wind capacities. However, it can be depicted
from Figure 2 that after certain capacities’ threshold is reached, the technical feasibility (represented
by the RES fraction and the DSF) reaches saturation due to the mismatch between the demand and
the supply which increase the electricity cost as shown in Figure 3. Hence, it vital to find the optimal
PV and wind capacities that achieve the maximum technical and economic benefits, Table 2 shows
the economic parameters as well as technical parameters of the maximum feasible capacities of PV,
wind and PV-wind hybrid systems in Gwanda.
Table 2. The maximum feasible wind, PV and PV-wind hybrid systems capacities in Gwanda, Zimbabwe,
in addition to their economic and technical parameters.
Configuration Wind PV PV-Wind
PV Capacity (MW) - 1.41 1
Wind Capacity (MW) 2 - 2
Capacity Factor (%) 34.57 18.72 29.29
RES Fraction (%) 54.99 28.72 65.07
DSF (%) 32.55 9.57 42.03
LCOE (USD/kWh) 0.09 0.10 0.10
NPV (million USD) 3.00 0.087 3.06
IRR (%) 17 7.65 14.04
PBP (years) 5 13.1 3.94
Note that in Table 2, the hybrid system does not have the highest RES fraction and DSF only,
i.e., the highest technical feasibility but also it has the highest NPV and the lowest payback period
(PBP) which means that the hybrid system in Gwanda achieves the maximum economic and technical
benefits compared with separate systems where solar and wind resources complement each other
in a synergistic way. Moreover, note that the PV system alone has the lowest RES fraction, DSF and
the lowest economic benefits since it has the lowest capacity factor among the other options due to
the nature of the solar resources where on average the PV meets totally the demand of Gwanda for
two hours only in a day while the wind system on average meets the demand for five hours. On the
other hand, the hybrid PV/wind system meets on average the demand nine hours a day. Figure 4
shows the average hourly demand of Gwanda as well as the average hourly energy generation from
the maximum feasible PV, wind and PV-wind hybrid systems.
Note that in Figure 4, the hybridization between solar and wind systems achieves synergistic
performance that increases the fraction of demand met by the RES and increases the autonomy of the
RES system. Figure 5 shows the monthly RES fraction and demand supply fraction of the maximum
feasible PV, wind and PV-wind systems in Gwanda.
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Figure 2. The technical parameters of different PV/wind hybrid system sizes in Gwanda: (a) renewable
energy systems (RES) fraction and (b) demand supply fraction.
Figure 3. The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of different PV/wind hybrid system sizes in Gwanda.
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Figure 4. The average hourly energy generation from the maximum feasible: (a) PV system, (b) wind
system and (c) PV-wind hybrid system in addition to the average hourly demand of Gwanda.
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 5. The monthly technical parameters of the maximum feasibly RESs: (a) RES fraction and
(b) demand supply fraction.
Note that in Figure 5 the maximum RES fraction and DSF occur in October where this month
has the highest wind resources and the highest solar resources throughout the year while the lowest
RES fraction and DSF occur in May and June since these months have the lowest wind resources and
the lowest solar resources. The proposed system in this study had better economic and technical
feasibilities compared with similar renewable energy systems either standalone PV and wind systems
or hybrid PV/wind systems with and without energy storage systems at similar geographic locations
in Africa, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Techno-economic comparison of different systems at similar geographic locations in Africa.
Paper Location System Type LCOE (USD/kWh) NPV (USD) RES Fraction (%)
[63] South Africa Standalone PV 0.16 - -
[44] South Africa PV/CSP 0.16 - -
[43] Sub-Saharan Africa Standalone PV 0.83 - -
[64] Nigeria Standalone PV 0.40 590 × 103 -
[13] Zimbabwe Standalone PV 0.10 29.3 × 106 -
[38] Zimbabwe Hybrid Wind/PV 0.21 - 42
[15] Zimbabwe Hybrid PV/Wind-Battery 0.10 39.13 × 103 60.47
[65] Zimbabwe Wind System 0.13 7.8 × 106 -
This study Zimbabwe Hybrid PV/Wind 0.1 3.06 × 106 65.07
4. Conclusions
The hybridization between solar and wind systems partially solve the mismatch between the
demand and the energy generation caused by the intermittency and the fluctuation of the resources
and so increases the economic benefits of the RESs which makes it an attractive option to invest in.
Solar and wind resources can complement each other and work in a synergistic way. Therefore, in order
to prove that PV-wind hybrid system has better economics and performance compared with separate
PV and wind systems, Gwanda city in Zimbabwe was the case study of this paper. The results indicate
that the maximum feasible PV system in Gwanda-1.41 MW-has a RES fraction of 28.72% and NPV of
87 × 103 USD while the maximum feasible wind system-2 MW-has a RES fraction of 55% and NPV
of 3 × 106 USD. On the other hand, the maximum feasible PV/wind system-2 MW wind and 1 MW
PV-has RES fraction of 65.07% and NPV of 3.06 × 106 USD where it can be concluded that the PV-wind
system did not only have the best technical performance but also the best economic benefit represented
by the NPV and the PBP.
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Abstract: The field of energy, specifically renewable energy sources (RES), is considered vital for a
sustainable society, a fact that is clearly defined by the European Green Deal. It will convert the old,
conventional economy into a new, sustainable economy that is environmentally sound, economically
viable, and socially responsible. Therefore, there is a need for quick actions by everyone who wants
to move toward energy-efficient development and new environmentally friendly behavior. This can
be achieved by setting specific guidelines of how to proceed, where to start, and what knowledge is
needed to implement such plans and initiatives. This paper seeks to contribute to this very important
issue by appraising the ability of full-scale implementation of RES combined with energy storage in
an island power system. The Greek island power system of Astypalaia is used as a case study where a
battery energy storage system (BESS), along with wind turbines (WTs), is examined to be installed as
part of a hybrid power plant (HPP). The simulation’s results showed that the utilization of HPP can
significantly increase RES penetration in parallel with remarkable fuel cost savings. Finally, the fast
response of BESS can enhance the stability of the system in the case of disturbances.
Keywords: energy transition; renewable energy sources; island power systems; hybrid power plants;
wind turbines; battery energy storage systems
1. Introduction
The integration of renewable energy sources (RES) is interesting to designers of isolated island
power systems, presenting significant opportunities especially for fuel cost savings. Islands are
usually very dependent on fossil fuel imports, which are typically expensive due to transport costs.
Hence, the utilization of RES via the exploitation of the island’s RES potential can assist the load
demand–supply, reducing the cost derived from fuel consumption, as well as pollutant emissions [1,2].
Two strategies have been developed by the European Union (EU) in view of climate change and
sustainable development on islands [3,4] with the aim to maximize the share of RES. In this respect,
such island power systems seek to improve their independence from conventional units, promoting an
environmentally friendly profile.
However, RES integration traditionally brings operating issues in power systems. Due to their
strong weather dependence, such as in the cases of solar irradiation and wind speed, RES generation can
have large fluctuations. These unpredictable variations affect the stability and power quality of power
systems. These issues are primarily related to voltage and frequency deviations [5]. In comparison with
interconnected power systems, such issues are increased in isolated island communities, as fluctuations
in production or demand changes can lead to larger frequency deviations [6,7]. Therefore, to avoid
problems that can affect the safety and stability of the power supply system, intermittent RES power has
to be limited to a higher specific percentage of the system’s load, compared with interconnected power
systems. These actions arise from the need for ensuring adequate frequency and voltage regulation,
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which are traditionally provided by conventional synchronous units. Subsequently, in scenarios of
high RES penetration, the operator of the system may give the command of RES curtailment with
respect to the operational requirements of conventional units and the spinning reserve criteria [8].
A solution in RES power curtailment is the utilization of energy storage systems (ESSs). ESSs are
mainly used to maximize the RES penetration [9–13] by storing RES power/energy in periods that cannot
be absorbed by the power systems, providing it in periods when it is required. Furthermore, ESSs can be
integrated as a technique to maintain stability in cases of power system stress. Due to their fast response,
ESSs can be used from the operator of a system to regulate frequency [14,15] and voltage [16,17],
maintaining them at the desired limits, either via power injection (frequency/voltage increase) or
power absorption (frequency/voltage decrease). Therefore, the utilization of RES in combination with
energy storage systems can lead to near-zero or 100% RES island power systems. In such systems,
the dependence on conventional units is almost eliminated, resulting in them practically being used as
backup systems for ancillary service provision [18].
Creek territory consists of 32 isolated island power systems with the vast majority of them in the
Aegean Archipelagos [19]. During the last decade, a procedure began to develop a sea transmission
network that contains all insular systems. This network is planned to be fully developed by the end of
the next decade. Most of these isolated power systems present significant wind and solar potential.
Hence, considerable amounts of RES penetration levels have been reached. By 2017, 97 wind farms
(323 MW) were in operation on all Greek noninterconnected insular systems in addition to 758 PV
parks (136 MW), 242 rooftop PV systems (24 MW), and one small hydroelectric station (0.3 MW) [20].
Additionally, extensive research has been carried out on large-scale energy storage development in
those islands. The operation of wind-pump storage units in the Cretan power system was examined
in [21,22], while, in [23,24], the impact of hybrid power systems was evaluated for the Samos island
power system; in [25], a hybrid power plant was utilized for Sifnos island to reach 100% energy
autonomy. Currently, Ikaria island is the only Greek isolated island with a large-scale hybrid power
system in operation [26].
This paper investigates the technical and economical optimal generation scheme in a specific
real grid that belongs to the small Greek island power system of Astypalaia, utilizing a hybrid power
plant (HPP). Taking into account similar research studies [24,27–29], isolated island power systems,
such as that of Astypalaia which presents significant wind potential, could be representative case
studies for further RES implementation, not only in European isolated islands but also worldwide.
The utilization of such a large-scale HPP represents an energy planning strategy for further RES
implementation on islands, which contributes to the full-scale deployment of green power technologies.
More specifically, different scenarios of battery energy storage systems (BESSs) and wind turbines
(WTs) are combined to significantly reduce the operation of the existing conventional units of the
island. Therefore, an extensive analysis is made presenting annual data for the electricity production
of the existing thermal units and the BESS; the purchased annual energy needed for BESS charging,
as well as the annual discarded WT energy and WT energy injection to the grid, is also calculated.
Furthermore, the annual fuel costs savings for each examined scenario are presented while an extensive
economic analysis is also made using financial indicators. Finally, a stability analysis for the examined
power system is conducted, after the installation of the HPP.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the most significant features and restrictions
of the Greek legislation framework regarding the operation of HPPs in insular power systems. Section 3
contains a general description of the island power system of Astypalaia, Section 4 contains the
methodology adopted, while Section 5 contains the main simulation results and the economic analysis
for HPP utilization. Section 6 contains the analysis for the dynamic performance of the power system
after the installation of the HPP, while Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. Greek Legislation for Hybrid Power Plants in Insular Power Systems
In general, hybrid power plants (HPP) consist of a storage system, a controllable generation unit,
and at least one form of RES power generation unit. A wide range of technologies can be used for an
HPP’s electricity storage and production. Pumped hydro storage units and battery stations represent
the most common and mature technologies for large-scale energy storage, in terms of HPP. In Greece,
according to [30], a power plant is defined as an HPP if it meets the following requirements/criteria:
• The plant comprises at least one RES unit and a storage system;
• The total electricity absorbed from the grid, on a yearly basis, does not exceed 30% of the total
stored electrical energy;
• The maximum installed capacity of the HPP’s RES units does not exceed the respective installed
capacity of the storage units, increased by 20%.
The installation of a wind-battery HPP on the Greek noninterconnected insular power system
(NIIS) of Astypalaia is examined in this paper. According to [31], the operator of the NIIS is obliged to
absorb the electricity produced by the RES with priority, including the HPP’s units, over conventional
units without prejudice to the secure operation of the NIIS. Within this frame, this priority is not
valid when the HPP’s production violates the restriction for the technical minimum of the must-run
conventional units. Additionally, there is not a priority in HPP’s commitment over conventional units
when their production is deemed necessary to meet ancillary service requirements which are not
possible to be met by RES and HPPs.
In terms of HPP utilization from the operator of the NIIS, the declaration of its guaranteed
energy, which is equal to the product of maximum battery capacity Pbat, and the number of hours of
guaranteed power are required. Regarding the operational principle of a wind-battery HPP, two basic
case scenarios can be considered:
• Case 1: if the total power output of the wind farms is less than the installed capacity of HPP Pbat,
the total generated wind power can be stored in the HPP with respect to the battery minimum
and maximum state of charge (SoC).
• Case 2: if the total power output of the wind farms is greater than Pbat and less than 1.2 × Pbat,
the amount of wind power that cannot be stored can be provided directly to the grid, in the
case that there is the capability of additional power injection to the grid from RES; otherwise,
it is discarded.
Other restrictions related to HPP operation include that (a) the provided energy from the HPP the
first 12 h of the day cannot exceed the provided energy of the last 12 h of the day, (b) the daily produced
energy has to be at least 2h × Pbat (otherwise must be equal to zero), (c) on certain days (especially with
high loads), the HPP has to provide its guaranteed energy, and (d) the price of the electricity taken
from the battery station is higher compared to the price of electricity sold by wind farms to the grid.
3. Description of Astypalaia Island Autonomous Power System
Astypalaia is a small island that belongs to the Dodecanese complex in the southeastern Aegean
Sea, Greece. Its permanent population is 1334 inhabitants (2011 data); however, during summer months
there exists a significant increase, which is depicted in load consumption. The annual peak load reached
2.22 MW (2014 data) on 15 August at 9:00 p.m. Currently, the autonomous power system of Astypalaia
island is fed by a diesel power station that consists of three identical diesel generators (Mitsubishi
S16R-PTA) with 1 MW peak power each (3 MW in total). Moreover, 320 kWp of photovoltaic (PV)
power has been installed on the island, with annual electricity production of 531.38 MWh in 2019
(18.96% annual capacity factor) [32]. Figure 1a shows the net load duration curve, which is the full load
minus PV production, and Figure 1b depicts the annual load demand, which shows the significant
load increase (more than double in some periods) during summer months.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Net load on Astypalaia Island for the year 2014: (a) load duration curve; (b) annual
load demand.
The island of Astypalaia presents significant wind potential, as with the majority of locations in
the Dodecanese complex. Although no wind turbines have been installed, there is a large number of
approved wind farms (by the Greek Regulatory Authority for Energy) for electricity generation on
the island (on the scale of several tenths of megawatts) [33]. For a typical mountainous location on
Astypalaia Island, although the annual mean wind speed is around 6.5–7.0 m/s (for a 10 m anemometer
height), there are no high wind speed values that surpass 20 m/s. This characteristic makes this location
ideal for a WT that is suitable for medium to high wind speeds. The proposed WT for installation is the
Siemens Gamesa onshore model SG 2.6-114, with 2.625 MW rated power, a hub height of 88 m (other
hub height alternatives are also available), and wind class IEC IA/IIA/S [34], which corresponds to
medium and high wind speeds [35]. Figure 2a,b show the mean monthly wind speed and wind speed
duration curve, respectively, taken from a mountainous location in the northwest of Astypalaia, using




Figure 2. Wind data for a mountainous location in the northwest of Astypalaia (10 m anemometer
height with annual mean wind speed of 6.73 m/s): (a) monthly mean wind speed; (b) wind speed
duration curve.
Figure 3. Power curve of SG 2.6-114 wint turbine (WT) model [34].
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4. Methodology
In the following analysis, time-series data with an hourly time step (i.e., 8760 annual values) were
used, which include net load, total WT production, and total PV production. WT production was
calculated by combining the annual wind data (Figure 2) and WT power curve (Figure 3). Moreover,
the effect of WT hub height was also taken into account using the power law with a power law exponent
value a = 1/7 [37]. The annual capacity factor for each WT was equal to 41.03% (around 3600 equivalent
hours per year operating at rated power). PV production data were used only in unit commitment
calculations (see Equation (1)) and were estimated by PV-GIS [36]. The difference between the annual
estimated and observed PV electricity production was only 0.8%.
Initially, a simulation of the system’s operation in its current state (without HPP installation)
was implemented. For the unit commitment problem, the priority list method was used for the three
identical diesel generators. A strict rule for spinning reserve was considered as follows [22]:∑
i
ui·Pimax ≥ 1.1 · PLoad + 0.2 · PWT + 0.1 · PPV, (1)
where ui is the i unit status (1 for on and 0 for off), Pimax is the maximum power of unit i, PLoad is the net
load demand, PWT is the WT production, and PPV is the PV production. As a first step, a simulation
run was executed for the annual operation of Astypalaia island power system, without considering the
installation of the HPP. For each hour, the load to be supplied by diesel generators was equal to the
net load minus WT production (PLoad − PWT). Considering the technical data of diesel generators and
the spinning reserve constraint described in Equation (1), the hourly production for each unit could
be calculated.
Next, the operation of Astypalaia Island operation was evaluated considering the installation of
the HPP units. Each HPP unit consisted of a combination of Siemens Gamesa onshore WT model SG
2.6-114 and a Narada lead-carbon BESS of 1 MW alternating current (AC) output power [34]. In each
case, multiples of this combination could be used. The technical characteristics of Narada BESS were
as follows:
• Output energy (AC): typically 8 MWh, whereas other capacities could be used (usually in the
range of 4–12 MWh);
• Single-way efficiency equal to 0.96, which means that the roundtrip efficiency (ntotal) was equal
to 0.9216;
• Typical battery lifetime: 5000 (daily) cycles (more than 13.5 years).
The basic criterion for choosing lead–carbon batteries for the proposed BESS of the HPP
was economic. According to brief calculations, the utilization of lithium-ion batteries would have
given a nonviable solution for the proposed investment, as they are significantly more expensive
than lead–carbon batteries. Therefore, it was preferable to use lead–carbon batteries which also
promote a well-proven technology as they are the next generation of the older lead–acid technology.
Furthermore, this paper proposes the integration of an HPP with the aim of providing an indicative
energy planning strategy for the energy transition of island power systems, making them more
energy-efficient, economically efficient, and environmentally friendly. Taking into account the
restriction of an environmentally friendly power system, the advantage of lead–carbon batteries is that
they can be recycled in contrast with lithium batteries, where the issue of their recycling remains an
unresolved problem.
Regarding the operation of HPP, the WT electricity production for each hour of the year was
initially calculated. The maximum WT penetration (concerning the net load) was considered to be 60%,
such that if the WT production surpassed this limit for a specific hour, the surplus energy was curtailed.
Then, the charging procedure of the BESS from WTs was estimated, according to the rules described in
Cases 1 and 2 of Section 2. In cases when, during charging, the BESS SoC reached 100%, the WT energy
that was used for BESS charging was reduced properly and it was absorbed from grid if possible.
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The load demand of each day was assumed to be known (zero-load forecasting error); thus, during
each day that the BESS was operating, its discharging schedule could be estimated by considering that
the BESS discharged during peak load hours (usually evening and early night hours). As a result, peak
load was reduced (peak-shaving). On days when the power system operator needed the guaranteed
energy from the BESS, regardless of WT production, if the WT production was not sufficient to fully
charge the BESS, power from the grid also had to be absorbed. This usually happened during night
hours, when the load presented its minimum daily values (valley-filling). In this paper, this was
considered to take place on all days of the year where the daily energy demand was greater than
80% of the maximum daily energy demand of the year. For the Astypalaia Island power system, this
corresponded to 25 days per year (mainly in the summer period).
Taking into account the load reduction during WT production and peak-shaving, as well as
the load increase during valley-filling, the new load curve could be estimated; thus, the operating
points of diesel generators considering the HPP installation could be calculated using Equation (1).
The flowchart of the abovementioned methodology is presented in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Flowchart of Astypalaia non-interconnected insular power system (NIIS) operation
considering hybrid power plant (HPP) installation.
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5. Economic Analysis, Results
The economic analysis was based on the directives of the Greek legislative framework for
noninterconnected islands. The energy delivered from BESS to the grid had a cost of EUR
147/MWh. Energy absorbed from the grid had a cost of EUR 135.47/MWh, which was equal to
EUR 147 × ntotal/MWh. Electricity from the installed WTs that could not be absorbed by the BESS
but was absorbed by the grid (if maximum wind penetration was not surpassed) had a cost of EUR
98/MWh. The considered initial costs were EUR 250,000/MWh for the BESS (without WTs) and EUR
1,200,000/MW for the WTs. Seventy percent of these initial costs were covered from a bank loan at a
7.5% interest rate with a 15 year duration. Total annual operational and maintenance (O&M) costs
were assumed to be 1% of the initial cost. The annual discount rate i was 6%, whereas the total project
lifetime was considered to be 25 years, which is equal to the WT lifetime. Batteries were replaced
during the 14th year of system operation (5000 daily cycles). For WTs and BESSs, during the end of
their lifetime, a salvage value equal to 20% of their initial cost was assumed.
For all developed scenarios, MATLAB software was used. The following financial indicators
were calculated:
1. Net present value (NPV): positive NPV values (in Euros) are an indicator of a potentially feasible
project; however, NPV also has to be compared with the size of the project (initial investment).
2. Internal rate of return (IRR): a project is acceptable if the IRR is greater than the discount rate
(i = 6%).
3. Benefit-to-cost (B/C) ratio: this is the ratio of the net benefits to costs of the project. B/C ratios
greater than 1 are indicative of profitable projects.
4. Simple payback (in years): contrary to the previous indices, simple payback does not consider
the time value of money. It is useful, however, as a secondary indicator to indicate the level of
risk of an investment.
NPV was used as the primary financial indicator for the evaluation of HPP installation.
All scenarios with two WTs led to large negative NPV values (see, for example, the last column
of Table 1) and significantly higher amounts of discarded wind energy (approximately three times more
for the same BESS capacity). Figure 5 shows the total NPV for HPP projects with one WT and different
BESS capacity. The results show that the most beneficial case was the installation of the 8 MWh BESS.
Table 1 shows the financial indicators for a number of considered scenarios, including a typical one
that contains two WTs. All three indicators that took into account the time value of money showed
that the optimal scenario was that highlighted in Figure 5.
Table 2 gives a more detailed analysis for the four scenarios with one WT that presented the highest
(positive) NPVs. The parameters that were calculated include the total net load, the annual electricity
production of diesel generators and BESS, the annual energy purchased from the grid (in the case of
valley-filling at night hours), the annual wind energy fed directly to the grid (without being stored to
BESS), and the annual discarded wind energy (i.e., the wind energy not absorbed by the BESS or the
grid). The last two parameters of Table 2 provide information about the annual energy penetration of
HPP in Astypalaia Island. The results show that the increase in BESS capacity decreased conventional
generation and WT energy fed directly to the grid or discarded and increased the penetration of HPP.
Although the increase in BESS capacity improved the operational characteristics of the studied insular
system, the high initial cost of batteries did not lead to better financial performance of the HPP for very
large BESS capacities.
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Figure 5. Total net present value (NPV) of HPPs containing one WT and different battery energy
storage system (BESS) capacity.











NPV (EUR) 597,893 669,507 654,782 −1,829,710
IRR 8.49% 8.57% 8.32% 2.12%
B/C ratio 1.43 1.43 1.39 0.27
Simple payback (years) 17.62 17.80 18.17 24.07










Total load (MWh) 6188.43 6188.43 6188.43 6188.43
Diesel generators
(MWh) 2089.25 1741.17 1427.55 1130.53








2026.61 1766.06 1540.00 1361.04
Discarded wind energy
(MWh) 5157.86 4758.01 4398.47 4060.95
BESS penetration 33.65% 43.48% 52.20% 59.90%
BESS +WT penetration 66.40% 72.02% 77.09% 81.89%
Table 3 compares the annual fuel costs of diesel generators for all examined profitable scenarios,
as well as for the current situation (operation without WTs or HPPs). Even the installation of an HPP
with small BESS capacity significantly decreased (50% or more) annual fuel costs. Figure 6 shows the
duration curves of BESS SoC for the four most dominant scenarios that were also included in Table 2.
In the case of a small BESS capacity, there were several hours during the year in which the BESS was
fully charged: more than 2800 h for the 6 MWh capacity (see Figure 6a) and more than 4000 h for
the 4 MWh capacity. This usually happened on high-wind night and morning hours, during which
the BESS was being charged by WTs. The small BESS capacity led to an inability to fully exploit the
available wind potential, which also affected the financial indicators, significantly reducing revenues
that could be received from the energy sold to the grid.
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Table 3. Comparison of annual fuel costs for considered scenarios in Astypalaia Island.
Title 1 Annual Fuel Costs (EUR)
Current state 1,092,703
1 WT, 1MW, 4 MWh BESS 521,933
1 WT, 1MW, 6 MWh BESS 476,754
1 WT, 1MW, 8 MWh BESS 430,233
1 WT, 1MW, 10 MWh BESS 387,582









Figure 6. Duration curve for state of charge (SoC) for systems with 1 WT and different BESS capacity:
(a) 6 MWh; (b) 8 MWh; (c) 10 MWh; (d) 12 MWh.
6. Dynamic Performance of the System with HPP
In this section, a preliminary stability analysis of the proposed production scheme was conducted.
The profile of the HPP that was investigated through simulations (using Powerworld Simulator version
21 software) consisted of one WT of 2.625 MW and a BESS of 1 MW power and 8 MWh energy capacity.
Previous power flows were used and basic disturbances were assessed. In more than 7000 h (cases A) of
operation under the preselected specific disturbances, the island grid could be considered substantially
safe, due to the fast response of the 1 MW BESS, while most of the remaining cases (cases B) retained
their robustness under the precondition of sufficient wind power generation (equipped with Fault
Ride Through (FRT)). Concluding, a few cases (cases C) with high load demand more than 1.5 MW
and inadequate wind power production less than 0.3 MW were assessed as unsafe. This could be
counterbalanced by the contribution of spinning reserves of the existing internal combustion units
of the island. Therefore, the vital role of accurate real-time load and wind forecasting was once
again confirmed.
In Figure 7, the variations in frequency profiles for several operation cases are depicted as described
previously. The system was considered to operate with adequate energy storage power capacity (cases
A) and with sufficient wind turbine generation (cases B), and it seemed to be quite stable. In cases C
with insufficient wind production and storage power, the generation system could be supported by
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conventional units such as the current diesel generators (fast spinning reserve), which could clearly
contribute to grid robustness.
Concluding, as a next step of this research, extensive simulation of the proposed HPP should be
carried out to identify specific real-time operation guidelines and regulations, aiming at the most stable
profile, which would cover all the frequency, voltage, and power quality requirements of weak grids as
island power systems.
 
Figure 7. Frequency variations.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, the operation of the Greek insular power system of Astypalaia was examined,
after the installation of an HPP consisting of WTs and BESSs. Due to the annual mean wind speed
of 6.5–7.0 m/s observed on the island, a WT suited for medium to high wind speeds was selected
to be installed. This WT was a Siemens Gamesa onshore model SG 2.6-114, with 2.625 MW rated
power and 88 m hub height. Additionally, a Narada lead-carbon BESS of 1 MW AC output power was
selected. For the needs of the simulation, combinations of those WTs and BESS were evaluated to find
the optimal technical and especially economical generation scheme.
The criterion used to find this optimal scheme was the results of economic analysis using
financial indicators. The relevant calculations were made considering the following initial costs: EUR
250,000/MWh for BESS (5000 daily cycles) and EUR 1,200,000/MW for WTs. Furthermore, the energy
injected from the BESS to the grid had a cost of EUR 147/MWh, the cost of energy absorbed from the
grid was assumed as EUR 135.47/MWh, and the total project lifetime was considered to be 25 years.
Other considerations for the investment were that 70% of these initial costs were covered from a bank
loan of 7.5% interest rate with a 15 year duration. The total annual O&M costs were assumed to be
1% of the initial cost, and the annual discount rate i was 6%. Taking into account those investment
considerations, an analysis was made calculating the indicators of NPV, IRR, B/C ratio, and simple
payback for different scenarios of BESS capacity with one SG 2.6-114 WT.
The results for all four indicators showed that the most beneficial combination was the installation
of the 8 MWh BESS with one SG 2.6-114 WT. Consequently, a simulation was made to examine the
annual energy penetration of the HPP in the Astypalaia island power system. Keeping as a basic
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scenario the utilization of one SG 2.6-114 WT, different scenarios of BESS capacity were examined for
this purpose. The results showed that the increase in BESS capacity led to a decrease in the thermal
unit’s annual electricity production. A decrease was also observed in discarded WT energy or WT
injection to the grid, while the penetration of HPP was also increased. However, due to the high initial
cost of batteries, the increase in BESS capacity could not lead to a better financial performance of the
HPP. In the case of a small BESS capacity (4 MWh and 6 MWh), it was almost impossible for wind
potential to be fully exploited, thus reducing revenues that could be received from the energy sold to
the grid. Thus, the capacity of 8 MWh BESS was confirmed as the optimal selection.
Finally, the stability analysis showed that the Astypalaia island power system could become
much more robust after the installation of the examined HPP. More specifically, in more than 7000 h
of operation in annual level, the island grid could be considered substantially safe, as the scheme
of the 1 MW BESS would immediately respond to a possible disturbance. An unsafe situation was
observed only in a few cases (less than 300 h annually) of load demand higher than 1.5 MW. In such
cases, the spinning reserves of fast response units such as the existing internal combustion units could
act to keep the robustness of the system.
As an overall conclusion, the island of Astypalaia was used as a case study with the aim of
proposing an indicative energy planning strategy for the energy transition of isolated and weak
interconnected islands and complexes of islands. This planning strategy could be included in policies
for Green Energy in Europe and worldwide, such as the European Green Deal. More specifically,
this paper proposed the integration of an HPP which follows the energy-efficient development and
the new environmentally friendly behavior of insular power systems. The penetration level of both
BESSs (8 MWh) and WTs exceeded the rate of 70%, achieving almost the maximization of RES
penetration. At the same time, the operation of HPP achieved a reduction in fuel costs of more than
60%, making the power system more economically efficient, in addition to being more energy-efficient
and environmentally friendly. Additionally, the fast response of the BESS could keep the system safe,
from a stability perspective, during probable disturbances. As a novelty of this paper, the installation
of an economically efficient HPP was proposed to contribute to the energy transition of island power
systems, with the potential to also provide services for maintaining safety during unexpected events.
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Abstract: This paper reviews the energy storage participation for ancillary services in a microgrid
(MG) system. The MG is used as a basic empowering solution to combine renewable generators and
storage systems distributed to assist several demands proficiently. However, because of unforeseen
and sporadic features of renewable energy, innovative tasks rise for the consistent process of MGs.
Power management in MGs that contain renewable energy sources (RES) can be improved by energy
storage. The energy storage systems (ESSs) have several merits, such as supply and demand balancing,
smoothing of RES power generation, enhancing power quality and reliability, and facilitating the
ancillary services like voltage and frequency regulation in MG operation. The integration of ESS
technology has become a solution to the challenges the power distribution networks face in achieving
improved performance. By simplifying a smooth and robust energy balance within the MG, storage
devices match energy generation to consumption. MG, and its multidisciplinary portrait of current
MG drivers, tasks, real-world applications, and upcoming views are elucidated in this paper.
Keywords: microgrid; ancillary services; renewable energy sources; energy storage; power
management
1. Introduction
As a result of improper regulation followed in the electric power industry and the continuing
problems in the environment along with increasing energy consumption have led to an increase
in installed capacity of distributed generation (DG) sources and energy storage systems (ESSs).
These sources include various technologies in combined heat and power operation or purely for
electricity production like microturbines, diesel engines, and fuel cells as well as photovoltaic (PV),
hydro turbine, small wind turbines, etc. To balance the load and power of renewable sources, the stored
energy is controlled, over time domain, lowering the full charge of energy at this level of mutual
coupling [1]. Presently, the smart grid is the leading idea in the electric power industry. The key
objective of developing a smart grid is to provide consistent, high-quality electrical power to digital
societies in environmentally friendly and sustainable ways. The advanced structures that can simplify
the links of many AC and DC generation systems, energy storage operations, and several AC and DC
loads with the optimal asset utilization and operational efficiency are the most significant features of
the smart grid. To achieve these objectives, power electronic technology plays a substantial role in
interfacing various sources and loads to a smart grid [2].
Recently, microgrid (MG) technology has received significant attention from utilities around
the world as a key approach to cost-saving asset replacement and strengthening of networks [3].
Electrical and energy engineers are now faced with a new scenario in which the grid must be integrated
with small, distributed power generators and distributed storage (DS) devices. The new power grid,
also known as the smart grid, would deliver electricity from producers to customers using digital
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technologies to monitor household appliances to save energy, reduce costs, and increase efficiency
and transparency. In this context, the energy system must be more accessible, smart, and distributed.
Without the use of DSs to deal with energy balances, there is no point in using DG. MG networks,
also referred to as mini-grids, are becoming a key concept for the integration of DG and DS systems.
The model is designed to cope with the penetration of RESs (Renewable Energy Sources) that can be
practical if the end user is able to produce, store, monitor, and manage part of the electricity consumed.
The end user is not just a consumer, but part of the grid with this paradigm change [4]. Using current
technical progress, it is stress free and probable to have battery energy storage systems (BESSs) and
loads and MG systems with the aggregation of localized energy sources [5]. MG technology has
progressed over the years and is becoming more and more advanced. In addition to communication
technology, electrical energy distribution and generation have been reformed with modern progression.
Through an improved aggregation of RESs, the MG is composed to turn into a fundamental feature
of new power systems. This innovative era technology is to assist service providers and consumers
to yield absolute control over the cost of energy (COE), system reliability, and energy sustainability.
MG technology is making rapid progress toward excellence with a substantial contribution from
all stakeholders.
Various MG definitions [6] and their efficient categorization methods [7] can be seen in the
literature. The MG Exchange Group from the U.S. Department of Energy and the Ad Hoc Group of
research and development experts define the MG as follows: “A group of interconnected loads and
DERs (Distributed Energy Resources) acting as a single controller to the grid within specified electrical
limits. The MG can be connected and disconnected from the network so that it can operate in both
grid-connected and island mode [8]”.
A typical MG system is presented in Figure 1. This definition contains three requirements:
(1) The part of the distribution system comprising a MG can be identified as different from the rest
of the system; (2) resources associated to the MG are controlled by each other rather than by remote
resources; and (3) whether it is connected to or not the larger grid, the MG can work [9].
 
Figure 1. A typical system of microgrid (MG).
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MGs are more effective in owning and managing local problem areas and can also be used as
a possible tool to achieve a “self-healing” smart grid for the future [10]. Societies can develop grid
architecture models as smart supergrids or virtual power stations that do not have a local generation
balance, load balancing, or isolating segments of the grid, which are more compelling designs.
Smart supergrids can detect, isolate, and restore capabilities to reduce congestion, routing energy
around failures, and reduce recovery time from failures. Software and analytics can be used to manage
a wide range of DERs of virtual power plants, although networked MGs can also serve as virtual
power plants [11]. It is important that MGs become the dominant strategy for utilizing large amounts
of intermittent renewable energy compared to alternative smart grid paradigms and that the benefits
in terms of cost are sufficient.
One focus area is the voltage control market in MG distribution networks [12]. Some scientists
suggest that in the future each MG will serve as a virtual power station (i.e., single aggregated DER)
and each MG bids energy and ancillary services to the external power system based on the aggregation
of offers from DERs within the MG. They design a day-ahead market for reactive power for the power
flow from large generators to customers over a radial transmission and distribution network and
provide a mechanism for optimal market settlement. This is a very similar vision as the roadmap in
New York that proposes opening up the wholesale electricity market to DER aggregators [13].
Regarding the distribution grid’s ancillary services, numerous studies have been carried out on
MGs and grid stability relationships. MG with ESSs can perform additional tasks such as maintaining
the local voltage at a given level, providing a backup system for critical local loads, etc. [14]. In [15],
the optimum management of DER and energy storage can benefit the grid power balance. Recent
research has proposed a state-of-the-art technology called transactive energy to operational resource
planning to minimize energy costs and improve the delivery system stability through demand or
price-tracking mechanisms [16]. The use of ESS in distribution networks is a good option to mitigate
power system problems from the generation and transmission networks’ operation to the small-scale
distribution network and microgrid applications [17]. ESSs’ facilities are numerous and are expected
to progress in the future.
Microgrids are relatively small, controllable power systems consisting of one or more units of
generation linked to near users, which can be operated with or without the local bulk transmission
system. They can also use energy storage such as batteries in electric vehicles to balance microgrid
output. Microgrids can contribute to deploying energy from zero emissions, minimizing energy
loss through transmission lines, controlling power supply, and increasing grid resilience to extreme
conditions [18].
Innovative business models like power purchase or energy-sale contracts and the development of
properly owned operations play a major role in MG scalability. Power purchase agreements (PPAs)
are set to play a bigger role in the MG market when MG design and procurement is simplified [9].
The PPA is currently a very successful business model in the U.S. residential and commercial solar PVs
market because they can collect tax and other related incentives while avoiding the large initial cost of
capital for a plant that hosts the system.
The PPA infrastructure is owned and rented by a third party to provide electrical and related
services to end users. In the MGs’ sector, improved reliability, sustainability, and economic benefits
such as energy cost savings can be placed on the market. In combined projects, such as cooling,
heating, and power, thermal energy can also be combined with electricity in the PPA. Operations and
maintenance can be reasonably expected to be part of PPA, since the revenues from the PPA depend on
the operating systems to their full potential.
In the late 1990s, researchers and engineers in the U.S. and Europe began looking for decentralized
solutions that could manage the integration of tens or thousands of DERs to enhance reliability and
resilience against natural disasters, physical and cyber assaults, and power failures [19]. The solution
to this is a network architecture that can manage power generation and demand in subdivisions of the
grid, isolated from an automated large grid to provide critical services even when the grid fails.
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MG development in the U.S. was driven mainly by their ability to increase the resilience of critical
facilities such as transportation, communication, and emergency response infrastructure, which can
quickly bounce back from complication and reliability (at times acceptable levels of services) [20]. One of
the main regions of the U.S., the Northeast, has suffered billions of dollars lost in aging infrastructure
and often severe weather events in recent years. Thus, states are exploring the possibilities of expanding
MG services in critical infrastructure to serve entire communities.
New York State’s “New York Prize”, a competition of $40 million to help communities deal with
issues ranging from feasibility studies to implementation, is the most notable example of state support
for community MGs [21]. In the U.S., states seek MGs as an alternative to retiring power generation
and to reduce congestion points in the transmission and distribution system. Climate scientists have
concluded that human societies should reduce the share of electricity from the burning of fossil fuels
from 70% (in 2010) to below 20% by 2050 to prevent global average temperature rise above preindustrial
levels, now accepted as the threshold for “safe” and “dangerous” climate change [22].
To address these gaps, many energy sources are decentralized, intermittent, and uninterrupted,
and it is challenging for them to integrate the existing grid designed to supply one-way power flow
from centralized power stations to customer loads. Deploying intermittent renewable energy in MGs
with flexible loads and storage technology enables local supply and demand balance, making it possible
for widespread renewable distribution. Installation for distribution service providers has potential
to change the way a small source or electricity user benefits the main grid rather than tracking and
coordinating the net loading profile of thousands or millions of individual DERs [23]. A wide range of
criteria, including carbon emissions, investment costs, electricity costs, and others, are currently being
investigated for the design of MGs using sophisticated analytically developed approaches.
A wide variety of DERs can be used in MGs in various multidisciplinary studies, reviewed in [19].
MGs appear to be technology agnostic, and design choices depend on specific project requirements
and economic considerations. The inclusion of ESSs prevents MG deficiencies. Since most MG sources
lack the inertia of large synchronous generators (SGs), a buffer is needed to minimize generation and
demand imbalances. The load diversity of larger geographical areas is also lacking in MG systems,
which means they have to deal with much greater relative variability. There are a number of currently
emerging ESS technologies that could play a possible role in MGs [24]. The ability of ESS facilities to
provide ancillary services, such as voltage control support, spinning reserves, load following, and peak
shaving among others, has been briefly discussed in the following sections.
In this paper, Section 2 describes the generation and storage options. Ancillary services and their
classifications and available ancillary services across the globe are explained in Section 3. The drivers
of MG development and deployment and applications of MG are studied and reviewed in Section 4,
and Section 5 is the conclusion.
2. Generation and Storage Options
To improve the reliability and power quality of the grid, storage systems along with RES are used.
Storage features support the needs of a grid network [25] and:
• Ensure the grid energy balance,
• Provide fault ride-through (FRT) capability under dynamic variations, and
• In MGs, assist the smooth transition from islanded mode to normal modes.
Some examples of options available for today’s generation and storage, including their advantages
and disadvantages, are listed in Table 1 [26–32] below. Fuel cells (FCs), batteries, flywheels (FES),
and supercapacitors (SCs) are the most commonly used energy storage devices [25]. Among these,
flywheel is not currently the most attractive solution because of its self-discharge problems, the need
for vacuum chambers, and the maintenance of superconducting bearings [33].
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The FC changes the chemical energy in hydrogen to electrical energy. Modern heat engines use
intermediate mechanical energy conversion to generate electricity from chemical energy, resulting in
lower efficiency compared to FCs. FCs combine engines and batteries to their best advantage. As long
as fuel is available, they act as engines and there is no intermediate mechanical energy conversion,
and the FC characteristics are similar to batteries under load conditions. In relation to other challenging
technologies, FCs have an extended life span of 20 years. However, FC gets great prices, especially
for electrolyzers and efficiency issues. The main drawback of FC is that it is not subject to fast load
variations, which lead to fuel starvation in the cells, which is short of cell lifetime. This describes the
energy storage mechanism in the form of hydrogen gas in FC [35]. Compared to SCs’ high discharge
currents and low power densities, batteries have good energy densities as storage elements but suffer
from longer recharging time. The SC storage element, which has a higher power density, has low
energy density [34].
3. Services in Electric Power Industry
Services involved in the electric power industry are as follows.
3.1. System Services
System services are all services given by some system function (for instance, a system operator
or a grid/network operator) to the users of the system. Power transmission, generation, and energy
supply are basic system services [36].
3.2. Ancillary Services
Some users, such as generators, use the system frequency or voltage at a time when they are
connected to the system to support these systems. These services provided by consumers are referred to
as ancillary services because they are associated with energy production or consumption. These services
are vital to maintaining the stability and reliability of the operation of the electrical system. From the
traditional point of view, ancillary services are provided by large power plants and equipment with
adequate capacity and capability. However, with improvements in MG technology, researchers and
industries have been re-examining the role of MGs in promoting services. MGs provide ancillary
services as long as they meet the technical requirements, and it is believed that ancillary service
provision is one of the most important benefits of providing MGs.
From the perspective of aggregation mechanisms along with control capabilities on distributed
power units, the technical feasibility of providing frequency and voltage control services through MG
has been examined [30]. DGs can support voltage and frequency stability of power systems with
appropriate coordination. Most DERs are interconnected by power electronic devices, and researchers
have found that power electronic interfaces can provide some support for DER integration, particularly
reactive power-related services. Reference [27] demonstrated the ability to use DGs with power
electronic interfaces to provide ancillary services such as voltage control.
The possibility of supporting voltage through wind turbine generators has been investigated [26].
In [37], two models were developed based on the MG central controller concept, which allows the MG
to participate in both energy and ancillary services’ markets. The capacity underlying single MG might
be too small in provisioning ancillary services and investigated the underlying technical problem of
frequency control by multiple MGs and proposed a centralized control approach and decentralized
approach for aggregation. The generating capacity of DGs allows MGs to benefit from both power
generation and active power reserve. For profit maximization, optimizing the bidding strategy for both
the energy and ancillary service markets to simultaneously participate has been identified, and this is a
problem that has attracted the attention of researchers [29].
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Different types of DGs may have different behaviors in providing ancillary services due to their
distinct fundamental characteristics. Therefore, the profitability for those DGs should be investigated
separately. The study involving [27–29] gives detailed modeling of how profit can be achieved by
providing active power reserve and comparing the profitability of active power storage from different
energy sources.
The author argues that renewable sources are not profitable for active power reserve, as they have
a high opportunity cost caused by their low operating cost (e.g., wind energy generators and solar
energy generators have zero fuel cost due to the free wind and sunshine, which makes their operating
cost lower than fuel-based generators). In addition to DGs, load and ESS are also good candidates for
frequency control services. Loads that participate in frequency control service must be dispatched
and interruptible; also, the loads prefer to be used as a contingency reserve (e.g., a spinning reserve),
which is often not used [37]. Some research has been done to minimize the manipulation of the load
while providing frequency control service in [38].
Loads have several advantages over the generators on providing ancillary services. Compared to
generators, loads are usually smaller in size, so an aggregation of the small load is more reliable than a
single, large generator. Secondly, loads can react faster since curtailment of the load is usually faster
than ramping up a power plant. Thus, they are well matched to the fast, short, and infrequent events.
Finally, using loads can prevent additional investment in generators and transmission lines. In order
to be good candidates for spinning reserve, loads must have the following characteristics: capability
of storing energy, control capability, fast communication, adequate aggregation size, low cost, quick
response, and restoration [32,39]. The above features are also noted in [40], in which the authors
demonstrated that the thermostatically controlled loads that can be quickly disconnected are ideal for
providing a frequency control service because they can be energy efficient and cost effective. In [41,42],
the capability potential of thermostatically controlled load for ancillary services is further illustrated.
The efficiency of the load is taken into account not only from a technical perspective but also from
market and policy barriers. In [43], an optimization approach to increase the profits of the load in the
ancillary service market was proposed.
System and ancillary services are interdependent and complex because both system and ancillary
services are required simultaneously by the same supplier [44]. Applications of ESS provide a variety
of services. In this, the terms and conditions of the specified ‘service’ and ‘application’ are reviewed
and interchanged. The term ‘service’ refers to the electrical operation accomplished by ESS with its
power conversion system, and the term ‘application’ defines connection and the location of the grid
and the ESS functionality concerning its infrastructure as well as its technical features. An overview of
ESS pilot projects around the world for various application areas is presented in Table 2.
3.3. Classification of Ancillary Services
The system operator must ensure the required level of quality and safety to maintain the integrity
and reliability of the system, take preventive measures for contingency control and perform many
other duties. The operator should be able to adjust the frequency and voltage of the system within
certain limits, maintain the reliability of the system, avoid overload on the transmission system and,
if necessary, re-establish the system [46].
In order to maintain system reliability in view of events and contingencies, a suggested list in
Table 3 for the system operator is presented. It has been concluded that all ancillary services are
important and they meet the previous requirements. The detailed classification of ancillary services is
presented in Figure 2. Ancillary services are fretted through the delivery of power, trade, and dispatch.
They are usually characterized by the benefits they provide to market members [47]. The following
Table 3 lists the different classifications of ancillary services in the literature from various sources.
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Table 2. Overview of ESS (Energy Storage System ) pilot projects across the world for various application
areas [45].




Piller power system Ltd.
20 MW/5 MWh plant
100 kW/5 kWh
2.4 MW
Frequency regulation, voltage support,
and power quality.
Power quality, peak shaving.





Abu Dhabi Island, UAE
PacifiCorp VRB facility, Utah, U.S.








Spinning reserve, frequency control.
Spinning reserve, load levelling.
Load levelling.
Voltage support, load shifting.
Power quality.
Voltage support, peak shaving.
SC NEC, JapanSiemens, Germany
3.5–12 V, 0.01–6.5 F




Nosoo power station, Japan
Upper Wisconsin, USA









FC Power Plant, California
Naval Air Warfare Center, California
Ongoing projects: IdealHy, Netherlands;





Power quality, backup power, and small DGs.
TES Highview Power Storage Co., UKTorresol Energy, Spain
300 kW/2.5 MWh
15 MW
Load Shifting, managing DG and DS with
large-scale penetration.
CAES
LAES pilot plant, Birmingham,





Frequency and voltage control, peak shaving,
load shifting, and intermittent RES.
PHES
Rochy river PHS plant, US
Okinanawa Yanbaru plant, Japan




EMS in fields of time shifting, supply reserve,
frequency control, and nonspinning reserve.
Table 3. Key characterizations of ancillary services.
References Source Contribution
[46–52] CIGRE/FERC/Power SystemEconomics and other Authors












The different lists of ancillary services mentioned above are mainly about how they divide and
integrate various types of services. Broadly, each of these services can be classified as one of the
following three main categories:
• Frequency control services,
• Network control services, or
• System restart services.
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Figure 2. Classification of ancillary services.
3.3.1. Frequency Control Services
Frequency is the measure of the active power produced and consumed, both of which must be
balanced to allow the operation of an AC system. The basic functionality of the power system is
represented in Figure 3.
Figure 3. The basic behavior of the power system network.
Therefore, the frequency is considered as a pointer to standardize the active power output to
balance them out [51]. For system security, frequency control is required. The variation in frequency
is usually within a certain acceptable range for the secure operation of the electrical system and the
safe and reliable operation of connected devices. Since power consumption is different, it is essential
to control the active power output accordingly. The following Figure 4 shows the process at various
frequency levels [52].
Technical factors underly frequency control services. Deployment times are important, specific
characteristics of frequency-related ancillary services. The ‘Deployment Start’ is the entire period
between the request of a particular network operator and the response of the service provider [53].
‘Deployment End’ means the maximum time the service can be delivered from demand.
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Figure 4. Different frequency levels of operation.
Levels of Frequency Control
To maintain the balance between generation and demand, the following levels of controllers are





Figure 5. The function of various types of frequency reserve controls in the UCTE (Union for the
Coordination of Transmission of Electricity) region [54].
All control levels are different with the change in response to time and the approach used to
understand the basic operational perspective [55].
• Primary control is initiated within seconds as a collective action by all concerned parties or
transmission system operators (TSOs).
• Secondary control replaces the primary control over minutes and is enforced by the responsible
parties/TSOs.
• Tertiary control partly completes the secondary control and then replaces it with rescheduling
generation and is enforced by responsible parties/TSOs.
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• Time control corrects the global synchronous time deviations as a joint action by all parties on a
long-term basis.
i. Frequency Control for Primary
The primary control is the active power output of the generating unit to control the variation in
frequency and control the use in controllable loads. It is specially designed to control the frequency
during major generation and load interruptions. Therefore, it is essential for the stability of the power
system. This control is automatically done by all the generators in the synchronous area equipped with
the speed governor. The self-regulation effect of frequency-sensitive loads such as induction motors
or the behavior of frequency-sensitive relays that connect or disconnect certain loads at specified
frequency limits are also involved in this control [56].
Primary control source: To reduce unforeseen transits after a significant disturbance, primary
frequency reserves should be uniformly distributed over the network. In the case of islanding, the
uniform distribution also helps to maintain the stability of the system. Primary control and load
monitoring are particularly suited for hydraulic turbines/stations. In these machines, the unit load
can be easily adjusted and the units can be installed/completed without significant stress or loss of
output. In some cases, further consideration of water release (irrigation, minimum flow, etc.) should
be restricted to the load following. If there is no free board at canal-based hydro stations, no primary
control or load following is possible [57].
Gas turbine stations are suitable for load following because they are controlled in/out but do
not work for primary control, as they must be operated at a constant firing temperature (equal to
efficiency and life) [52,53]. Increasing the fuel injection to increase the megawatts will cause the firing
temperature to be higher than it can sustain continuously. Reducing the fuel injection to decrease the
MW, thus reducing the firing temperature and changes in fast/frequent firing temperature, causes
thermal over-stressing. By lowering the firing temperature, the efficiency is also reduced. For steam
turbines, efficiency decreases slightly at partial load because the steam parameters can be held at rated
levels and can also provide primary control and load monitoring. In a short period, the active power
from the steam turbine can be improved by the action of the valves providing the primary response. For
longer periods, it is important to adjust the primary input power such as the fuel flow [58]. When two
systems are interconnected, High-voltage DC transmission can also be used as a primary controller,
particularly in installed power systems where the frequency is closely controlled and enough spinning
reserves are available.
ii. Frequency Control for Secondary
Secondary frequency control is a centralized automatic control that optimizes the generating units’
active power production to restore their target values after frequency mismatch and interchange with
other systems. This process can be done by adjusting the generator set point or reference point or by
starting and stopping of power plants. Secondary control should only be used for the generating units
placed in the control area where an imbalance has occurred [44]. To reduce the area control error (ACE)
is the goal of secondary frequency control. The primary frequency control must be adjusted to maintain
the active power balance after an abrupt change in load capacity. This will result in a frequency change
in the power plants due to a permanent drop of the primary frequency control. However, this can lead
to the variation of power transfer between the control areas from the intended power transfer in the
control system. Automatic secondary frequency control restores the scheduled power transfer.
Secondary frequency control is used to bring the ACE to zero using a proportional-integral
(PI) controller and filters. Secondary frequency control in UCTE (Union for the Coordination of
Transmission of Electricity) is also known as load frequency control (LFC) and is called automatic
generation control (AGC) in North America.
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iii. Frequency Control for Tertiary
Tertiary frequency control applies to manual changes within the dispatching and responsibility of
generating units. The control is used to recover primary and secondary frequency control reserves,
manage transmission network congestion, and restore frequency or interchange their target value
when this last function cannot be performed by the secondary control [44].
iv. Time Control
Time control makes the average frequency equal to the normal frequency of 50 Hz. If the average
frequency change reaches the above threshold point, the fixed frequency point in the entire synchronous
zone is either set at 49.99 Hz or 50.01 Hz for complete, one-day periods [54]. The realization of these
controlling frequency stages for a generating unit with the support of feedback control loops is
presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Three operational frequency regulations of a generator.
Frequency Reserves
Frequency reserves are necessary to maintain the integrity of the system in case of active power
consumption and irregularities in production. These conditions may be caused by generation failures or
variations in load. The required amount of reserves depends on the probability of multiple generation
failures and variations in load. For example, if a system is loaded with more arc furnace, the reserve
requirement of the system increases because the arc furnace load is very unpredictable. However,
if a generator is subject to frequent interruptions, the required reserves will not change but the use
of reserves will increase. The policy difference between UCTE and NERC (North American Electric
Reliability Corporation) and their terminology are presented in Table 4.
The types of frequency controls listed above in the review have some reserves in order to address
variations in frequency as a response to the generation capacity/load management [60]. Figure 7 shows
the use of reserves for various types of a frequency control for a typical generating unit. Frequency
reserves can be divided into the following broad groups:
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i. Spinning Reserves/Reliability Reserves
The spinning reserve is the additional generating power required to improve the power output
of the generators already associated with the power system. Spinning reserves are necessary as
demand may change and fast responses are required according to short-term standards. This category
includes very quick operation units or controllable loads [59]. Such reserves are unable to continue for
long durations at increased power consumption. Therefore, they will inevitably be supplemented by
additional reserves. Coordinated internal combustion engines or hydro units can provide this.
ii. Supplementary Reserves
Their response time does not have to be as fast as spinning reserves, but they must be able to
operate for longer duration at increased power output. For activation, they often require manual
intervention. The reserve is also provided by the generation of hot standby units [59].
iii. Backup Reserves
These are reserves that can last for a considerable period of time (within hours) but should not
come online for a certain amount of time (usually 30 min or more) [59].














UCTE recommends a secondary reserve control
requirement based on the statistical equation and
mainly based on load variability.
However, both contingencies and normal variations
are subject to secondary reserves. Compliance
measures are not available.
CPS enforcement provisions are imposed by the
NERC but do not have a regulation on the amount of
the current reserve regulating requirements.
The requirements of the CPS are based mainly on the
time of day and season.
Following
No UCTE requirements.
Used to minimize ACE for slower normal variations
in a control area.
NERC does not provide any standard or direction.
Replacement/
Contingency
The DCS criterion is identical.
Return ACE in 15 min to zero.
Sufficient of these reserves should be provided to
support the most significant contingency.
DCS would return ACE to zero or its pre-disruption
point in 15 min, if negative. Sufficient contingency
reserves needed to recover the largest contingency.
For many regions, at least 50 percent of the spin is
required.
Primary
Complete response at 200 mHz.
Characteristics of response based on UFLS relay
setting and safety margin of 200 mHz
Peak insensitivity of 20 mHz.
Only a requirement for frequency bias as a part of 1%
peak ACE calculation.
The dead bands of governors usually settled at 36
mHz and dropped
by 5%.
Ramping No UCTE requirement for the ramping reserve.
No constraints.
Used for rare severe events that do not take place
immediately.
Secondary
The UCTE policy recommends that the secondary
reserve be initiated within a maximum of 30 s after
the disturbance and returned to the initial ACE
within a maximum of 15 min.
The Contingency reserve and the Ramping reserve
are used as a secondary reserve to restore the
frequency to its nominal value and to reduce the
ACE back to zero.
Tertiary
The need for tertiary control reserves is greater than
the largest contingency.
It is not necessary to replace reserves as long as
possible.
No quantifiable requirement, but the contingency
reserve has replaced within 105 min of contingency.
CPS, control performance standard; UFLS, under frequency load shedding; DCS, distribution control standard.
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Figure 7. Control levels for a generating unit.
3.3.2. Ancillary Services for Voltage Control
The additional standard parameter for power quality is system voltage. The voltage is regulated
by controlling the reactive power injection and the drawl within the power system. Network flows
create voltage rises and drops as a result of interactions between flows and the transformer line
inductance and capacitance.
Requirements for Voltage Control
The system voltage control is used to sustain the voltages at several nodes in the system, which
requires precise bounds and the reactive power required in the system. Due to high inductance lines
and transformers, the reactive power is not transmitted well through the grid, thereby supporting the
reactive power as much as possible. Voltage control is necessary for the following reasons [61]:
• The equipment of voltage supply should be in its design bounds for safe process and
excessive implementation.
• The system voltage varies then creates the changes in reactive power that widely affect the
system losses.
• Voltages may also limit the system’s transfer capability.
• Reactive power injection and absorption are also important for maintaining system stability,
especially to avoid contingencies, which can lead to voltage collapse. Reactive power must
have sufficient capacity to meet the required demands and the margin of reserve for possible
outcomes. Local voltage regulation is a consumer service designed to meet consumer reactive
power requirements and monitor each consumer’s impact on network voltage and system failure.
Therefore, power factor problems at a customer site do not affect power quality elsewhere in
the grid.
Stages of Voltage Control
The overall voltage regulation function can be organized into a hierarchy of three levels.
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• Primary voltage control can be local automatic control, which saves the voltage at the generating
bus at a set of points. The task is fulfilled by an automatic voltage regulator (AVR) [44].
• The voltage control of the secondary is an integrated control that is automatic to shorten the
actions of local controllers. Hence, it is compact for the addition of reactive power inside a local
power network.
• Tertiary voltage control refers to the standard optimization of reactive power flow to the
power system.
Figure 8 outlines adequate voltage controls with one unit for generating a power system network.
Voltage is controlled by the application and use of ratio-changing equipment such as transformer taps
and reactive power control such as capacitors, reactors, static-VAR (Volt-ampere reactive) compensators,
generators, and rarely synchronous condensers throughout the transmission system. The system
operator controls and monitors the voltage and provides the grid’s reactive power requirements. VAR
absorption at low-load times is necessary to prevent the voltages from becoming too high. In contrast,
VAR production can help prevent voltage levels from getting too low during high-load times [62].
In specific areas, it is more economical to purchase a reactive power support utility from a client or
producer than to provide immediate reactive support. Dynamic or static VARs can be used to preserve
or deliver the units (unit, primarily) based on its ability to keep the VAR output rapidly or faster
retaining. In VAR, the cost of a dynamic device is much higher than a static device.
 
Figure 8. Three functional voltage controls for a generator.
Cost of Voltage Management
The cost of providing reactive power is mainly the cost of capital for equipment such as generators
and capacitors, which can reduce the flow of capital as expected for backup. In addition, reactive
support should be allocated to the operating costs of over or under the excitation of generating units.
The main cost of generator voltage support is for rotor, stator, exciter, and step-up transformer losses.
In some cases, the cost of the opportunity is associated with the loss of VAR production or absorption of
real-time power-generation capacity. In the case of reactive power, the actual cost of producing a service
can be mostly fixed costs and is usually lumped or isolated. In general, variable cost components are
relatively low [43].
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3.3.3. Capability of Black Start
The capability of black start has a characteristic of a black start station, which can start from a
shutdown at any cost of its production units and integrate into the system to support a portion of the
system and also be coordinated to the system under procedures without having an external power
supply. Comparatively, it is termed as a method to energize a system from cases of total or fractional
failure. Thus, it must have the generating units with black start ability [63]. The black start unit is
measured as a generating unit, which can be started without power supply or determines the capacity
with unit load to operate at a reduced level. Therefore, there is grid separation. It consists of at least one
black start unit, such that a generating unit of black start reserve system would be able to energize the
power system. Therefore, if there is a power outage in the system, it will provide power to local needs.
Electric supply is required to start all generating stations, except for a few small hydro stations.
These stations have required some supply for work consumed in the auxiliary unit. So, the turbo
generator is used to help in this process of operation. Usually, batteries provide this supply to small
diesel generators. For large diesel generators, it is provided by pressurized air and diesel engines that
deliver the start-up supply for gas turbines (start-up supply required for gas stations is usually 2% of
installed capacity and 1% of hydro stations). Therefore, such a generating unit can be used to energize
the subsystem/generating stations [57].
It is essential to satisfy the associated performance standards [63]:
• It can shut its circuit breaker for dead bus based on demand.
• It must be able to keep the frequency under various loads.
• It is capable of having a voltage supply for unstable loads.
• It is optimal to have an output rate within the given time as chosen by the system operator.
3.3.4. Inertia Response for RES
In general, when generation plants are connected to the network, RESs that are established as
an alternative source of energy in the near future will pose new problems with the power supply
quality. However, an adequately managed DG can be very useful in distributed networks to improve
service continuity in specific geographical locations [64,65]. High penetration of RESs leads to critical
challenges of frequency stability.
Firstly, RESs usually have inertial responses that are weak or non-existent. For instance, a power
electronic converter typically connects a variable-speed wind turbine to a network that effectively
dissipates wind turbine inertia from reducing transient systems. In addition, solar PV plants do
not offer the power system with any inertia response. When traditional sources are replaced with
RESs, the inertia of the entire electrical system is reduced [66]. Subsequently, an increase in the RES
penetration rate reduces the number of manufacturing units that provide primary and secondary
control reserve power. For this reason, as explained in [67] and shown in Figure 9, the frequency
variance will be increased. The RESs need to create new frequency control techniques to enable them
to participate in frequency regulation operations to overcome the frequency stability challenges posed
by the small inertial response and reserve power.
Figure 9 shows the typical frequency response with operating limits. The machine frequency is
about 50 Hz during normal operations. However, when an event triggers an imbalance in generation
and demand, the frequency of the system begins to decline with the frequency levels, relying on the






(Pm − Pe) (1)
where df /dt is the frequency shift speed, Hsys is the maximum inertia constant of the unit, SB is the
rating of generator power, Pm and Pe, are the mechanical power and electrical power, and fo is the
frequency of the system. The synchronous generator releases kinetic energy stored in its spinning mass
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before any controller activation and up to ~10 s [69] due to the inertia reaction. After that, the primary
frequency controller is activated immediately if the frequency deviation exceeds a certain value.
Figure 9. Time stages involved in responding to system frequency [67].
Using the generator governor, this controller returns the frequency to store values in 30 s [70,71].
To restore the system frequency to its nominal value, a new control called secondary control will be
triggered after the 30 s. As illustrated in Figure 9, it takes several minutes for the secondary controller to
restore the system frequency to its nominal value. Backup capacity is sufficient at this time to cover the
increase in power demands. Finally, it enables the control of the tertiary frequency control by residual
power deviation. Unlike primary and secondary controllers, the tertiary controller requires manual
adjustment when generators are dispatched or scheduled timing adjustments [71]. Frequency and
inertial control methods for RES are generally divided into two main categories: RES control techniques
without any ESS assistance and RES control techniques with ESS. In Table 5, the frequency/inertia
command merits and demerits for RES with and without ESS are illustrated.
Table 5. Merits and demerits of frequency/inertia control for RES (Renewable Energy Sources) with
and without ESS [72].
ESS Source Type Methods Merits Demerits
Without Solar Deloading
Additional element is not required.
Inertia and frequency regulation
are provided.
It loses some energy
percentage.




Power obtained from the
rotating mass
directly.
The second drop in
frequency may
occur in losses.
Deloading Primary frequency controlis provided.
It loses some energy
percentage.
With Solar DeloadingMPPT
The system is highly effective.
Removes instabilities in power.
Higher cost due to the price of the battery
and lose some energy.




Wind Inertial response The technique is highly reliable.
Compared to the above techniques,
the value is quite higher.
High battery price and energy costs.
3.3.5. FRT and Reactive Power Support
The radical climate variations caused by global warming and rising demand for energy have led
to the development of renewable energy worldwide. Among other RES, wind energy is a pioneer and
has grown both in terms of capacity and adopting technology. Wind power generation has changed
over the past 30 years, including changes in electrical and mechanical systems, control methods used,
and requirements for power system integration [73].
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FRT capability during transient conditions and reactive power control during stable-state
conditions pose considerable challenges for variable speed wind turbines [74] among the new grid
code for wind energy grid integration. During faults and voltage sag conditions, wind farms are no
longer allowed to disconnect but are expected to function as conventional power plants, provide the
support for reactive power and be connected during system failures [75]. The grid code requirement
(GCR) for FRT determines the time of fault (Tfault), permitted fault voltage (Vfault), recovery time (Trec),
voltage to be recovered within recovery time (Vrec), and the prescribed duration or settling time (Tset),
as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Basic FRT (fault ride-through) capability profile.
After clearance of the fault, Tset will indicate the voltage recovery to the nominal voltage (Vnom)
prefault condition. The ability to return to the standard wind generator operating state assesses the
determination of the power system under unstable conditions. The FRT requirements also require the
increased injection of reactive current when the voltage is low, as shown in Figure 11. In response
to severe voltage drop, reactive current assistance should be achieved within 20 ms after failure
is detected.
 
Figure 11. Required reactive current profile based on grid code of E.ON [76].
Double-fed induction generator wind turbines (DFIGWTs) are popular for WT technology. DFIG is
an innovative type of variable wind speed generator. However, DFIGWTs can cause disturbances in
the grid voltage. They use both the rotor-side converter (RSC) and the control of the grid-side converter
(GSC) [77]. The RSC controls maximum power capture by control of rotor rpm and GSC controls the
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active and reactive power supplied and maintains a constant DC-link voltage. The voltage at the fault
event also fails to zero and the active power output decreases, which rapidly increases the current of
the rotor in an attempt to compensate for the active power of the RSC. The converter then raises the
voltage of the rotor, resulting in a high voltage in the DC connection, and DFIG rapidly loses internal
magnetization in proportion to the voltage loss. Demagnetization induces high out-rush/over-current
currents on both stator and rotor circuits that are greater than the converter’s ratings [78]. This leads to
the WT connected to the grid being tripped.
Consequently, the GCR suggests the ability of the FRT to ensure continuous operation and prevent
excessive power loss due to defects, promoting grid recovery during fault and minimizing problems
with resynchronization after fault clearing by reactive power support [79]. The merits and demerits of
protection methods during the FRT process are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Merits and demerits of control techniques using for FRT.
Reference Using Technique Merits Demerits
[80] Crowbar Activated in the event of failures andprevents RSC from overload.
When crowbar is applied, RSC control
is lost.
[81] SGSC
Damping synchronous stator frame flux
oscillations and allowing the stator flux
variable to be handled directly.
Weaknesses in preserving the power
balance of the DC-link.
[82] ESS
Improves DFIG’s transient dynamics
and power systems’ transient stability.
DFIG’s steady-state active power
output is regulated.
Battery unit operation and
maintenance issues.
Loss of stored energy in the form of
self-discharges when not in use.
[76] MSDBR
This method prevents the use of both
the crowbar and the DC chopper.
Series compensation system and
includes power evacuation.
The injection efficiency of reactive
energy is not yet studied.
Compared to the above techniques,
the value is quite higher.
3.3.6. ESS in Congestion Management and Economical Scheduling
Existing congestion management systems (CMSs) typically determine the transmission point
day-ahead stage, the generation process, and the ability to anticipate demand at this level [83].
High penetration of DER in smart distribution systems may lead to network congestion and voltage
problems. The establishment of the power distribution market is a good tool for effectively and efficiently
managing large amounts of DERs in distribution networks. Active customers and utilities can use
this distribution-level market to realize their potential value in distribution grids. A well-designed
market could also encourage rational deployment and investment in future planning of new DERs.
Therefore, the main goal of market integration is to develop international markets in real time, accepting
all network limitations [84]. Therefore, effective CMS should be fully integrated with intraday and
stabilization market design. As mentioned earlier, the following are the five key elements to establishing
a dynamic CMS:
• Efficient national CMS and integrated with international CMS to get complete utilization of current
transmission capacity.
• Combined distribution of global transmission capability, for the flexible usage of transmission
capacity where it is more required at a day-ahead level.
• The day-ahead energy market integrated with transmission allocation is the ability to make
complete usage of low-cost distribution possibilities.
• The flexible operation across the power system, improvement in RES forecasts such as solar/wind,
and other uncertainties in a day is possible with the integration of transmission distribution with
the day-ahead energy market.
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A precise method for CMS accepts the efficient support and reliable evaluation of future congestion
designs for private and public outcome makers to monitor the investment options. The day-ahead
economic scheduling of ESS is the regulating of electricity market positions. The ESS integrates with
residential customers in a low voltage generation grid and PV generation, whereas the objective
is to expand the revenues from energy arbitrage in day-ahead auction [85]. The internal model of
the ESS design addresses the charging/discharge process limitations. Therefore, the PV generation,
residential load, price of the market, and formulated constrained optimization challenge minimize the
cost function. It mainly focuses on system efficiency, which significantly affects economic performance
due to energy losses in the period of charging/discharging cycle.
The integrated PV and ESS play an important role in demand-side management (DSM) activities,
and these improvements can influence the performance of electric power systems (EPSs). The market
can exist in the wholesale trade of electricity segment and it was developed for energy exchange to
handle the day-ahead auction markets. Thus, ESS combining with uncertainty sources for day-ahead
economic optimization is a compelling research topic in the economic scheduling operation process.
In [86], the authors proposed an hourly discretized optimization algorithm for a residential consumer,
PV generation, and a distributed BESS. In this context, the aim was not only on the residential
generation, but also on regional stages, where the BESS performed for day-ahead scheduling can
improve revenues from energy arbitrage and is subject to the technical constraints of the supply
network and storage system. The summary of the MG components and corresponding ancillary
services are illustrated in Table 7 [87].
Table 7. Summary of corresponding ancillary services for MG components.
MG Components Ancillary Services To Main Grid
All DERs, WTGs, PV systems, hydro power plants, and loads with ESSs
units but not thermal-driven CHP Frequency regulation
Inverter and SG coupled DG/ESS units and loads but not IG coupled DG Voltage control, CMS, Optimization of grid losses
WT’s coupled with inverters, SGs, PV with inverter, Micro-hydro with
inverter/SG and ESS Black start
WT’s with DFIG/Inverter, PV with Inverter, Micro-hydro with Inverter,
CHP with inverter, ESS FRT Capability
Further approaches based on the location of the economic evaluation of the specified application
and the feasibility study of the ESS were investigated in [88]. The authors illustrated in [89] complete
analysis for a day-ahead market of the European power exchange group, an exchange for power spot
transactions in Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and France. This study evaluated the corresponding
economic evaluation for the possibility of energy arbitrage function in global markets. The key drivers
for improvement of ESS solutions are the market prospects over the provision of ancillary services;
energy arbitrage; improving the efficiency of transmission, generation, and distribution; and several
balancing applications.
3.3.7. Energy Management System
To assess an ancillary service technology of a MG, first the grid connection technology and then
the entire controlled DER must be analyzed [87]. The economic framework for supplying ancillary
services through MG is based on the energy management system (EMS) decision-taking capability,
which provides the most promising technology for ancillary services, the most feasible service for
community MG owners to generate incremental revenues, and provides security of supply to customers.
As shown in Figure 12, this EMS controls MG power flows through adjustment of power
imports/exports from/to the main grid, regulates dispatchable DERs and controls loads based on
current information, the generation, and loads to achieve certain operational targets (for example cost
reduction) and optimizations of the end of the market. In the case of many ancillary services, the EMS
determines whether and at what price it will provide the service in a day-to-day market. The EMS
then bids into the market and sees whether the bid is successful. If this service is successful, EMS plans
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to provide it the next day. Therefore, MG owners can benefit from the ancillary services market as
the main source of income. MG owners benefit from the energy markets in many parts of the world.
Finally, Table 8 summarizes the current and possible ESS facilities for different application areas.
 
Figure 12. Functions of EMS (energy management system) for MG.







The issue of Power Quality (PQ) is one of MG’s major
technical challenges. The PQ level of the MG network
must be analyzed and quantified to provide a better PQ of
the energy provision.
In both the on grid and off grid mode of MG operation,
voltage and frequency variation are analyzed under
different generation and load conditions.
In order to achieve a better quality of power supply in the
MG system, the level of PQ impact in the MG network
must be quantified in various scenarios.
~<1 MW,
Response time: ~ms,
Discharge period: ms to s




The intermittent generation of renewables can be backed
up, stabilized, or supported by integration with ESS.
~100 kW–40 MW < 1 MW,
Response time: ~s to min,
Discharge period: up to days
Exp: FES, BES;
Pro: PHES, CAES, FCs
Frequency control
Based on active power control by controlling the
DER output.
Generation is adjusted to load minute by minute to
maintain a specific system frequency in the control area.
The micro-sources (DGs) of MG connected to the grid and
located close to the load pockets are an effective way of
delivering this service.
Up to MW level
Response time: ~s,
Discharge period: s to min
Exp: BES, FBs, CAES
Pro: FES, SCs
Voltage control
EPSs dynamically respond to changes in active and
reactive power, thereby influencing the voltage profile and
magnitude of the networks.
Dynamic voltage behavior control can be improved with
the functions of ESS facilities.
Various ESS technologies can be used effectively for
voltage control solutions.





Pro: SMES, FES, SCs
Spinning reserve
ESSs have spinning reserve functions if the generation (or
load decrease) increases rapidly enough to lead
to contingency.
ESS units should be able to react immediately and to keep
outputs up to a few hours.
Up to MW level,
Response time: s
Discharge period: 30 min to
few hrs
Exp: BES,
Pro: FCs, FBs, FES,
CAES, SMES
Load levelling
Load-levelling is a way to balance large fluctuations in
electricity demand.
Traditional batteries and FBs should reduce overall costs
and improve cycling time with peak shaving applications





~12 h and even more
Exp: BES, PHES, CAES;
Pro: FCs, FBs, TES
FRT capability
There has been much interest in the concept of MGs
recently. As the power capacity of MGs increase, EPS can
deliver significant power from DGs. During power grid
interruptions, a high-powered MG disconnect can lead to
power grid instability.
New grid codes that address stringent requirements.
However, broadly linking MGs through distribution
networks requires a change in their philosophy of
connecting them to the utility grid.
Grid-connected MG requires FRT capabilities and ancillary




Discharge period: s to mins
and even hrs
Exp: BES, FBs, CAES;
Pro: FCs, FES, SCs
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To control power quality, reduce congestion, and/or ensure
that the system operates under normal working
conditions, ESS can be used to synchronize the operation
of a power transmission line or parts of a distribution unit.
Such applications require immediate response and a
relatively large grid demand power capacity.
Up to 100 MW level,
Response time: ~ms
Discharge period: ms to s
Exp: BES, SMES;
Pro: FBs, FES, SCs
Black-start ESS can deliver a system from a shutdown condition to itsstart-up without using electricity from the grid.
Up to ~40 MW level,
Response time:
~mins,
Discharge period: s to h
Exp: BES, CAES, FBs;
Pro: FCs, TES
Standing reserve
ESS facilities serve as temporary additional generating
units in the middle to large scale grid to balance power
supply and demand at a certain time.
The standing reserve can be used to meet current demand
that is higher than future demand and/or plant failure.
1–100 MW level,




Pro: FCs, FBs, PHES, CAES
Load following
ESS installations can support subsequent electricity
demand load changes.
The Irvine Smart Grid Demonstration test project with
advanced batteries offers load follow-up and voltage
support services in California.
Up to hundreds of MW level,
Response time:
up to ~1 s,
Discharge period: min to
few hours
Exp: FBs, BES, SMES;
Pro: FCs
EMS
In EMS, ESS plays an important role in optimizing the use
of energy, and decoupling generation time and
energy consumption.
Typical EMS applications are time-shifting and
peak shaving.










It can be attained by stored electrical energy when it is
cheaper, and the stored energy used or sold during
periods of high demand.




Exp: PHS, CAES, BES;
Pro: FBs, FCs, TES
Peak shaving
Peak shaving is the use of stored energy during off-peak
periods to offset energy generation over maximum power
demand periods.
The ESS function offers economic benefits by reducing the
need to use high-cost electricity generation.
~100 kW–100 MW & even
more
Response time: mins,
Discharge period: hr level,
~<10 h
Exp: PHS, CAES, BES
Pro: FCs, TES
Network stability
Some grid/network power electronic, information and
communication systems are highly vulnerable to
fluctuations in power.
ESS installations can provide the protective function for
these systems, requiring high ramp power and high
cycling time capabilities with a rapid response time.
Up to MW level,
Response time: ms,
Discharge period: Up to ms
Exp: BES FES, SCs, SMES;
Pro: FBs
s: seconds, ms: milliseconds, min: minutes, h: hours, Exp: Experienced, Pro: Promising.
The evolution and development of ESS technology will be possible with advanced control methods
to mitigate the abovementioned problems. It not only depends on the enhancement in characteristics
of energy storage, system control, and management strategy, but also requires the cost minimization
and supports for long-term supplies, a positive stable market, and a plan to control and sustain the
healthy development of the ESS industry.
3.4. Global Prospects on Ancillary Services
Ancillary services usually include operational reserve, regulation of frequency, and also
considerably faster response. Great Britain operators include the mandatory ancillary services
such as frequency response, black start, reactive power, load following, reserve capacity, and demand
turn up and intertrip [91]. The ancillary services are mostly supported by power plants or large,
pumped, hydro storage systems [92]. It was found that there is no standardized classification of
ancillary services. Several ancillary services are recognized around the globe based on the power system
network and regional requirements. As per Eurelectric [93], the frequency and voltage control and
system stability can be considered as ancillary services. It has been reported by CIGRE (International
Council on Large Electric Systems) that voltage, frequency control, network control, and black start
are the required ancillary services [94]. FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) in the U.S.
describes the need for services to support the production of electricity from seller to consumer, while
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maintaining a consistent process of coordinated communication. The FERC recognizes six vital
ancillary services that should be included in open access transmission tariff [95]: (1) scheduling,
system control, and dispatch, (2) frequency regulation, (3) energy imbalance, (4) volt/VAR (Volt-ampere
reactive) control from generation sources, (5) operating reserve-spinning reserve, and (6) operating
reserve-supplemental reserve.
The Canadian electricity board specified that the services are mandatory to control for operation of
the interconnected generation system and that the voltage and frequency regulations require acceptable
control limits [96]. Table 9 summarizes some of the popular ancillary services available in the main
and large power systems of the world. Power systems in many countries are operated by similar
or different operators at the regional level. Therefore, there may be different set/subset services in
different parts of the same country.
Table 9. Available ancillary services around the world.
Ref. AS/Country SR TC TMR VS DTI BS SuR OR SR EB FC S/D VARC VC
[97] CN      
[71] US       
[98] IN       
[42] RU     
[99] JP         
[71] CD       
[100] GE        
[101] BR     
[102] SK       
[103] FR      
[104] AU        
[105] UK   
[106] MX              
[107] IR      
[108] SA       
[109] TR        
Ref., reference; AS, ancillary services; SR, system restoration; TC time correction; TMR, transmission must run;
VS, voltage stability; DTI, demand turn-up and intertrip; BS, black start; SuR, supplemental reserve; OR, operating
reserve; SR, spinning reserve; EB, energy balancing; FC, frequency control; S/D, scheduling or dispatch; VARC,
VAR control; VC, voltage control.
4. Drivers Involved in MG Development and Deployment
Earlier, MG was described by the Consortium of Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS)
as a semi-autonomous collection of DGs and controllable loads simultaneously producing a secure
and reliable operation to the local community network [110]. MGs incorporate modular DERs such
as wind, solar PV, and fuel cells to form a low-voltage distribution system with the help of storage
devices and controllable loads [111].
4.1. Functions of MG
The specific definition of MG cannot be determined easily because the scope and structure of
MG may vary. MG is a limited group of multiple low- or medium-voltage distributed generation,
load, and storage units that act as a self-coordinated system. MGs have the role of self-healing smart
grids in the future as they have an islanding capability to reduce outages. They consist of interrelated,
renewable, and conventional energy sources and are often associated with the distribution grid at a
point of common coupling (PCC). Therefore, for the DSO (Distribution System Operator) perspective,
they can occur as a single, flexible, and controllable entity. There is no definition of the size of MGs,
and this may vary, but it is usually considered to be a small part of low or medium voltage distribution
network [112]. The process of market participation for MG is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Market participation process for MGs [113].
MGs are key components of the local energy markets and offer the possibility of peer-to-peer energy
transactions [114]. To operate, MG requires a variety of components. In simple terms, the foundation
of MGs is DERs. This includes DG, storages, or active loads. Second, a physical network is required to
connect all DER and consumers. To manage and control distributed energy flows delivered through
integrated communication, advanced control and demand response technology is required. The
ownerships of MGs can be divided into three different designs. In “DSO monopoly MG”, the DSO
owns the grid and all the responsibilities and costs of operating the MG come to the operator, but also
the benefits. Usually, this occurs in nonliberalized markets, where the DSO includes energy distribution
and retail. “Prosumer Consortium MG” has single or multiple customers with different DERs, thus
benefiting from lower electricity bills or revenues generated when supplying the grid with surplus
electricity. “Free Market MG” is run by different stakeholders such as DSOs, prosumers, or consumers.
It means that a central controller has functioned MG. Subsequently, this type of MG is driven by many
stakeholders, as well as the profits shared among them [115].
4.2. Factors Responsible for MG Development
There are three distinct benefit classes related to MGs: technical, economical, and environmental.
From a technical view, some of the benefits include the power distribution to remote communities
such as energy enhancement, providing communication support in remote areas, and it will help to
reduce the huge power blackouts for networks [40,41]. Commercial interests have been extensively
studied [42]. They describe emissions, line losses, customer disruption costs, and fuel price reductions.
Conversational support of MGs has been addressed in [43], with MGs ending with less discharge
of pollutants and greenhouse gases. Also, the generation system needs a smaller physical footprint.
MG consumption also increases the number of clean energy sources integrated into the grid. This reduces
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the dependence on external sources of energy. The aspects of MG driving fall into three broad categories
as described in Table 10, below:
• Energy safety measures,
• Economic gains, and
• Clean energy integration.
Table 10. Classification of MG drivers.
Reference Category Driver Outline Current Examples
[29] EnergySecurity Severe weather
It is a known fact that weather might be a greater
disruption, especially in countries like the United
States. This is the reason that climate change will
result in a need to address the resilience of the grids.
Thus, MGs could offer power to major services and
groups through their spread generation assets if the
main drop.
Costs levied on-grid outage concerning
weather-related issues in the U.S. alone
between 2003–12 ranging around
$18B–$33B in a year due to poor output and
wages disposal, also from spoiling
inventory, delayed production followed by
losses from the electric grid [29].
[32,116] Outages
Electrical grids of critical capacity remained a mild
issue in a system that can result in a domino effect that
takes down a complete electrical grid [32].
MGs reduce this risk by dividing the grid into minor
functional units, which can be isolated and operated
independently whenever needed.
The U.S. Northeast Blackout of August
2003 made nearly 50 million people suffer
because of 61,800 MW of load reduction
[116].
[117–125] Physical andCyber outbreaks
Today, the grid depends on progressive information
and communications technologies, thus making it
susceptible to cyber-attack [117]. The central grid
network involves larger components, which are rather
costly and difficult to exchange whenever they get
damaged. MGs, with the decentralized design, are less
susceptible to outbreaks on distinct sections of
generation or transmission power supplies, natural
[118,119], artificial, or electromagnetic pulse incidents
might also under disastrous results [120,121].
Ukrainian cyber-attacks [122] in 2015 and
Israel in 2016 were effectively
eliminated [123].
Larger transformers were confronted at a
major California substation in
2013 [124,125].
[126–128] Saving the cost ofinfrastructural facilities
U.S. electricity grid systems were not able to keep up
with the generation pace. Consequently, the capacity
of the grid is inhibited in several zones, and
components are relatively old, with 70% transmission
lines and transformers now moving forward to 25
years. The age of the power plant is over 30 years
old [126]. It has the capability of avoiding or deferring
investments for replacement.
The deferred construction over $1B
substation from Queens and the Brooklyn
area of NY [127].
Costs levied $40,000–$100,000 per mile,
relying based on prominent factors like
terrain, design, and cost of labor of building
new primary distribution systems [128].
[129,130] Fuel Savings
MGs provide various efficiency types, including
minimizing losses in the line, the combination of heat,
cooling, and power losses, along with the shift to
distribution systems of direct current to remove
unnecessary DC-AC conversions. When absorption
cooling technology with the combination of heat and
power applications might aid in addressing the peak
electricity demand that usually occurs in the summer
season [130].
The losses from wastage in transmission
and distribution are about 5% & 10% over a
gross electricity generation [129].
When appropriately used, the effectiveness
of heat and power systems can reach
80–90% [108], which is found to be much
higher than the average efficiency of the
U.S. grid that is currently (only ~30–40%)
used [129,130].
[131–135] Ancillary Services
Conventional ancillary services consist of relief from
congestions, regulation of frequency & load, black start,
controlling both reactive power & voltage along with
spinning supplies. This is because of their capability to
provide the same inertia as that of a conventional
power generation system, non-spinning, and
additional reserves [131,132]. Also, all the individual
operations should be included in the list [133].
Current rulings under 755 & 784 of U.S.
FERC necessitate the fast-reacting reserves
that are employed in MGs that needs to be
compensated as per their speediness and
accurateness, options for the possibility of








Significant sources for clean energy sources for
addressing climate change such as solar PV and wind
are variable and non-controllable that could result in
challenges such as excessive generation [136], steep
ramping [137,138] and voltage control [139,140] MGs
are designed for handling variable generation by
making use of storage technologies for locally
balancing the generation of loads.
In Texas, California, and Germany, the cost
of electricity is relatively high,
which reflects the imbalance found between
demand and supply [140,141].
4.3. Application of MG
To integrate DERs, the smart MG is the most effective platform, for example, solar PV, diesel
generator, fuel cell, wind turbine, and micro combined heat and power sections. Undefined problems
arise from RES for sustainability development at different nodes of MG grid delivery deployed
using storage. An ESS utility includes a power-quality controller, which produces the active and
reactive power required by clients. The principle of controlling voltage for high loads with load
shedding is not sufficient to achieve a higher quality of power supply, which has an effect on MG [99].
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Therefore, this is an additional advantage of ESSs, which often have the effect of improved energy
quality in the MG environment when a fault frequently occurs [142,143]. In addition, ESSs offer
a variety of applications [144] such as black start [145,146], power alternation inhibiting [147,148],
grid inertia response [149], wind power gradient reduction [150], peak shaving [151,152] and load
following [153]. Nowadays, researchers are trying to come up with a number of approaches to develop
power management and system stabilization of MGs by using ESS. To integrate resources for MG,
storage systems and the power electronic interfaces are discussed in [154]. A cooperative control
mechanism for the control of frequency and voltage is discussed in [155], which also helps to reduce the
power variation from RESs (such as wind turbines) and stabilize the frequency in the control system
and in a wide range of power systems. This suggests the effect of the electromechanical oscillations
of the fast response of energy storage in the power system [156]. This helps reduce the short-term
variations and minimizes the capacity of the storage system.
5. Conclusions
MG technologies have been serving as a key spot in research over distributed energy systems.
The core of the continuing development of these services is to ensure that effective compliance systems
are in place for security measures, scheduling followed by the design of MG, as well as related issues
with regulating and EMS operation for control strategies and ancillary services. The monitoring
and evaluation system helps to plan the potential direction for the implementation of new ancillary
services as competition grows in this sector. In addition, the underlying prospects of governing
ancillary services for smart MG remain a topic of research in detail in this paper. There is a rapid
reduction in battery storage costs and solar PV production for a moment close to cost equality with
conventional power sources. Therefore, the larger implementation of these systems has accelerated
for the assumption of energy at some point, where other customs are concerned with the import and
export of electricity with the end user. Previously, DERs were related to the electrical grid, and it was
sufficient for the community to identify and design which architectural design would best integrate
with distributed technologies. Instead of ensuring the reliability, protection, and stability of renewable
sources in microgrids, installing ESSs can also generate substantial revenues through ancillary services
to the main grid. With the use of ESS for ancillary services, the overall deployment cost of linked
microgrids is decreased. ESS plays an important role in every sector, ensuring the safe, stable, reliable
operation of power systems and having a wide range of application capabilities. Smart MGs will
achieve this transformation through demand and supply balance, while ensuring reliability and
flexibility, as opposed to increasing natural and human-made obstacles. Through an increasing number
of small-scale MGs, and by providing the system with the state-of-the-art multimarket framework,
it encompasses a large part of the planning process for the real environment. Due to quick response
and stability control in MGs, such as voltage and frequency regulation, reactive power injection, supply
balance, and demand response, the results of MG can be developed in the market interest of future
research directions.
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Abstract: This paper presents secondary voltage control by extracting reactive power from renewable
power technologies to control load buses voltage in a power system at different operating conditions.
The study is performed on a 100% renewable 14-bus system. Active and reactive powers controls
are considered based on grid codes of countries with high penetration levels of renewable energy
technologies. A pilot bus is selected in order to implement the secondary voltage control. The selection
is based on short-circuit calculation and sensitivity analysis. An optimal Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) voltage controller is designed using genetic algorithm. A comparison between
system with and without secondary voltage control is presented in terms of voltage profile and total
power losses. The optimal voltage magnitudes at busbars are calculated to achieve minimum power
losses using optimal power flow. The optimal placement of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) is
performed in order to measure the voltage magnitude of buses with minimum cost. Optimization
and simulation processes are performed using DIgSILENT and MATLAB software applications.
Keywords: 100% renewable power system; secondary voltage control; tertiary voltage control; grid
code; wind farms; photovoltaic parks
1. Introduction
One of the main visions of the future power systems is high penetration level of renewable energy
technologies [1,2]. Renewable energy power plants, such as wind and solar farms, are fundamentally
different from conventional power plants in terms of components and structure. In conventional
power systems, synchronous generators are the main sources of reactive power to support voltage
and maintain stability. In the renewable generation system, the voltage is controlled through power
electronic converter [3–5].
If the grid faces voltage instability, following a disturbance, the voltage declines within few
minutes dramatically and monotonically. When this decrease is too pronounced, the system integrity
is endangered. This degradation process may eventually lead to a blackout in the form of a voltage
collapse [6]. The control of voltage in electrical power networks has three hierarchical levels: Primary
Voltage Control (PriVC), Secondary Voltage Control (SecVC), and Tertiary Voltage Control (TerVC) [7].
PriVC regulates the voltage of the generator bus by controlling the reactive power injection or absorption
through automatic voltage regulators for the synchronous generators [8]. PriVC is performed in fraction
of seconds to ten seconds. SecVC is directed to regulate load buses voltage magnitude. SecVC requires
partitioning the grid into regions and select the pilot bus of each region. The pilot bus is normally the
most sensitive load bus to the reactive power changes. A control system is applied to the pilot bus of
the region by using a controller to track the optimal value of the pilot bus voltage. The optimal value is
calculated from TerVC. Normally, through control action the generators in the region will be asked to
inject/absorb reactive power by adding a signal to the PriVC. SecVC implementation time is ranging
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from 50 s to 25 min. to avoid overlap with the PriVC action. TerVC is normally an optimal power flow
process occur every half an hour or longer time interval. The optimal power flow process is typically
performed to achieve an objective or multi objectives, such as minimum power losses or/and minimum
generating cost. Pilot bus reference voltage is calculated from TerVC [9].
Countries worldwide are spotting remarkable efforts towards the smart grid in the recent years.
The smart grid is a power system with high quality, security, stability, efficiency, and green environment.
To achieve these objectives wide area measurement systems, real time control, real time protection, and
self-healing would be considered in the future grids. The wide area measurement system is achieved
by using Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) based on global positioning system. PMUs facilitate real
time voltage control and self-healing [10,11]. An application of coordinated SecVC to a power system
with conventional power plants was presented in [12].
There are a lot of methods proposed in previous work in order to apply primary voltage control to
transmission and distribution grids with high share of renewable energies. In [13], the paper illustrates
how the voltage control is applied through optimal placement of unified power flow controllers. In [14],
the research improved the voltage performance of the grid through optimal placement and the sizing
of renewable energies.
In [15], the paper illustrates a technique to apply distributed secondary voltage control among
inverter-based generation systems. The secondary control is applied based on droop control. The
applied method in [15]; leads to steady-state error in the pilot bus voltage due to absence of integral action
in the regional controller. In addition, technical requirements of grid codes for integrating renewable
energies have not been considered. In [16], the authors target secondary voltage applications of a 100%
inverter-based microgrid showing the effect of communication delays. In [15] and [16], inverter based
secondary voltage control is distributed and controlling buses, which include distributed generation.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• Coordinated Secondary voltage control is applied to control a load bus (not include a distributed
generation) in a grid feeding from 100% renewable energies through extracting reactive power from
inverter-based renewable energy power plants. In this research, a number of Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controllers are designed in order to deal with various operating conditions using
the genetic algorithm toolbox in MATLAB to enable the pilot bus to reach its optimal value at
each condition.
• The grid codes of integrating renewable energies for countries with high share of renewable
energies mainly photovoltaics (PV) and wind are considered while applying secondary voltage
control and primary frequency control.
• PMUs are used to measure the real time voltage of the pilot bus and detect through what-if-analysis
the optimal parameters of the secondary voltage genetic PID controller while using the
neural network.
The paper is organized, as follows: Section 2 describes the configuration of the studied 100%
renewable power system. Section 3 discusses grid code for renewables integration. Section 4 presents
the secondary voltage control and pilot bus selection. Section 5 illustrates how the PMUs are optimally
allocated. Section 6 briefly describes how the PID controller is optimally designed. Section 7 illustrates
how tertiary voltage control is performed. In Section 8, the application of the coordinated SecVC to the
100% renewable power system is presented. Section 9 presents the simulation results and Section 10
summarizes the main conclusions.
2. 100% Renewable Grid
Some countries achieved 100% renewables in grid operation, such as Iceland, while Norway
achieved 98% penetration level of renewables in 2019, Kenya achieved 70 % and aims to reach 100% by
the end of 2020 while Brazil and Canada achieved more than 70% and 60%, respectively. Countries,
like Denmark, Ireland and Germany, are operating their grids with more than 20% penetration level of
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renewables [17,18]. Now, it is a trend in the United States to reach 100% renewables through building
new wind farms, PV parks, and distributed generation [19,20]. Globally, the current penetration level
of renewables is 19.3% growing faster than the demand, which is an indicator to global 100% renewable
energy within decades, which is also a goal of the European Commission [18].
In this paper, selecting a 100% renewable power system was an objective to ensure the validity
of controlling the pilot bus load voltage control from only renewable generators. The power system
chosen shown in Figure 1 is the IEEE 14-Bus system after modifying the generation to be 100%
renewable, as listed in Table 1. The modifications are made to enable the control of the pilot bus
from inverter-based generation systems. In the proposed 14 bus system, unlike countries with high
participation of renewable energies, it is assumed that the penetration level of inverter-based power
plants is higher than that of the hydro. The assumption is performed based on the global trend towards
increasing the installed capacity of photovoltaics and wind generation. Appendix A illustrates the
lines and load data.
Figure 1. Bus system with 100% renewables.
Table 1. Generation systems in the 100% Renewable 14 bus system.
Power Station Type Location Bus No. Installed Capacity
DFIG wind farm 1 190 MW
Photovoltaic park 2 95 MW
Photovoltaic park 6 40 MW
Photovoltaic park 3 150 MW
Hydro power plant 8 140 MW
3. Renewable Energy Grid Integration
3.1. Wind Farm
There are four main types of wind turbines generators (WTGs). Type 1 and 2 WTGs are based on
induction generators, and they cannot provide reactive power, so no chance to offer voltage control to
the power system. Type 3 (with a doubly fed induction generator) and Type 4 (with a synchronous
generator) WTGs both integrated to the grid through power electronic converters and DC link capacitor.
For both types, the converters and the DC link offer the ability to provide reactive power and, hence,
apply voltage regulation. In this paper the Type 3, which is shown in Figure 2, was selected to simulate
the wind generators in the 100% renewable grid.
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Figure 2. Wind energy generation system (Type 3) [18].
The Nordic grid code for integrating wind farms to the grid was taken in this study as a reference
to establish the 100% 14 bus renewable grid based on the frequency active power control and voltage
reactive power control, as explained in the following [21]:
3.1.1. Frequency and Active Power
Wind farms ≥ 10 MVA shall be able for instantaneous contribution of active reserve both for up-
and down-regulation. Wind farms ≥ 10 MVA shall have the availability to send frequency-controlled
reserve power, activated via frequency controllers implemented in each wind turbine. It shall be
possible to set the droop from 1 to 12 % for wind farms ≥ 1 MVA [21].
3.1.2. Voltage and Reactive Power
Wind power plants shall be able to operate with a power factor limits 0.95 lagging and 0.95 leading,
at nominal active power generation, as illustrated in Figure 3. The requirements are referred to the
Point of Common Coupling (PCC) with the grid. The compensation shall be dimensioned according to
the needs of the grid where the wind turbines are connected. It shall be possible to change the set-point
for the voltage controller both locally and remotely [21].
 
Figure 3. P-Q capability chart for renewable power plants [21].
WTGs should be capable of regulating voltage through the provision of dynamic reactive
power support. However, wind farms are comprised of many distributed wind turbine generators
and, therefore, exhibit behavior that is different from that of conventional high rating generators.
Nevertheless, from a smart grid operational point-of-view, wind farms should provide voltage
controllability that is required for system stability and reliability.
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3.2. Photovoltaic Park
In recent years, photovoltaic systems have been widely used as distributed electric power
generators in kW scale and sometimes as farms producing output power in range of MW scale. Despite
the fact that the configuration of the photovoltaic farm is different than that of the traditional power
plants. PV parks are required to support the grid in terms of active and reactive powers targeting
stable and reliable system. Figure 4 shows the main components of a grid tied photovoltaic power
plant. Active and reactive power control systems mainly depend on the change of the control signal of
the two converters of the system.
Figure 4. Grid tied PV system [18].
Based on some European countries grid code and Chinese grid code for integrating the PV to the
grid, the following requirements should be applied [22,23]:
3.2.1. Frequency and Active Power Control
Grid-connected photovoltaic power stations are required to respond to the frequency deviation
that is based on different grid codes. Different output response requirements are generally specified to
three frequency ranges. In the range of e.g., ±0.2 Hz maximum deviation from the base frequency a
dead band is set. The system frequency within this range needs no response of the photovoltaic park
output. When the power system frequency is higher than 50.2 Hz, a PV park should reduce its active
power; the control in this case is performed while using the frequency droop method. If the frequency
is below 49.8 Hz, then active power control may also be applied. In existing codes of some countries,
no active power control is required in this frequency range. The dead band in ENTSO-E and Germany
codes is ±0.5 Hz [23].
3.2.2. Voltage and Reactive Power Control
The grid connected inverters installed in photovoltaic power station should meet the requirement
that their power factors could be dynamically adjusted within the range of 0.95 leading 0.95 lagging at
the rated active power output, as shown in Figure 3. Solar codes in some countries require reactive
power control within the above range even at zero active power output [24].
If a fault occurs; to get faster grid voltage recovery, the grid-connected photovoltaic park is
required to increase its reactive current output when the voltage dip occurs at PCC with the grid to
provide voltage support. If the voltage at the PCC ranges between 0.9 p.u. to 1.1 p.u., no reactive
current injection or absorption is enabled based on the grid code of many countries, but, below 0.9 p.u.
a reactive current should be injected to the grid as fast as possible (less than 30 ms in many countries).
If the voltage is higher than 1.1 p.u., reactive power absorption is required by the PV park.
3.3. Implementation of Power Frequency Control
Figure 5 shows a frequency control system of inverters-based generators in power systems.
The three blocks are power block, current block, and voltage block. The current and voltage blocks
are classified as fast dynamics blocks, while power block concerns with power control ignoring fast
dynamics of the other two blocks. The basic key in the power controller is the droop control, since the
inertia is small in most wind turbines and negligible in PV modules so the primary frequency control
is made mainly using the droop control. Equation (1) describes the power frequency control [25].
fi = fo − Pinpi (1)
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where fi is the output frequency while fo is the desired frequency, Pi is the park or farm measured real
power, and npi is the frequency droop.
Figure 5. Inverter control blocks [25].
4. Voltage Control & Pilot Bus Selection
4.1. Secondary Voltage Control
To apply SecVC in a large electrical power network, the network is normally partitioned into
regions while small networks are considered as a single region power system, as illustrated in [8].
The reactive power compensators/generators are responsible for absorbing or generating adequate
reactive power to reach an optimal value. The SecVC main objective when applied to a smart grid
consisting of renewable generators is to control the pilot bus voltages magnitude by changing the
reference points of the firing circuits of the wind or photovoltaic inverters in a coordinated way.
Figure 6 illustrates how voltage control hierarchy is applied based renewable power generators
in the electrical network with SecVC configuration details. The execution time of each level is less
than the higher one in order to avoid overlapping between the three levels. This application can be
implemented by adapting the dominant time constant of the SecVC to be higher than that of all the
PriVCs in the power grid and the TerVC is performed every half an hour or longer time interval [9].
The voltage control sequence is performed, as described by the following procedure:
Figure 6. Voltage control strategy in 100% renewable grid.
PriVC (firing angle control) controls the PCC voltage magnitude of the farm or the park, which is
implemented by controlling automatically the on–off switching of the inverter through controlling Iqref
reference current, as shown in (2). The time constant of the PriVC is normally short (≤0.5 s). The actual
measured Iqmeas is compared with the reference Iqref, as shown in (3), and the error (ΔIq) is the input of
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the current regulator, which by its role will control Vd and Vq leading to the change of the firing angle
of the inverter.







ΔIq = Iqre f − Iqmeas (3)
Figure 7 shows Unit Cluster Control (CC). The PriVC voltage reference Vre f could be varied
between Vmin and Vmax, which obtains the unit reactive power production QG corresponding to its














/TG represents the regulator integral gain [6]. TG, XTG, and Xeq are dominant
time constant, transformer power station reactance, and equivalent reactance of the line connecting the
pilot bus with reactive power source, respectively.
Figure 7. Renewable power plant SecVC scheme.
The pilot Central Area Control (CAC) provides reactive power level q. The reactive level q has
minimum and maximum limits, which are qmin = −100% and its maximum qmax = 100% to track
pilot bus reference value Vpref [9].












where Kp, KI, and KD are the coordinated PID controller parameters.
Vpre f can be obtained by performing optimal power flow calculation in order to achieve certain
objective of operation when considering equality and non-equality constraints.
4.2. Pilot Bus Selection
The pilot bus is selected based on the idea of controlling this bus to control the voltages of all load
buses in the voltage control area. The load bus with the highest voltage sensitivity | ∂V∂Q | in each area is
selected to be the pilot bus [7]. Short-circuit analysis is performed to define the load bus with highest
short-circuit current to support this selection.
5. Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)
PMU is a device that can measure voltage and current phasors in the transmission in real time.
PMU is one of the most promising devices in smart grid, as it facilitates the application of many
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features such as real time control and protection in addition to self-healing. The distinction comes
from its unique ability to provide synchronized phasor measurements of voltages and currents from
widely dispersed locations in an electric power grid. The commercialization of the global positioning
satellite (GPS) with an accuracy of timing pulses in the order of one microsecond made possible the
commercial production of phasor measurement units [26]. The main question, which was raised in the
past decade, is it possible to install a PMU in each bus bar? Because of the cost of the measurement
devices, it is not economically feasible to place them at every grid bus, the answer is no [27]. In this
paper, a sequential linear programming optimization technique is used to get real time measurements
for the load buses voltages using a minimum number of PMUs [28].
The optimization problem is defined as follows:





Such that n is the total number of buses, w is 0 or 1 depending on the PMU capability of
measurement and x is the bus number.
• Variables: buses that include PMU devices.
• Constraints: each bus voltage can be reached by at least one PMU, i.e.,
f(x) ≥ 1 (8)
f(x) is a vector function, whose entries are non- zero if the corresponding bus voltage is solvable
while using the given measurements [27,28].
The PMU can measure the entire bus voltage and the voltage of other buses connected to the bus
which has PMU. The optimal placement of PMUs is applied to the network that is shown in Figure 1.
Performing the optimization on MATLAB, results in placing PMUs at buses 2, 6, 8, and 9.
6. PID Controller Design
The design of PID controllers will be performed for each operation condition separately using
the GA toolbox in MATLAB to enable the pilot bus to reach its optimal value at this condition.
The optimization problem is described, as follows:








• Variables: coordinated PID controller parameters (Kp, KI, and KD).
• Constraints: q limits (±100%) and generated reactive power limits.
GA is widely known for its optimization capability results; it includes three main stages, which
are: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. GA in each stage produce a new generation from the
old one by selecting individuals. The convergence speed is varied by using different probabilities for
applying these operators. Crossover and mutation operators must be designed carefully, because their
selection highly contributes in the evaluation of genetic algorithm [29].
In the reproduction stage, the performance of individuals is measured by the fitness function, and
it also directs the selection process. Suitable individuals increase opportunities to transfer genetically
important material to successive generations. Through this route, GA searches in the search space from
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many points simultaneously, and the search focus is constantly narrowed to the observed performance
areas [29]. The reproduction is responsible for selecting a novel form of chromosomes, and cross-over
mix exchanging partitions of two chromosomes. More chromosomes are generated with the cross-over
operation. Reproduction is a clear characteristic of existing species with significant reproductive
potential that their population size will increase exponentially if individuals of this species proliferate
successfully. Reproduction can progeny by the transfer of the individual’s genetic program. The search
space is widened to all possible groups of the parameter values of the controller in order to minimize
the values of the fitness function, which is the error criterion. The error criterion of PID controller is
minimized by GA in each iteration. In this paper, integral of square error is selected to be minimized
as a fitness function for the design of optimal controllers [29]. The GA applied in this research has the
following settings: population type: double vector, population size: 20. The Elite count reproduction:
2 and the crossover fraction: 0.8. To avoid premature convergence to local optima, the best set of
parameters for the optimization problem are selected by adapting the number of population members
and number of generations in addition to increasing the mutation rate in GA toolbox in MATLAB.
7. Tertiary Voltage Control
Tertiary Voltage Control (TerVC) is responsible for changing the setting point of the pilot bus
voltages in order to implement Secondary Voltage Control (SecVC) based on optimal load flow process.
Figure 6 shows the voltage control hierarchy. The optimal load flow is applied based on the following
description:
• Objective function: minimization of total active power losses.
• Variables: buses voltage (magnitude and angle) and each renewable park/farm active and
reactive power
• Constraints: the optimization process is subjected to the following conditions:











QLoss = 0 (11)
Generating limits for each renewable park/farm
PGmin ≤ PG ≤ PGmax (12)
QGmin ≤ QG ≤ QGmax (13)
Bus voltage magnitude level limits
Vbmin ≤ Vb ≤ Vbmax (14)
Each line loading thermal limit
Pline ≤ Plinemax (15)
In (14), the maximum and minimum voltage values differ from one operating condition to another.
During normal operation, the minimum and maximum limits should be 95 % and 105% of the rated
bus voltage magnitude, respectively, while during contingency (generator outage or line outage) the
limits should be 90% and 110% of the rated bus voltage magnitude, respectively.
8. Proposed Control Strategy
The idea in this paper is that in high penetration level of renewables, the renewable power plants
should support the voltage of loads at PQ buses in case of contingencies. In this research, we consider a
100% renewable 14-bus system with a very high penetration level of wind and photovoltaic generation,
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as shown in Figure 1. The voltage control strategy explained in Figure 8 includes two stages: the design
stage, which is basically made to enable the grid to optimally behave during any operation stage
through optimization process and artificial intelligence. During the operation stage, the system will be
able to detect its entire case the optimal values of this case (certain contingency) and the controllers
should work properly to reach those optimal values. The design stage flow chart shows that at different
conditions of the power system optimal values change. In this study a renewable plant outage will be
assumed, and the power system optimization process will take place in order to minimize the total
power loss taking into considerations voltages, active, reactive power limits. The optimization will be
performed using the DIgSILENT power factory software.
 
List all possible events (N) 
Select event number i 
Measure PMUs voltages during the 
beginning of this event 
Perform power system optimization 
Put optimal voltage of the pilot bus as 
the reference point 
Use GA to find optimal PID parameters 
Save PMUs measurements and PID 
parameters in a neural network 
Design Stage 
Event (contingency) takes 
place 
Neural network 
automatically selects optimal 
PID parameter values based 
on PMUs measurements 
SecVC control works to 
change iqref to allow DC link 
capacitor to inject or absorb 
reactive power to or from the 
system 
Operation Stage 
Figure 8. Flow chart of proposed voltage control strategy during design stage (left) and operation
stage (right).
The secondary voltage control scheme, which is shown in Figure 7, includes parameters that are
driven from the power system directly except the coordinated PID controller parameters, which is
designed to track the reference value of the pilot load bus at a time range longer than that of the
PriVC. The 100% renewable power network is subjected to different large disturbance, such as the
outage of part of a renewable power plant or an outage of a transmission line. In each disturbance,
the optimal parameters of the coordinated PID controller will differ due to the change of the power
system configuration at each operating condition; moreover, the pilot bus voltage reference will change
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based on TerVC at each operating case. To solve this problem, an artificial intelligence element is used.
The element is chosen to be the neural network to work based on what-if analysis such that it will be
able to optimally tune the coordinated PID based on the operating condition. The neural network will
select optimal PID controller parameters according to the operating condition that is determined by
PMUs readings as shown in Figure 9.
 
Figure 9. Neural network used in SecVC.
The neural network is designed as follows in MATLAB/SIMULINK:
• No. of inputs: four (since the network has 4 PMUs)
• No. of outputs: three (coordinated PID controller parameters)
• Hidden layer: one hidden layer with 10 neurons
• Training method: Lavenberg–Marquardt back propagation method
To beat the curse of dimensionality of ANN, all of the possible contingencies are considered, and
optimal controllers are created based on genetic algorithm for each contingency.
9. Simulation Results
9.1. Pilot Bus Selection
Both sensitivity |∂V/∂Q| and short-circuit techniques provide the same pilot bus result, which is
bus 5, as shown in Table 2. It is the most sensitive bus with highest maximum short circuit current [7].
DIgSILENT software is used in order to calculate both the sensitivity and short circuit currents at all
buses. The pilot bus is selected from the load buses assuming the 14-bus system consists of one voltage
control area.
Table 2. Buses Sensitivity |∂V/∂Q| and Maximum Short Circuit Current.
Bus No. Bus Type |∂V/∂Q| PU/MVAR Short Circuit Current in PU
1 Generator 0 34.9
2 Generator 0 20.99
3 Generator 0 11.93
4 Load 0.001286 14.81
5 Load 0.001967 15.19
6 Generator 0 10.78
7 Load 0.000939 8.64
8 Generator 0 8.43
9 Load 0.001322 7.30
10 Load 0.001518 5.74
11 Load 0.001944 5.35
12 Load 0.001059 4.37
13 Load 0.001837 6.06
14 Load 0.001571 3.98
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9.2. Normal Operation Conditions
Optimal power flow calculations are performed in normal operation conditions (base case) using
DIgSILENT software. The results are shown in Table 3, which includes buses voltage magnitude (|V|)
and generated reactive power. In this case, the penetration levels of wind and photovoltaic power
plants at normal conditions are 54% and 26%, respectively.
Table 3. Optimal Power Flow Result in Normal Operation Conditions.
Bus No.
Normal Operation Contingency 1 Contingency 2
|V| PU Qg MVAR |V| PU Qg MVAR |V| PU Qg MVAR
1 1.05 39.83 1.05 44.2 1.05 43.82
2 1.02 −5.21 1.02 −5.20 1.01 −5.15
3 0.99 15.50 0.99 15.50 0.97 15.50
4 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.98 0.00
5 1.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.98 0.00
6 1.00 −9.91 1.00 −9.60 1.00 −4.40
7 1.02 0.00 1.02 0.00 1.01 0.00
8 1.05 19.58 1.05 21.55 1.05 20.62
9 1.02 0.00 1.02 0.00 1.01 0.00
10 1.01 0.00 1.01 0.00 1.00 0.00
11 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
12 0.99 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.99 0.00
13 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00
14 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00
9.3. Contingency 1
The wind farm at bus 1 consists of two blocks, the first one has 142.5 MW installed capacity and
the second one has 47.5 MW installed capacity. This contingency simulates the outage of the second
block. The second block was producing 30 MW before outage.
The optimal load flow calculations were conducted at this contingency to achieve minimum
power losses and the results are shown in Table 3. To achieve the results of the tertiary voltage control,
a coordinated secondary voltage control was applied in order to make the rest of wind farm and PV
park support the pilot bus 5 to reach its optimal value. The coordinated PID controller parameters
designed by GA using MATLAB/SIMULINK at this condition were found to be KP = 0.74, KI = 0.23,
and KD = 0.00184. The GA takes 14 iterations to converge. Figure 10 shows that SecVC has directed
bus 5 voltage to its optimal steady-state value given in Table 3 which is 0.994 p.u. Figures 11 and 12
show the generated reactive power response from the wind farm and PV park, respectively, to control
the load voltage.
 
Figure 10. Bus 5 voltage in contingency 1.
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Figure 11. Reactive power of the first block of wind farm at bus 1 in contingency 1.
 
Figure 12. PV Park at bus-2 reactive power in contingency 1.
Figures 13 and 14 show the deviation in frequency and wind farm active power. PV plants did
not contribute in the real power sharing process, because the frequency is in the dead band region.
 
Figure 13. System frequency deviation in contingency 1.
 
Figure 14. Active power of the first block of wind farm at bus 1 in contingency 1.
9.4. Contingency 2
Now, a short-circuit for 120 ms occurs on line 1–2 followed by line outage, in addition the load at
bus 5 increases by 25% after 110 s. Optimal power flow calculations were performed at these events
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to achieve minimum power losses and the results are listed in Table 3. The secondary PID controller
parameters are found to be KP = 1.7, KI = 0.93, and KD = 0.075, and the control signal is directed to the
wind farm installed at bus 1 to apply reactive power control to achieve the optimal voltage value at the
pilot bus. Figure 15 shows the pilot bus voltage response, while Figure 16 shows the reactive power
generated from the wind farm. Figure 17 shows system frequency deviation and Figure 18 shows the
active power response of the wind farm; noting that the real power of PV park will be constant as the
frequency deviation is within the dead band. The reactive current of the PV park during the short
circuit remains constant, because the voltage of PCC did not reach below 0.9 pu in this case.
 
Figure 15. Bus 5 Voltage in contingency 2.
 
Figure 16. Wind farm reactive power in contingency 2.
 
Figure 17. System frequency deviation in contingency 2.
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Figure 18. Wind farm active power in contingency 2.
9.5. Comparison of Power Losses and Voltage Index
Table 4 shows a comparison of system performances using proposed SecVC, droop SecVC and
without SecVC in terms of total power losses and voltage deviation index (VDI) as illustrated in
(16) [30]. The results show that the system proposed SecVC has better performance in terms of lower








where nL is the number of load buses in the power system, which is equal to nine buses in the studied
100% renewable system, Vin is the nominal voltage of the load bus, and Vi is the actual load bus voltage.
Table 4. Comparison Between System Performance Using Proposed, Droop and Without SecVC.
Contingency
No.













1 8.4 10.1 11.2 0.024 0.051 0.087
2 7.9 8.3 9.0 0.019 0.037 0.066
10. Conclusions
The paper has investigated the application of coordinated secondary voltage control to power
system contingencies in a smart grid with 100% renewable generations in order to avoid voltage
violations. Controls of active and reactive powers are considered based on grid codes of countries
with high penetration level of renewable energy sources. The results have shown that the wind and
solar renewable systems can support voltage by controlling the reactive power through inverters and
the dc links. The proposed technique also led the system to reach better voltage profile and less total
power losses than droop control. The paper also proved that the wind farm can contribute to primary
frequency control using droop control. The coordinated PID controller optimal parameters change at
each operating condition due to the change of the network configuration. Neural network is used to
select the optimal parameters of the controller at each case. The PMUs are essential in the proposed
work in order to provide real time voltage measurements to be used as inputs to the neural network.
The paper has also investigated the pilot bus selection by two different methods; namely, sensitivity
and short-circuit analyses.
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Nomenclature
B Charge in P.U.
fi Output frequency
fo Desired frequency
Kv Voltage regulator integrator gain
KIQ Reactive power integrator gain
KP Proportional gain constant
KI Integral gain constant
KD Derivative gain constant
npi Frequency droop gain
PG Generated active power
PGmax Maximum generated power
PGmin Minimum generated power
PD Demand active power
Pline Line power loading
Plinemax Maximum line power loading
QG Generated reactive power
QGmax Maximum reactive power limit
QGmin Minimum reactive power limit
QD Demand reactive power
R Resistance in P.U.
S Apparent power
X Reactance in P.U.
Vb Bus voltage in P.U.
VP Pilot bus actual voltage
Vpref Pilot bus reference voltage
VMax Maximum valve position
VMin Minimum valve position
id, iq d and q axis currents
q Secondary voltage control signal (action).
vd, vq d and q axis voltages
ΔVP Error in pilot bus voltage
Abbreviations
AVR Automatic voltage regulator
DFIG Doubly fed induction wind generator
GA Genetic algorithm
PID Proportional integral derivative controller
PriVC Primary voltage control
PMU Phasor measurement unit
PV Photovoltaic
PWM Pulse width modulation
SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition
SecVC Secondary voltage control
TerVC Tertiary voltage control
VAR Volt-ampere reactive (unit of reactive power).
WAMS Wide area measurement system
WF Wind farm
Appendix A
Loads data of the applied 100% renewable energy system are listed in Table A1 and lines data are listed in
Table A2.
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Table A1. 100% Renewable 14 Bus System Load Data.
Bus PD QD Bus PD QD
1 0 0 8 0 0
2 21.7 12.7 9 29.5 16.6
3 94.2 19 10 9 5.8
4 47.8 −3.9 11 3.5 1.8
5 7.6 1.6 12 6.1 1.6
6 11.2 7.5 13 13.5 5.8
7 0 0 14 14.9 5
Table A2. 100% Renewable 14 Bus System Line Data.
Line From Bus To Bus R X B
1 1 2 0.01938 0.05917 0.0264
2 2 3 0.04699 0.19797 0.0219
3 2 4 0.05811 0.17632 0.0187
4 1 5 0.05403 0.22304 0.0246
5 2 5 0.05695 0.17388 0.017
6 3 4 0.06701 0.17103 0.0173
7 4 5 0.01335 0.04211 0.0064
8 5 6 0 0.25202 0
9 4 7 0 0.20912 0
10 7 8 0 0.17615 0
11 4 9 0 0.55618 0
12 7 9 0 0.11001 0
13 9 10 0.03181 0.0845 0
14 6 11 0.09498 0.1989 0
15 6 12 0.12291 0.25581 0
16 6 13 0.06615 0.13027 0
17 9 14 0.12711 0.27038 0
18 10 11 0.08205 0.19207 0
19 12 13 0.22092 0.19988 0
20 13 14 0.17093 0.34802 0
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Abstract: The world is targeting fully renewable power generation by the middle of the century.
Distributed generation is the way to increase the penetration level of renewable energies. This paper
presents load frequency control of a hybrid tidal, wind, and wave microgrid to feed an isolated island.
This research is a step towards 100% renewable energy communities in remote seas/oceans islands.
The wave and tidal generation systems model are presented. The study presents load frequency
control through three supplementary control strategies: conventional integrators, fractional order
integrator, and non-linear fractional order integrator. All the controllers of the microgrid are designed
by using a novel black widow optimization technique. The applied technique is compared to other
existing state-of-the-art algorithms. The results show that the black widow non-linear fractional
integrator has a better performance over other strategies. Coordination between the unloaded tidal
system and blade pitch control of both wind and tidal systems are adopted in the microgrid to utilize
the available reserve power for the frequency support. Simulation and optimization studies are
performed using the MATLAB/SIMULINK 2017a software application.
Keywords: marine microgrid; tidal generation system; black widow optimization; supplementary
control; fractional integrator; non-linear fractional integrator; 100% renewable power generation
1. Introduction
The world is targeting 100% renewable power generation by the middle of this century [1].
Distributed renewable energy generation worldwide is increasing due to its low carbon dioxide
emission and cost. The integration of renewable energies to the grid or high penetration level
of renewables standalone systems suffers in terms of stability, power quality, and reliability [2].
Load frequency control plays an important role in terms of improving the power quality of the power
systems, which operates with high variability in both loads and generation due to the presence of
renewables [3].
Tidal energy is considered one of the promising renewable energy technologies in the 100%
renewable energies dream. In [4], the researchers presented a feasibility study of tidal energy
applications. Tidal power plants were always associated with offshore wind turbines to cover
consumption needs. The integration of wind and tidal power plants to a grid or a power system
were welcomed despite the frequency stability problems. With the increase of the penetration level
of renewables in standalone systems and interconnected power systems, renewable energies must
participate in the load frequency control process. The contribution is made in tidal and wind generators
by deloading. Deloading can be defined as the operation of the wind or tidal system at a power
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below the maximum power to create a reserve. The reserve can be utilized to stabilize the power
system for frequency regulation during active power mismatch between generation and demand [5].
However, using deloading only cannot drive to the observed reduction in frequency deviation,
but involving inertia and damping controls can reduce the reduction [6].
There are a lot of technologies to convert tidal energy into electrical energy. The best known
technologies are barrages, turbines, and fences. In this paper, turbines technology is assumed to
be used to convert tidal energy into a mechanical one. Through doubly-fed induction generators,
the mechanical energy is converted to an electric one. In [7], the researchers presented a complete study
on the dynamic behavior of pitch and stall regulated tidal turbines. In [8], the effect of integration tidal
power plant on a real grid is discussed. Maximum power point tracking under different tides speed
is presented in [9]. In [10,11], hybrid offshore wind tidal generating system is presented. Based on
the literature review, there is not much focus on load frequency control by using the deloading of
tidal generators. In this work, the deloading is applied by using inertia, damping, and various
supplementary control schemes.
Wave energy has good potential in the 100% renewable power generation goal. It can satisfy more
than 10% of the total global demand for electricity [12]. The structure of the Archimedes wave swing is
presented in [13]. In this paper, wave energy was simulated as an uncontrollable generation system.
Control of microgrids is an important topic addressed by many researchers and applied using
different optimization techniques. In [14], a particle swarm algorithm (PSO) is presented. In [15],
a genetic algorithm (GA) is presented. In [16], the teaching and learning algorithm (TLBO) is presented,
and in [17], harmony search is presented. The black widow optimization algorithm is presented for the
first time in [18] by Hayyolalam and Kazem as a novel meta-heuristic approach for solving engineering
optimization problems.
Load frequency control was previously applied by using different control schemes: proportional
integral (PI) control [19], proportional integral derivative (PID) control [20], H-infinity [21], fractional
order proportional integral derivative (FOPID) control [22], and non-linear proportional integral
derivative (NPID) control [23]. The researchers proved the simplicity of PID, while better performance
can be achieved through FOPID and NPID. In this paper, the supplementary control is designed to be
a non-linear fractional integrator. At the same time, other controllers will be set to be PID to ensure
both simplicity and quick response to a frequency deviation.
In [24], the research presents load frequency control of standalone tidal and diesel microgrid.
The research presents a contribution through supplementary control from tidal generation to
demand change.
In [25], the research load frequency control for wind-diesel generation microgrid using the
D-partition method (DPM). The research provided a single step /simplistic computing method for
calculating the PI controller parameters of a dynamic system, such as the microgrid system comprising
of the renewable energy sources without any further requirements of retuning.
In [26], a novel fractional-order model predictive control technique is presented to track the
optimal frequency of a standalone microgrid through including fractional-order integral cost function
into model predictive control (MPC) algorithm.
In [27], In this research, a simulation and control of tidal generation system has been presented.
A fuzzy system has been used for the pitch controller to properly modify the gains of the PID at
different tidal inputs.
The main contributions of this paper are:
1. Simulation and control of a 100% renewable energy microgrid including tidal, wave and offshore
wind hybrid generation system.
2. The effect of different supplementary control schemes in terms of the integrator, fractional
integrator, and non-linear fractional integrator on the dynamic performance of load frequency
control (LFC) is examined.
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3. Design of hybrid system controllers and tidal supplementary controller by using a novel black
widow optimization technique and comparing it with other state-of-art optimization techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the modelling of the microgrid, Section 3
illustrates the applied control schemes. Section 4 presents the controller’s design process, Section 5
presents simulation results, and Section 6 is the main conclusion of this research.
2. Microgrid Modelling
The world is targeting 100% renewable energies by 2050. This paper presents a study on a
standalone microgrid operated by fully sustainable marine generating systems, which are tidal, wind,
and wave generators, as illustrated in Figure 1. The system’s mathematical descriptions are presented
in the following subsections.
Figure 1. Marine microgrid.
2.1. Modeling of the Tidal Generating System
Both wind generating systems and tidal generating systems have similar operation and control
principles. The difference between the two systems is that the tidal speed and nominal turbine size are
less than for the wind. The wind rated speed ranges from 12–15 m/s and the tidal one from 2–3 m/s.





where P, A, and V are the seawater density, turbine blades area, and tidal speed flow, respectively;
CP is the power coefficient in terms of tip speed ratio (γ) and blade pitch control angle (β); while d1, d2,





















Such that ω and R are the rotational speed of the tidal blades and radius of the blades, respectively.
The tidal generating system has four modes of operation, as illustrated in Figure 2 and Table 1.
Turbine power variations are governed by the pitch control system comprising of a PID controller,
which gets its input as error between measured turbine rotor speed and change in reference speed.
The power varies with blade pitch control to what achieves the relationship between power output
and rotor speed, as illustrated in Figure 2 [24].
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Figure 2. Tidal turbine modes of operation [24].
Table 1. Tidal turbine modes of operation [21].
Mode No. Condition Operation
I V ≤ Vmin No power generation with pitch angle setting 90 degrees.
II Vmin < V ≤ Vrated Optimum power extraction from the turbine to reach optimumefficiency, Blade pitch angle is set at 4 degrees in this work
III Vrated < V ≤ Vmax Constant power operation turbine, blade pitch angle is varied from4 degrees to 90 degrees to avoid overload.
IV V > Vmax No power output and blade pitch angle is set at 90 degrees.
Participation for frequency support is a must for 100% renewable generating systems. To ensure
that tidal generating systems participate in frequency control, it is necessary to operate them at a level
well below the maximum power point. This phenomenon is called deloading such that the power
output of the system is varied between deloading power Pdel and maximum power Pmax as shown in
Figure 3. This could happen by varying the rotor speed from deloading speed (ωdel) to nominal or
rated speed (ωr). The maximum deloading percentage x can be calculated based on the maximum
allowed rotor speed for the generator, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Pdel = (1− x)Pmax (4)
Figure 3. Tidal rotor speed vs. power output at different blade pitch angles [24].
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Figure 4. Deloading philosophy of tidal turbine [24].
Coordination between blade pitch control system and deloading system is required such that with
the increase of the deloading percentage, the rotor speed may increase. At that instant, the blade pitch
control system should adjust the blade pitch angle. The dynamic power reference (Pr) at a specific
rotor speed and reference speed (ωre f ) can be defined as:










where the measured mechanical toque is Tm.
To improve the frequency response, an additional signal ΔPid will be added to the reference power
output, as shown in Figure 5. The additional signal is coming from combined inertia and damping
non- conventional machine equivalent controller. In other words, the frequency deviation and rate of
change of frequency are represented in two signals, as illustrated in (7).




where D1 and M are the additional damping and the additional inertia, respectively. To improve the
response of the tidal system to the frequency deviation, different control schemes are compared to be
added in parallel to D1 and M.
To drive the speed to track the reference speed, a PID control is applied, as illustrated in (8) and
shown in Figure 6.






where Δωe is the error in speed deviation while KωTP, KωTI, and KωTD are the speed controller
















∂β are the change of tidal power with respect to the specific variation of turbine
rotor speed, tidal speed, and blade pitch angle, respectively.
Tidal generating system parameters values are illustrated in Appendix A.
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Figure 5. Tidal generation system model.
Figure 6. Blade pitch control of the tidal system.
2.2. Modeling of Wave Generating System
The wave generating system is one of the promising marine sustainable energy systems, which is
not yet widely covered in the research. The wave system is assumed to be coupled with a permanent
magnet synchronous generator. The following equations describe the dynamics of the system in terms





FW = m f t
dVW
dt
+ (βG + βW)VW + kcx (11)
where x is the floater and translator displacement, m f t is the total mass, βG is the damping constant of
the generator, and βW is the damping constant of the wave swing.
The system is simulated as a first-order generator, first-order converter, and first-order inverter,









where Gwave is the transfer function of the system, and Kwave and Twave are the gain and time constants
of the wave generator. Tconv and Tinv are the time constants of converter and inverter, respectively.
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2.3. Modeling of Wind Generating System
The offshore wind generating system applied in this study is assumed to participate in frequency
deviation by PID blade pitch control. The system is shown in Figure 7 and modeled in [22,25].
Figure 7. Offshore wind generating system.
2.4. Modeling of Microgrid
The microgrid is now formed from three marine systems. The change of the total generated power
(ΔPG) can be formulated as (13).
ΔPG = ΔPTidal + ΔPWave + ΔPWind (13)
The difference between the change in generation and the change in load is ΔPGd
ΔPGd = ΔPG − ΔPD (14)
The transfer function of the power system (GPS) in terms of changes in system frequency (Δ f ) and










3.1. Blade Pitch Controllers
Wind and tidal turbines have blade pitch controllers, which are selected to be proportional integral
derivative (PID) controllers. PID controllers are the most widely used tool to minimize the error.
The input of the PID controller is the error, and the output of the controller is the control action received
by the actuators. Appropriate power injection is usually done through PID control, which usually
leads to a minimum frequency deviation:




where KP is the proportional gain, KI is the integral gain, and KD is the derivative gain.
3.2. Tidal Speed Controller
The tidal speed controller is selected to be PID controller, like the blade pitch controller.
3.3. Tidal Supplementary Control Schemes
Different tidal supplementary control schemes are applied to minimize the frequency deviation of
the microgrid, which are as follows:
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(ii) Fractional integrators (FI scheme), which have the transfer function GFI =
KI
sλ








where λ is the fractional-order operator of the integrator while G is the non-linearity gain, E is the error,
and UNFI is the output of the non-linear fractional integrator. Figure 8 shows the structure of NFI.
Figure 8. Non-linear fractional order integrator.
4. Control Design
4.1. Optimization Problem Definition
The design of wind and tidal turbines with blade pitch controllers, tidal speed controllers,
and integrator based tidal supplementary control schemes will be performed for test operation
condition using the following algorithms:
i. Black widow
ii. Quasi oppositional harmony search
iii. Teaching and learning-based optimization
iv. Particle swarm optimization
v. Genetic algorithm
The best performance technique will be used for the rest of the subjected disturbances. The design
is made in MATLAB to minimize frequency deviation. The optimization problem is described
as follows:
• Objective Function (O): Minimization of integral absolute error (IAE) (O1) and minimization of








t∗Δ f dt (18)
O = 0.5 ∗O1 + 0.5 ∗O2 (19)
• Variables: PID control parameters, tidal additional damping, and inertia, in addition to tidal
supplementary control schemes parameters.
• Constraints: G and λ.
The multi-objective function is established such that weights of the ITAE and IAE are equal.
The tidal supplementary control schemes parameters differ from one to another. In fractional
integrators, there are two variables (KI and λ) and the constraint considered in its design is 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1
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only. In non-linear fractional integrators, there are three variables (KI, G, and λ) and the constraints
considered are 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ G ≤ 1 only.
4.2. Black Widow Optimization
Recently, due to the complexity of renewable energy-based power systems, the need for a viable
meta-heuristic method has emerged. Nature-inspired optimization algorithms are used widely for
solving power system problems in an easy and flexible way. Their method is inspired by the unique
mating behavior of the black widow spider. The proposed optimization technique includes the
cannibalism stage, which omits inappropriate fitness from the selection circle, so that convergence
comes earlier. Figure 9 illustrates the proposed algorithm steps, which are:
1. Initial population: This is used in each optimization technique; it has other names, like chromosomes
in the genetic algorithm and particle position in the particle swarm algorithm. In the black
window, it has the name widow. To start the optimization, a candidate widow matrix with size
Npop × Nvar is generated, where Nvar represents the solution of the problem array while Npop
represents the number of populations.
2. Procreate: In this step, an array called α is created such that the offspring is produced through
(20) and (21):
y1 = α × x1 + (1− α) × x2 (20)
y2 = α × x2 + (1− α) × x1 (21)
where x1 and x2 are parents, while y1 and y2 are offspring. The process repeated every Nvar2 .
3. Cannibalism: There are three kinds of cannibalism: (a) sexual cannibalism, where the female
black widow eats her husband; in the algorithm, we can identify male and female through their
fitness function; (b) sibling cannibalism, where the strong spider siblings eat their weaker siblings;
in the algorithm, the cannibalism rating is set according to the determined number of survivors;
and (c) baby cannibalism, where baby spiders eat their mother; in the algorithm, strong and weak
spider siblings are recognized through fitness value.
4. Mutation: Random selection of Mutepop number of individuals. Mutepop is calculated according
to the mutation rate.
5. Convergence: The same concept of many algorithms comes in the proposed algorithm; three stop
conditions may be used: (a) a predefined number of iterations; (b) the fitness value is almost
constant for several iterations; and (c) the desired accuracy is reached.
Three parameters must be set for obtaining the desired results: procreating rate (pp), cannibalism
rate, (CR) and mutation rate (pm). In this research, the parameters are selected as pp = 0.62, CR = 0.46,
and pm = 0.4.
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Figure 9. Black widow flow chart.
5. Simulation Results
In this part, the dynamic performance of the microgrid in terms of load frequency control is
presented under different operating conditions. It is assumed that the tidal system is operating at
tide speed 2.4 m/sec having a deloading effect with a 3◦ blade pitch control angle. The microgrid is
simulated and optimization processes are applied on MATLAB/SIMULINK 2017a works in a Core i5,
2.50 GHz Samsung laptop with 6 GB of RAM. The parameters of all controllers in the wind and tidal
systems are optimized using black widow optimization and its code is established using MATLAB
2017a. In order to establish the supremacy of black widow for the present work, system performance
for 1% step load increase using integrator tidal supplementary control scheme is compared to other
state-of-the-art optimization methods. Figures 10–12 show the frequency deviation, change in tidal
power, and change in wind power. Table 2 shows a comparison between the performance of each
optimization technique on ITAE, IAE,
∫
(Δ f )2, transient response of Δf in terms of undershoot (Ush),
overshoot (Osh), settling time (ts) in addition to peak time (tp), and the number of iterations performed
using each optimization technique. The results show that the black widow algorithm has the best
performance over other algorithms. Therefore, the tests applied on the system to compare between
different supplementary controllers will be applied using the black widow algorithm only. The dynamic
study of the microgrid in terms of load frequency control, under the action of black widow tuned
control schemes installed in the studied system, was subjected to the following tests:
Test 1: A step increase in the demand;
Test 2: Real demand variation at a certain day;
Test 3: Sinewave variation of the wave generation system;
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Figure 10. Change in frequency using different optimization techniques.
Figure 11. Change in tidal power using different optimization techniques.
 
Figure 12. Change in wind power using different optimization techniques.
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Transient Response of Δf
Ush Osh ts tp
Black widow 0.0059 0.0011 0.39 15 −0.01 0.0025 1.75 1.5
Quasi-oppositional 0.0064 0.0016 0.42 21 −0.02 0.003 3.5 2
TLBO 0.0071 0.0019 0.48 18 −0.022 0.006 4.5 2.8
PSO 0.0085 0.0026 0.61 25 −0.025 0.007 15 4
GA 0.0089 0.0027 0.64 23 −0.025 0.009 15 4
5.1. System Performance under Test 1
In this test, the studied microgrid is subjected to a step increase in demand by 10% 1 second after
starting the simulation. Four control strategies have been carried out on the system:
Strategy a: System without supplementary control
Strategy b: System with integrator supplementary control
Strategy c: System with fractional integrator supplementary control
Strategy d: System with non-linear fractional integrator supplementary control.
Figures 13–15 show the frequency deviation, change in tidal power, and change in wind power
when the system is subjected to Test 1. The results show that the non-linear fractional integrator
achieved a better performance than the fractional integrator, followed by the conventional integrator.
To avoid mechanical oscillations, the optimal parameters of the supplementary control, added damping
(D1) and added inertia (M) in addition to the rest of the controllers of the system, are tuned at the
same time to get the optimal parameters for the whole system considering the mechanical oscillations.
If the integrator is not inserted in the system, there is a steady-state error and a very long settling time.
System controllers and different supplementary control schemes parameters are illustrated in Table 3.
Table 4 illustrates the performance of the microgrid at different frequency dependencies of the load (D);
the results show that as D increases, the performance of the microgrids gets better in terms of ITAE,
IAE, and settling time: in other words, as the loads used are more frequency dependent, the microgrid
performance improves.
 
Figure 13. Change in frequency when the system was subjected to test 1.
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Figure 14. Change in tidal power when the system was subjected to test 1.
Figure 15. Change in wind power when the system was subjected to test 1.












KI λ G KP KI KD KωTP KωTI KωTD KP KI KD
No scheme 150 147 none none none 10 3 0.4 50 17 12 16 5 0.3
I scheme 122 85 10 none none 17 14 11 14 5 4 17 1 0.2
FI scheme 146 75 7 0.43 none 11 9 0.16 6 4 1.4 8 5 2
NFI scheme 98 56 13 0.64 0.72 14 7 1.14 8 3 0.57 21 17 8
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Table 4. Microgrid frequency indicators for different load types at test 1.
Control
Scheme
D = 0.8 D = 1 D = 1.2 D = 1.4
ITAE IAE ts ITAE IAE ts ITAE IAE ts ITAE IAE ts
No scheme 0.087 0.061 17 0.079 0.050 15 0.071 0.038 12 0.059 0.032 11
I scheme 0.064 0.052 5 0.058 0.043 4.3 0.049 0.035 3.7 0.041 0.026 3.4
FI scheme 0.053 0.039 4.2 0.041 0.031 3.9 0.036 0.024 3.1 0.023 0.017 2.8
NFI scheme 0.031 0.022 1.8 0.029 0.018 1.7 0.024 0.014 1.6 0.018 0.009 1.5
5.2. System Performance under Test 2
In this test, the studied microgrid is subjected to real-time load variations (shown in Figure 16).
The same control strategies of test 1 are applied in this test. The same parameters as test 1 are kept
for all controllers and integrators. The competitive profiles of frequency deviation, in addition to
the change in tidal generation and change in wind generation are presented in Figure 17, Figure 18,
and Figure 19, respectively. The results show that the non-linear fractional integrator has a better
performance than the other control schemes.
Figure 16. Change in demand in test 2.
Figure 17. Change in frequency in test 2.
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Figure 18. Change in tidal power in test 2.
Figure 19. Change in wind power in test 2.
5.3. System Performance under Test 3
In this test, the wave system has sinusoidal power variation as expressed in the following
equation [12,13].
ΔPwave = 0.002 sin(4.36t) + 0.005 sin(5.3t) − 0.01 sin(6t) (22)
The same parameters as test 1 are kept for all controllers and integrators. The competitive profiles
of frequency deviation, in addition to change in tidal generation and change in wind generation all
measured per unit (p.u.), are presented in Figure 20, Figure 21, and Figure 22, respectively. The results
show that the non-linear fractional integrator has a better performance than the other control schemes.
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Figure 20. Change in frequency in test 3.
Figure 21. Change in tidal power in test 3.
 
Figure 22. Change in wind power in test 3.
6. Conclusions
This paper has presented the load frequency control of a 100% renewable energy marine microgrid
in terms of wind, tidal, and waves generators. The results show that using a tidal supplementary
controller in the presence of an integrator drives the microgrid to zero steady-state frequency deviation
in different operating conditions. The results show that the contribution of the tidal supplementary
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controller to the load or generation variation is more effective than the wind blade pitch controller
in different operating conditions. The results also proved that the proposed non-linear fractional
order integrator (NFI) based supplementary control achieves better performance than fractional order
integrator (FI) and conventional integrator (I) schemes in different operating conditions. The results
also proved that the FI control scheme drives the system to a better performance than the I control
scheme. The results also proved that the controller design using a black widow optimization algorithm
drives the system to a better performance than other existing state-of-the-art algorithms, in terms of
ITAE, IAE, number of iterations, and change in frequency transient response. The results also show that
using an NFI control scheme will lead the system to a better performance when subjected to sinusoidal
wave power generation than will FI and I control schemes. The paper presents a technique to solve the
frequency deviation in sea/ocean isolated microgrid. To practically apply this technique, integration
between tidal, wind and wave technologies and software and microcontroller facilities, are required.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Marine microgrid system parameters.
System Parameters
Tidal
Capacity: 1 MW, rated rotor speed (ωr) = 13 rpm, tidal
speed (V) = 2.4 m/s, TSR = 6.1, rotor radius (r) = 11.5 m, rotor blades = 3,
blade length = 10.6 m, rotor position = upstream, MT = 0.3878 s, TP = 0.01 s, TT = 0.08 s,
Tw = 6 s, angle limits: minimum = 0◦ and maximum = 90◦, d1 = 0.18, d2 = 85, d3 = 0.38,
d4 = 10.2, d5 = 6.2, d6 = 0.025, d7 = −0.043
Wave Capacity: 1 MW, Kwave = 1, Twave = 0.3 s, Tinv = Tconv = 0.01 s
Offshore wind Capacity: 1 MW, Kp1 = 1.250, Kp2 = 1.000, Kp3 = 1.400, KTP = 0.0033, KIG = 0.9969,KPC = 0.0800, Tp1 = 0.6000 s, Tp2 = 0.0410, Tp3 = 1.000, TW = 4.000.
Microgrid H = 5, D = 0.8, f = 50 Hz
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Abstract: This paper presents a strategical project for the new version of the Moroccan energy
policy. It highlights the technology of solar water heaters (SWH), studying energy, economic and
environmental gains of SWH generalization to satisfy the total resident need proposing a new
strategic version diversified in terms of adopted technologies (more than green electricity). A detailed
analysis of thermal performances and economic profitability of direct thermosyphon solar water
heaters (TSWH) for residential requirements in Morocco. The optimum design parameters were
defined and investigated using the dynamic TRNSYS simulation program. The optimum system was
simulated under the six climatic conditions of Morocco in order to assess the related performances
in terms of the collector efficiency and solar fraction. The major finding of this work is that large-
scale integration of TSWH into Moroccan residences could provide up to 70% of thermal energy
loads. An economic study was also developed to predict the life-cycle savings generated by the
generalization of this technology in Morocco for all residential building’s categories. Approximately
1250 million USD as national saving on the total energy bill can be achieved. The environmental
effects were also assessed to achieve the aims of this work and to evaluate the CO2 emissions avoided
due to this environmentally friendly solution.
Keywords: solar hot waters; thermosyphon; thermal performance; Morocco; economic outcomes;
CO2 environmental assessment
1. Introduction
Sun is an abundant alternative source of clean, renewable, and sustainable energy [1].
However, it was found that solar energy remains until now not fully exploited because of
the high initial cost of solar thermal technologies [2], particularly in Morocco, a member
country of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) and considered as a case study in this
work. In fact, one of the most valuable new policies is the integration of solar energy in the
building sector to satisfy the needs of domestic hot water in Morocco, principally through
solar thermal technologies. Indeed, thermosyphon solar water heaters (TSWH) can reduce
intensively the consumption of butane gas, develop the market of solar energy in Morocco,
and as a result widen the overall area of installed collectors. The use of such technologies
can also participate to reach national targets related to energy efficiency (EE) in the building
sector [3]. Finally, solar thermal heaters can enhance the safety aspect during the utilization
phase by avoiding the phenomenon of fatal accidents due to the exhaust of butane gas
which was estimated at 60 deaths per year according to Gergaud et al. [4].
TSWH has become the most used technology around the world to heat water. It is
defined as a passive solar technology based on natural convection, without the necessity
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of using mechanical or electrical power to pump and circulate the fluid neither its control.
Fluid’s circulation is the result of the density difference caused by the solar fluid heating
considered as a driving force. Thermosyphon is described as the oldest technology which
was introduced into the world market. Its performance is equal to the active systems
and remains efficient in some cases. Hence, it can be concluded that the thermosyphon
technology is the simpler system that could be designed [5].
The performance of solar water heaters has been developed and assessed theoretically
and experimentally in several works. For example, Michaelides et al. [6] studied, different
configurations of solar water heating systems, especially the under meteorological and
socio-economic conditions of Cyprus, using different load profiles where the results showed
that the solar fraction balanced between 89 and 63% depending on the consumption
pattern studied (low and high). Moreover, Carlsson et al. [7] studied the thermosyphon
system by replacing the traditional materials with polymeric ones, in order to compare
the thermal, and financial performances. It was found that the total energy costs could
be reduced considerably using the polymeric material. Further detailed analyses on
Thermosyphon performances were also investigated by Kalogirou et al. [8]. Authors
studied the performance of a TSWH considering a series arrangement and formulated
a novel heat exchanger model to evaluate the effects of many parameters such as the
inclination angle, coupling geometries and aspect ratio on the global performance. The
most influential parameter was found to be the aspect ratio which affected to temperature
and efficiency according a linear trend [9,10].
Many researchers have focused on innovative techniques to improve the efficiency
of TSWH; Vasiliev [11] discussed using of new two-phase termosyphons technologies
with advanced performances in order to study identical long construction with different
working fluids, to examine the thermal performances especial the resistance which can be
lowed using the vapordynamic thermosiphon (VDT) thernosyphons and polymeric loop
two-phase under different parameters such us the inclination. The innovation continuous
to appear in many other works, such as Piotr Felinski’s [12] study which applies the phase
change material (PCM) and the paraffin in evacuated tube collectors for domestic hot water
application, to evaluate the effect of this materials and thermal performance. The results
showed that the use of evacuated tube collector (ETC) with PCM and paraffin allowed
height water temperatures and improved solar fractions during the peak loads and the
periods of lowest solar radiation intensities under the typical meteorological year condi-
tions, compared to the conventional types. While the conventional ETC showed in several
works right performances in terms of water temperatures, yields, energy and exergy effi-
ciencies for many applications; thermosyphonic and forced models [13–15]. Koffi et al. [16]
studied theoretically and experimentally a TSWH with an internal exchanger in order to
assess the effect of some operating parameters on the outlet temperature and collector
thermal efficiency. This study was investigated for Ivory Coast climatic conditions in 2014.
Zerrouki et al. [17] studied the outlook for the use of a thermosyphon system manufac-
tured in Algeria to predict its efficiency under the Algerien climatic conditions. Another
study, with the same purpose was carried out under clear nights conditions and using the
thermosyphon system with at-plat collectors by Runsheng Tang et al. [18]. Many other
works were developed recently to study the general performances TSWH. For instance,
Zeghib et al. [19] in Algeria presented a new theoretical simulation model, to predict the
performance and the system behaviors under a thermosiphonic operation. The model was
carried out using a flat plat collector with an area of 2 m2 for a volume of 200 L. Conse-
quently, the theoretical analysis results height heat energy output, and satisfying efficiencies
of collector and auxiliary heater improved by the good stratification of the model designed
compared to the fully mixed conventional models. Vieira et al. [20] performed a multi-
parametric study of SWH system under the climatic conditions of Brisbane in Australia,
using EnergyPlus 8.6 software. The model’s calculations and analysis showed that the split
systems perform better than thermosiphon system in terms of service level and energy
efficiency. Another parametric study based on the load profiles influence was carried out
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by ERICH HAHNE [21]. The analysis was performed using a solar combisystem using a
storage tank with an internal thermosiphonally driven discharge unit, operating under
realistic profiles of 1-min scales and a constant total yearly demand. The results showed
that the load profile have a severe influence on the system performances, this is explained
by the significant role of the duration and the flow rates of DHW (Domestic Hot Water)
on the stratification and temperatures. S. Fung et al. [22] presented two existing systems
in his work, drain water heat recovery (DWHR) system and two solar domestic water
heaters (SDWH) intended for two houses, the study aims to evaluate the performances
and the recovery potential of systems, using two collector technologies; flat plat collector
and ETC as a result the DWHR present an effectiveness of 50%, and the productivity of
sensors was evaluated. Several works were investigated to study other types of solar
water heaters. The analysis of Hobbi et al. [23] could be cited as example. Authors simu-
lated and optimized a forced circulation using the flat plat collectors for residential SWH
application in Montréal Canada, the study aims to show the importance of solar energy
which could provide between 83–97% of the hot water demand in summer. The aim is to
improve the efficiency of systems integrated in buildings, in order to reach economical
and efficient buildings. Something that can be achieved with a multitude of actions [24,25].
Thermosyphon effect has several other technological uses, Chen and Yang [26] solve the
efficiency problem for concentrating solar cells due to their height temperature, by the
integration of the loop thermosyphon in the heat dissipation system. Different fluid for
the operating thermosyphon loop were used. The results of theoretical and experimental
analyses showed that the acetone is better than water and ethanol in term of heat transfer.
Solomon et al. [27] focused on the closed system presenting the comparison between the
two phase closed thermosyphon (TPCT), porous copper coating and the uncoated, the
results showed that difference in heat transfer coefficients between the two cases at an
angle of 45◦ is 44% at a heat flux of 10 kW.m−2. Furthermore, more the copper coating
is thin more the wall temperature of the evaporator is significant and the heat transfer
coefficient is increased, which makes the thin coating a suitable for cooling high-density
power. Kousksou et al. [28] presented a numerical study which is concerned with the
integration of phase change materials (PCMs) in solar-based domestic hot water (DHW)
systems, so as to enhance its overall performances.
In the literature, many works join to the technical study an economic analysis to
present a significant result, especially for the strategically and policies works [29]. Recent
economic studies regarding solar water heaters integration were published. The techno-
economic benefits and reliabilities of solar water heaters using the Monte Carlo analysis
were estimated by Rezvani et al. [30]. They focused on a product range manufactured by a
local company in Australia. Sokka et al. [31] focused on the environmental impacts of solar
energy. Greenhouse gas emissions and mitigation of climate change reduction were studied
which is the main aim of the global climate policy. Bouhal et al. [32] investigated the impact
of collector technology and load profile on the fractional savings of solar domestic water
heaters under various climatic conditions in Morocco. While an energy analysis of solar
domestic heating water systems was conducted by Allouhi et al. [33].
In the present work, the preliminary choice of the technology to be integrated into
the Moroccan context was made based on the results of the different systems studied
in the work exhibited in the literature review previously mentioned, the particularity of
this study is to integrate the Moroccan climate context, economic and social in the choice
and the technical elaboration of the adapted model in order to present a realistic study
combining the technology and the current conjuncture of Morocco as part of an African
area and fertile ground of the generalization project. For Morocco, solar energy is a crucial
economic issue in coherence with the choice of sustainable development and the related
energy policy, which aims promoting renewable energies to meet 20% of the country’s
domestic energy needs, improving energy efficiency to achieve 12% reduction by 2020.
Solar energy utilization is expected to play a pivotal role in environment protection and
social development [34,35]. This orientation leaded many actions, laws and projects to
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integrate green solutions precisely the solar within different sectors [36], especially the
building sector which presents 20.4% of the national total energy consumption [37], this
sector is characterized, firstly by a quick development because of fast population growth
and an increasing urbanization rate [38,39].
Through this study, large-scale integration of TSWH into various types of buildings in
Morocco is discussed energetically and financially based on climatic data of six different
climatic zones of Morocco [35]. The performance indicators describing the system in this
work are the solar fraction and collector efficiency. The simulation outputs were then
used to develop the economic study, which aims to quantify the possible financial gains of
generalizing the utilization of TSWH in the domestic sector of Morocco. This assessment
was made by comparing the solar system with conventional gas heaters which is the most
used heating option in the country. Two scenarios of subsidies elimination for conventional
energy sources are discussed and the national potentiality of CO2 emissions reduction
resulting from generalizing this kind of water heaters is assessed.
2. Moroccan Context Related to the Study Goal
In 2008, Morocco faced many challenges. An energy system marked by an extreme
dependence on the outside world, a predominance of petroleum products and hydrocar-
bons in general, sustained growth in demand, increased rural electrification, and high price
and price volatility. Despite the relevance of the 2009 strategy’s vision and the break it has
initiated, with the desire to increase the share of renewable energy. The strategy made it
possible to secure the supply, to initiate the liberalization of the electricity market and posi-
tion Morocco at the forefront of the climate agenda, however this first version of Moroccan
energy strategy have several lacks and brakes, such as the focus on the photovoltaique
renewable technology; that requires the adoption of new strategic orientations.
This energy strategy adopted in 2009 has consolidated many achievements and must
now be revisited. It is necessary to focus on exploiting this deposit to position the Morocco
as the energy transition leader. The exploitation of the Moroccan potential conducted in an
integrated and inclusive way should benefit the citizen, the economy, and the State.
Many actions will be taken in the new energy strategy version such as training, re-
search, development and innovation: invest more in human capital to build a pool of
business skills and networks of researchers and engineers engaged in a global dynamic,
both national and regional. Further, we should promote the initiatives undertaken by the
ecosystem approach of “Institut de Recherche en Energie Solaire et Energies Nouvelles”
(IRESEN) and its partners (universities). Besides the diversification of the energy tech-
nologies adopted (more than photovoltaiques and electricity production) is one of the
necessaries actions. In this sense, Morocco lunched several projects to support the solar
thermal technologies and specially for residential uses. The PROMASOL (programme de
développement du marché marocain des chauffe-eau solaires) project was one of the first
lunched since the first version which aims to develop the Moroccan solar thermal market,
but it didn’t make significant results. For this reason, Morocco lunched a new project about
solar water heaters which aims to present a new Moroccan SWH with an accessible price
and adapted technology to the economic and the climatic context.
For that, an overview of the solar thermal market in morocco is necessary to introduce
the present study, and situate this project proposition of (generalization of SWH).
Morocco’s equipment level has always remained around four times lower than the
global average; this means, notably, its equipment level remained parallel to the world’s
equipment level. Despite its good sunshine, Morocco is still not among the countries
installed capacity in 2018 but, Figure 1 shows that it is listed in the third group of countries
(total of five), having between 20 and 70 m2 for 1000 habitants [40].
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Figure 1. Evolution of the total installed area per inhabitant in Morocco compared to the world.
Morocco’s share of installed solar thermal capacity is low but remained stable for three
decades as showed in Figure 2, around 0.10%. This means that the growth in m2 installed
in Morocco has been parallel to the world trend [41].
Figure 2. Evolution of the accumulation of the installed area in Morocco (% from the total in world).
On a 30-year scale, Figure 3 shows that: prices in Dh/m2, cost insurance and freight
(CIF, blue diamonds in Figure 3), fluctuated by 15% (vertical blue bars in Figure 3) around
a prolonged decrease of nearly 0.34% per year (decreasing blue curve in Figure 3). Solar
thermal is no longer in the maturation phase and no longer undergoes a “learning curve.”
Thus, prices would have lost only 5 to 6% in 30 years, which is low but appreciable
considering inflation and increased purchasing power. The thermal energy produced by
solar collectors has always been more profitable than that produced by grid electricity.
Even very modest, this drop in prices combined with the rise in electricity prices has made
this profitability even more attractive. Although “fair play,” this competitiveness goes
unnoticed because of the formidable competitor of thermal energy produced by butane
gas, which is heavily subsidized. Indeed, the withdrawal of the compensation 12 kg bottle
would place its price around 120–140 MAD (Moroccan dirham) and not 40 MAD. Because
of this, in Morocco, a solar water heater depreciates in 10 years against its butane gas
competitor, regardless of the advantages related to comfort and safety of use.
The installation of solar thermal systems would have contributed to creating a few
dozen jobs until around 2007. The number of jobs created amounted to a few hundred
until around 2018 and seemed to stagnate around a little over 200 [42].
The annual demand has almost multiplied by 15 in 25 years or average growth of
nearly 11% per year, which is not very fast compared to the growth of other renewable
energies such as photovoltaics [43]. It is even surprising that the demand is maintained
over such a long period despite the harsh competition of butane gas.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the unit wholesale price of thermal collectors (MAD per m2) [42].
Domestic Solar water heaters (DSWH) have always dominated the sales of the market
as described in Figure 4, making a significant turnover presented in Figure 5. As showed in
Figure 6 they tend to dominate it more and more to exceed 80% after having fallen around
75% in the middle of the decade 2000–2010, probably under the PROMASOL Program’s









Figure 4. Evolution of the solar thermal collector’s cumulative area installed annually in Morocco vs.
the national market (imported: installed and not installed).
Figure 5. Turnover evolution (solar thermal Moroccan market) for 3500 MAD/m2. [42].
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Figure 6. Domestic solar water heaters sales in Morocco.
All the elements presented describe the Moroccan market as a fertile ground for the
insertion of this technology and popularizing it. This study assesses the positive impacts
of the integration and generalization of this technology at the national level in order to
improve the previously presented results further and generate a significant share of the
economic and environmental gains not only by the production of green electricity but also
by the production of domestic hot water and the coverage of all residential needs by solar.
3. Methodology
The TSWH is simulated using the TRNSYS (transient system simulation tool) program.
The main operating and design parameters were introduced; the design parameters include
general specifications of the used thermal collector, storage tank and auxiliary system.
Weather data files for the various Moroccan climatic zones are then integrated into the
simulation process. A realistic load profile is as well considered for accurate prediction of
thermal loads and system performances. Based on the hourly output data, namely water
outlet in the solar collector and temperature inside the tank, energetic performance indexes
were built. These indices are the monthly solar fractions and collector thermal efficiencies.
Based on the evaluated useful energy produced by the TSWH and the total thermal
loads required, a large-scale economic study is developed to examine the potential of
generalizing these systems into the Moroccan residential sector. This evaluation is based on
a comparison of cumulative energy savings generated by switching from the conventional
gas heaters to TSWH. Finally, it was possible to estimate the overall reductions in CO2
emissions.
The assessment is believed to be sufficiently accurate as it follows a rational method-
ology for quantifying the full-scale economic impact of generalizing these solar systems.
First of all, it was necessary to evaluate the number of capita per climatic zone, this param-
eter is not yet available, it is available only in a regional database according to the High
Commission of Plans. Therefore, it was essential to convert the available regional data to
comply with the climatic zoning. A schematic diagram of the followed methodology is
shown in Figure 7.
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4. Simulation Process
4.1. Examined Configuration
The TSWH consists of a flat plate collector (FPC) connected to an auxiliary heater
integrated inside a horizontal tank as presented in Figure 8. For this system, water flows
through the system when warm water rises as cooler water sinks without the need for
a circulation pump. The FPC collector is installed below the storage tank so that warm
water will rise into the tank by the thermosiphon effect, its principle operates on the heated
water’s characteristic, which becomes lighter than the cold water, ascends to the horizontal
tank, replaces the cold water, which, heavier, descends downwards and passes through the
solar panel.
Figure 8. Thermosyphon system schematic.
First of all, optimum tilt angles per each zone were determined. These angles are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Optimal tilt angle.
Zone Agadir Marrakech Errachidia FES Ifrane Tangier
Optimal angle 30◦ 31◦ 31◦ 32◦ 30◦ 32◦
Moreover, the technical characteristics of the solar collector used during the simula-
tions under TRNSYS are presented in the Table 2.
Table 2. Thermosyphon solar water heater characteristics.
Parameter Value Unit
Collector area 2.2 m2
Intercept efficiency 0.74 -
Efficiency slope 12.33 kJ·h−1·m−2·K−1
Tested flow rate 30 kg·h−1·m−2
Collector slope 30–32 ◦
Number of parallel collector risers 10 -
Riser diameter 0.2 mm
Header diameter 0.2 mm
Header length 1.0 mm
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Table 2. Cont.
Parameter Value Unit
Collector inlet to outlet distance 1.273 mm
Collector inlet to tank outlet distance 0.25 mm
Collector inlet diameter 0.2 mm
Length of collector inlet 1.0 mm
Collector outlet diameter 0.2 mm
Length of collector outlet 1.0 mm
Outlet pipe losses coefficient 15 kJ·h−1·m−2·K−1
Tank volume 202 L
Fluid specific heat 4.190 kJ·kg−1·K−1
Fluid density 1000.0 kg·m−3
Tank configuration HORIZENTAL -
Maximum heating rate 2 kW
Maximum pressure 8 Bars
Thermal losses of the tank 1.8 kW·h−1·m−2
Capacity of solar circuit 5 L
4.2. Climatic Data and Geographical Specification
The Moroccan climatic conditions used to assess the thermal performance of the
thermosyphon are presented in Table 3 and Figure 9. This new climatic zoning is established
by the Moroccan Agency of Energy Efficiency (AMEE).
Because the Moroccan climate exhibits a great variability according to the geograph-
ical zone, it was necessary to perform a segmentation of the whole territory into areas
with similar overall meteorological specifications. Accordingly, the Moroccan Agency of
Energy Efficiency (AMEE) [44], proposed a climatic fragmentation of Morocco according
to six climates, each climate is evidenced by a representative city. Table 2 shows general
information about these zones. In addition, the main meteorological data (i.e., monthly
average ambient temperature and solar irradiations) affecting the energetic performance of
TSWHs is displayed in Figure 9. One can observe that the climate presents a remarkable va-
riety which is expected to influence greatly the overall thermal behavior and performance
of TSWHs.
4.3. Load Profile
The distribution of the hourly hot water consumption is affected by different factors.
It varies according to the seasons, days, or the habits of each considered Moroccan family.
Various hot water load profile has been studied on the literature review such as the constant,
the early morning, the late morning, rand, or the late afternoon profiles. For the present
study, the consumption of 202 L per day is described according to the realistic load profile
presented in the Figure 10.
Table 3. General Information of the climatic zones under investigation.
Climatic Zone Representative City Altitude (m) Coordinates Climate Temperature ◦C
Z1 AGADIR 31 30◦25′ N 9◦36′ W Subtropical-semiarid 14.3–23.2
Z2 TANGER 20 35◦46′ N 5◦48′ W Mediterranean hot 12.6–24.2
Z3 FES 403 34◦03′ N 4◦58′ W Mediterranean/continental 9.6–26
Z4 IFRANE 2019 33◦32′ N 4◦58′ W Humid temperate climate 6.2–25.4
Z5 MARRAKECH 457 31◦37′ N 8◦00′ W Semiarid 12.4–28
Z6 ER-RACHIDIA 141 31◦55′ N 4◦25′ W Hot desert 9.1–33.2
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Figure 9. Weather data.
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Figure 10. Realistic Moroccan load profile for hot water consumption.
4.4. Physical Modeling
The type 45 operates according to a mathematical model [45] which presents the
various phenomena describing its operation. The Bernoulli formula can be applied to
define the pressure drop in the thermosyphon system’s nodes (Equation (1)):
ΔPi = ρigΔhi + ρighLi (1)
where (i) is the index of the node, Δhi the height of the ith node, ρ is the density, hLi is the
frictional head loss in the piping, and g is the gravitational constant.
The flow rate on the thermosyphon system must be involved in order to satisfy
the conditions describing the total pressure differences, which are determined using the









Many types of losses are present in the system; the most important one is the frictional








The parameter F is the friction factor, determined according to the value of the
Reynolds coefficient Re which describe the nature of the flow and corrected to take in
account the frictions on the connecting parts of pipes. The head loses pipe varies according
to the position and the conditions in the system, these specifications are taken into account
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by the coefficient K, e.g., loses due to different types of bends, the parts of the tank which
are connected to the collector.
The thermal performance of collector is modeled according to the Hottel–Whillier
equation. Many parameters describe the system: the equation bellow (4) defines the
F′UL parameter which is calculated by the FRUL and G parameters determined on the
test conditions.






For the collector the temperature in the Kth node is calculated by the next expression (5):

















where Nx is the number of nodes over which the size of the collector deviates to obtain the
weight of the fluid in the collector.
The changes in the fluid heat transfer coefficient results in F′ and UL which are
considered negligible. The combination of the intercept efficiency at normal incidence FR
(τα)n, and the incidence angle modifier (IAM).



















where the incidence angle modifiers for ground and sky diffuse radiation is calculated
using the next Equation (7):
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The overall useful energy collected is determined using the Equations (8) and (9):
Qu = r Ac
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The thermosyphon diagram executed under TRNSYS program is shown in Figure 11.
The different module’s types used in this study are presented as follows:
• Weather data (TYPE109-TMY2) this component reads meteorological data generated
by meteonorm software and supply them in the TMY2 format. It calculates the
necessary solar radiation for the calculation of TRNSYS software at any surface tilt.
• Differential controller for temperature (TYPE 2). This component monitors and con-
trols the average temperature of the tank, to control the operation of the auxiliary
electric heater.
• The general forcing function (TYPE 14) from TRNSYS library, this component de-
scribes and characterizes the hourly load profile corresponding to 202 L/day of hot
water demand.
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Themosiphon solar 













Figure 11. Thermosyphon diagram executed under the TRNSYS program.
4.5. Performance Indices
4.5.1. Collector Efficiency
The collector efficiency describes the ratio of the total useful energy gain to the solar
energy absorbed by the collector. It is calculated using the equation below (11):
Ecoll = Qucoll/(Ac Icoll) (11)
Qucoll is the energy rate from heat source, and Icoll is the total radiation on the tilted surface.
4.5.2. Solar Fraction
The solar fraction Fsol represents the solar energy available to meet the needs. It presents
a clear contribution indication of the solar system in meeting the thermal load. The solar
fraction is calculated using the equation below (12):
Fsol = 1 − (Qaux/QDHW) (12)
where QDHW is the energy rate delivered to the load describing the necessary energy to
meet all domestic hot water needs, and Qaux is the auxiliary energy. It is important to state
that the solar fraction is evaluated on a monthly basis.
5. Model Validation
The developed model was simulated with firstly the meteorological data of Cyprus in
order to carry out a comparison with the study performed by Michaelides et al. study [6].
A typical meteorological year (TMY) for Nosica was built for this end.
The system simulation was lunched for similar conditions as indicated in [6]. Table 4
shows the technical specifications of the studied TSWH while Tables 4 and 5 indicates the
general assumptions concerning technical parameters of validation case, the load profile
and water consumption.
Table 4. Consumption profile of the validation study.
Profile Code Daily HW Consumption L/Person Temperature (◦C) Pattern
DOM 30 50 Michaelides
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Figure 12 presents a comparison between monthly solar fractions of the TSWH investi-
gated by Michaelides et al. study [6] and those predicted by the introduced TRNSYS model.
Figure 12. Solar fraction of Michaelides study versus validation study.
The average relative error is about 5%, which is an acceptable value. The deviation
between the results can be attributed to the update in climatic conditions caused when
using the Meteonorm database that corresponded to the period 1986–1992 for the study of
Michaelides et al. [6] while the prepared metorological data file used in our calculations
corresponds to the period 1991–2010.
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6. Results and Discussion
6.1. Energetic Evaluation
As presented in Figure 13a, the thermosyphon system performs differently in the six
cases. The average solar fraction ranges between 46% to 71%, and the maximum solar
fraction value was noticed in Errachidia 71%. This result is explained by the importance
of solar irradiations in this zone. The annual average solar fraction is about 69% in the
first zone represented by Agadir which is a sunny coastal zone. It is in general the most
favorable zone for this system, especially in winter.
 
Figure 13. (a) Solar fraction. (b) Collector’s efficiency.
Tangier (Zone 2) and Marrakech (Zone 5) exhibit approximately the same solar fraction
variation, but (Zone 5) has a higher annual average value of 66% versus 61% in (Zone 2).
This difference is due to the favorable conditions of Marrakech which is considered as one
of the sunniest areas in Morocco. Zone 3 presents a total annual average solar fraction
of 52%, which is lower compared to the previously discussed sites. This result can be
explained by the fact that Fez is characterized by a Mediterranean climate, dominated
by continental and Atlantic effects, which accounts for the remarkable fall of the solar
fraction to 17.4% during the coldest month of winter. Finally, the coldest zone, Ifrane has an
averaged solar fraction value of only 46%. It is concluded that Ifrane’s weather is the most
unfavorable climate for installing solar TSWHs because Ifrane remains the coldest zone in
Morocco with an average annual temperature of 10.8 ◦C. In addition, one can observe that
most of the hot water requirements in the Moroccan zones, previously cited, are totally
satisfied during the sunniest three months of the year (July, August, and September) with a
solar fraction achieving 100%.
Figure 13b presents the dynamic behavior of the collector efficiency for the six zones.
The most favorable zone, where the collector performs with high efficiency is Zone 6
represented by Errachidia, with a maximum value of 86% in July, and an average annual
value of 74%. The collector operates in Agadir with 70% of efficiency, in Marrakech with
66%, Fez and Tangier with 54% and 59% respectively and finally in Ifrane with 51%. These
results confirm the explanations previously presented for solar fraction. In fact, when the
thermal efficiency of the collector is maximized, the useful thermal energy transmitted to
the working fluid is as well maximized and thus less auxiliary energy will be required.
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6.2. Economic Assessment
This section aims to assess the total financial gains generated by the integration and
the generalization of solar water heaters in Morocco into the residential sector, according
to the six climatic zones and for different house’s types. The solar system will be compared
to a reference system which is the conventional gas boiler according to two scenarios:
1. The first scenario takes into account the state subsidies on gas, which presents a
purchasing power support of households. In this case, the consumer benefits on each
bottle of gas that purchased a reduction of 67% on its price.
2. The second scenario does not consider the subsidies.
The number of thermosyphon systems required to be installed was determined ac-
cording to the situation of the building in Morocco. The number of houses counted on 2014
is 5.8 million, distributed as follow: occupied houses, secondary, vacant and professional
use houses as presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Distribution of houses in Morocco according to the 2014 census.
Type Percentage




The number of occupied houses in Morocco is 4.582 million houses: this value is
officially distributed over 12 regional zones according to (the High Commissariat of the
Moroccan Plan) [34].
A conversion of this distribution according to the climatic zones was investigated as
presented in Table 7. It is found that this number of houses per climatic zones can be also
fragmented into many types such as: modern Moroccan houses which represent the main
construction type in Morocco with a percentage of 63%, followed by apartments (25%),
villas 4%, traditional Moroccan houses 4%, and finally anarchic construction 4%.
Table 7. Distribution of occupied houses per climatic zone in Morocco.







These statistics will enable the determination of the thermosyphon’s number to be
integrated at a national scale.
The study will focus on apartments, modern Moroccan houses, and villas. It should
be highlighted that, because of the presence of these variants in the construction sector,
it is recommended to consider different capacities related to the type of house for an
appropriate analysis. Table 8 presents the system capacity concerning the construction
type. The generalization of this system into the building sector will generate an important
total investment of 5876.42 million USD. This total investment is found to be 1145.5 million
USD, 4144.42 million USD, and 586.50 million USD for modern Moroccan houses (150 L),
apartments (200 L), and villas (300 L) respectively.
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Table 8. The number of thermosyphon solar water heaters (TSWH) to be installed.
Size 150 L 200 L 300 L
Zone Number Area m2 Number Area m2 Number Area m2
Zone 1 527,400 1,160,100 1,413,200 3,109,000 84,400 371,300
Zone 2 143,200 315,100 3,837,800 844,300 23,000 100,800
Zone 3 335,300 737,600 898,500 1,976,600 53,700 236,000
Zone 4 36,300 79,800 97,200 213,700 5800 25,600
Zone 5 47,500 104,400 127,200 279,700 7600 33,400
Zone 6 56,000 123,400 150,300 330,700 8900 39,500
6.3. Total Annual Gains
The total gains or the life cycle savings of the thermosyphon generalization in Mo-
rocco by using the subsidies and non-subsidies gas butane prices is presented in Figure 7.
This indicator represents the global cost savings resulting from the integration of the
thermosyphon system instead of buying gas butane cylinders.
It is concluded, from the comparison of these two scenarios, that, obviously, the gains
generated considering subsidies are less than the second case for the six zones. In fact,
the government subsidies (on fuels) policy is representing a barrier towards development
solar energy projects in Morocco. Moreover, the first zone represents the most important
gains by 197.11 million USD in the first scenario against only 44.32 million USD in the
second zone. This difference can be explained by the highest solar fraction (68.8%), together
with the high intensity of the population concentration with a percentage of 46%. In the
zone represented by Agadir, this optimal combination of solar fraction and the number of
homes for the first climatic zone gives optimized results and very encouraging gains as
it is previously represented. This value becomes significant and would reach 448 million
USD per year by canceling government grants.
The third zone is holding the second place with total gains of 69.34 million USD per
year. It can be improved by removing the state subsidies to reach 214.63 million USD per
year. The other climatic zones achieve lower gains than the previous ones, despite their
significant solar fractions which reach 66% (Errachidia) representing the most favorable
climate conditions for the system. This result is explained by the minimal percentage of
houses.
The energy gains generated by the generalization of thermosyphon systems are pre-
sented in Figure 14b. The first zone achieve an energy annual gain of 5943.46 GWh per
year, which is distributed according to the different studied configurations: apartment
with 1214.60 GWh per year, modern Moroccan houses by 4340.19 GWh annually, and
388.67 GWh generated for the villas type. The integration of solar water heaters in the
modern Moroccan houses generates the maximum gains in the six climate zones compared
to other types due to the remarkable presence of this type in the typological distribution of
housing in the Moroccan territory. In fact, it represents 63% of the total occupied houses,
followed by the buildings and finally villas.
Figure 15a–c present the evolution of the annual gains in an interval of 12 years, and
under the condition of (non-subsidies) for several type of houses treated in this paper.
The payback period for the proposed sizes and under the six climatic data condition
can be determined based on Figure 14. The return on investment (ROI) varies between
3 and 6 years according to the performances of the system related to the meteorological
context, the investment and the gains generated which are related also to the performance
and the total expenditures produced by the traditional gas butane system. In general, after
a period of 6 years the thermosyphons installed in the climatic zones will cover the initial
investment and in general they will enable 100% of the life cycle savings.
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Figure 14. (a) Total annual gains (with state subsidies). (b) Total annual gains (without state subsidies).
 
Figure 15. (a) Cumulative gains for buildings (non-subsidies scenario). (b) Cumulative gains for modern Moroccan houses
(non-subsidies scenario). (c) Cumulative gains for villas (non-subsidies scenario).
Global Results: Cumulative Gains for Different House’s Types
The overall average solar fraction presents a national value which is estimated at 62%.
Table 9 presents the total gains for different type of house according to the two scenarios
(with and without subsidies): the generalization of solar water heaters have an important
role to play in the achievement of the development program’s goals of the Moroccan market
for solar water heaters by (PROMASOL).
This program aims to provide the evolution continuity of thermosyphon installed
capacity since 2000 obtained by the analysis of imports conducted by the (AMEE) which is
a result presented in Figure 16. This figure is presenting the cumulative area of the SWH
installed in Morocco since 2000 to the expectations desired to achieve.
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Table 9. The total gains for different type of houses according to the two scenarios (with and without subsidies).




Total Investment 1145.5 4144.42 586.4
Subsidies
Annual expenditure of gas Water heater (USD) 115.47 3009.45 36.95
Gains (USD) 71.59 1865.86 22.91
No subsidies
Annual expenditure of gas Water heater (USD) 357.40 957.83 114.36
Gains (USD) 221.59 593.86 70.90
The annual gains (the number of gas bottles) 17.05 million 45.68 million 5.46 million
Figure 16. Cumulative area of the SWH installed in Morocco since 2000 and expectations.
6.4. Environmental Assessment
Using solar water heaters will also make it possible, in contrast to the conventional
water heater, to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. It should be recalled that recently,
Morocco announced its engagement to reduce 13% of these gases by 2030, and ratified
the Kyoto Protocol, which entered into force in 2005 Table 10 presents the annual CO2
emissions avoided by the integration and the generalization of the TSWH.
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Table 10. The annual CO2 emissions avoided by the integration and the generalization of the TSWH.
Zone
Gains (Number of Gas
Cylinder) (million)




Zone1 44,610.75 220,377 1,856,000
Zone 2 8.36 41.29 446,900
Zone 3 16.51 81.56 891,800
Zone 4 1.59 7.86 85,300
Zone 5 3.1 14.83 160,200
Zone 6 3.56 1.756 203,700
The maximum CO2 emissions avoided are remarkably visualized on the first climatic
zone which presents the highest number of houses, and as a result the highest number of
SWH installed, and energy savings.
The calculation of the CO2 emissions avoided is made based on the quantity of the
butane gas consumed in the conventional system; this consumption of the butane gas will
be eliminated by implementing the generalization project. This step required adopting
the butane gas characteristics where it generates 230 g of CO2 emissions for each kWh
produced. Furthermore, for bottles of 6 kg, the discharges correspond to 157 tons of CO2
equivalent. The bottles of 10 kg, under the same conditions, give 160 kg of CO2 equivalent.
They finally amount to a bottle of 13 kg to 150 kg of CO2 equivalent.
7. SWH Generalization a Bridge Idea to a Promoter Economic Project (Manufacturing
Moroccan SWH)
Nowadays, the global perspective focuses on the economy, the human, energy, and
the environment, achieving optimum energy consumption and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. Besides, with this 2020 pandemic, the economic sector’s growth has become
more urgent than before.
In Morocco, the project of this paper can be realized currently only by the import of
this technology; this requires reflection to a local production unit of solar water heaters.
Here, the idea of an innovative project was born (SOL’R SHEMSY project). We are working
through the development of a Moroccan solar water heater ready to be industrialized locally.
Hence, the project integrates all these goals and offers a balanced solution; technology,
economy, and social and environment.
The local production will present solar water heaters with affordable prices adapted
to the social context, breaking the most significant barrier of this technology’s extensive
integration, which is the high prices resulting from the importation effect.
The manufacturing project will bring various high-quality products intended for
multiple customer categories to meet all social and industrial clients’ needs, presenting
the high technology with the best efficiencies, yields, and reasonable prices adapted to
the Moroccan purchasing power. In particular, the main obstacle to its adoption is the
high-security and weak support of African states. In economic and social terms, this project
will create permanent jobs and achieve significant energy gains by reducing the energy
bills costs for a range of sectors: housing sector, hotels, hospitals, schools and universities,
sports sector (heated swimming water), industrial and agricultural sector. Strengthening
the economic Moroccan–African industry through the manufacturing and marketing of
solar water heaters and why not export. Finally, generalizing the use of these products
would significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions and combat the dangers of the gas
heaters that kill dozens a year.
8. Conclusions
In this paper the thermosyphon solar water heater was presented, modeled, simulated
and assessed according to six Moroccan climatic zones which represent the recent zoning
carried out by the Moroccan Agency of Energy Efficiency (AMEE), in order to predict
the system performances, and the dynamic behaviors of different parameters which are
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describing the thermosyphon. The system was modeled and simulations where launched
under TRNSYS simulation program.
According to the simulation results the thermosyphon’s performances in terms of
the annual average solar fraction varies between 50% and 70%. The results confirmed
that the climatic conditions are the key of the simulation. They have to be taken into
consideration to optimize the overall system efficiency. Moreover, an economic study
which is about the generalization of this technology was conducted to analyze the potential
benefits offered by this solar solution in different zones in Morocco from a weather point of
view, and to predict the total life-cycle savings. In fact, life-cycle savings were optimal in
the first zone represented by Agadir, due to the optimal combination of performances and
high needs that are concentrated in this zone. To complete this study, an environmental
section was developed to exhibit the amount of CO2 emissions that can be avoided by
the implantation of this project. The results confirmed that a considerable amount of
greenhouse gas emissions is reduced.
The penetration of large-scale solar water heaters in Morocco is prevented by many
barriers, such as the understanding’s lack among the population of the financial unattrac-
tiveness to poor households and the benefits they provide. However, thermosyphon will
be accepted easier when the population understands all these technology advantages. In
the case of SWH systems, the benefits are not immediately visible for a payback period of
six years: the energy bill will be reduced, but not fast enough in order to justify the cost of
installation. Thus, the governmental subsidies will be an important incentive solution for
beneficiaries. The generalization of this type of installation will not be possible without
the introduction of incentive mechanisms that involves the public authorities, subsidizing
the purchase of solar water heaters which will enable citizens to equip themselves at a
lower cost.
The advantages linked to the generalization of the thermosyphon in Morocco are
multiple, both economically and environmentally. Citizens could save their energy bill in
the long term, since after an average of six years they would have profitable purchase price.
Moreover, manufacturing the solar water heater in Morocco will lower the import bill cost.
Furthermore, it will also help the development of subcontracting and involve SMEs (Small
and Medium Enterprises) in the manufacture of this product. Hence, entrepreneurship in
this solar field will grow and be encouraged. Therefore, jobs will be created which will
absorb unemployment.
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Nomenclature
Ac Collector area (m2).
FR Collector heat removal efficiency factor (-).
FRUL Slope of the collector efficiency curve (kJ h−1 K−1 m−2).
FR(τα) Intercept efficiency corrected for non-normal incidence (-).
F Friction factor (-).
F′ Collector efficiency factor (-).
UL Heat loss coefficient (kJ h−1 K−1 m−2).
Gtest Collector mass flux at test conditions (kg h−1 m−2).
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G Collector flow rate per unit area (kg h−1 m−2).
ρi Density of ith node (kg m−3).
Δhi Height of the ith node (mm).
ΔPi Change in pressure across the ith node (bar).
hLi Frictional head loss in the ith node on the pipe (-).
Hp The friction head losses on the pipes (-).
r Ratio of collector heat removal efficiency factor, FR, to the test conditions (-).
Nx Number of equal sized collector nodes (-).
K Correction coefficient for additional friction due to developing flow in the pipe (-).
k Node number (-).
Re Reynolds coefficient (-).
f Friction factor for flow in pipes (-).
v Velocity of the fluid (m s−1).
.
m Thermo siphon flow rate (kg h−1).
Cp Specific heat of working fluid (kJ kg−1 ◦C−1).
g Gravitational constant (N m2 kg−2).
(τα) Product of the cover transmittance and the absorber absorptance (-).
(τα)b (τα) for beam radiation depends on the incidence angle (-).
(τα)n (τα) at normal incidence (-).
(τα)s (τα) for sky diffuse radiation (-).
(τα)g (τα) for ground reflected radiation (-).
IbT Beam radiation incident of the solar collector (kJ h−1 m−2).
Id Diffuse horizontal radiation (kJ h−1 m−2).
IT Global radiation incident on the solar collector (kJ h−1 m−2).
IT Total incident radiation per unit area (kJ h−1 m−2).
β Collector slope above the horizontal plane (◦).
θ Incident angle for beam radiation (◦).
b0 Negative of the 2nd order coefficient in the IAM curve fit equation (-).
IAM Incident angle modifier (-).
Ta Ambient temperature (◦C).
Tci Collector inlet temperature (◦C).
TCO Collector outlet temperature (◦C).
Lh Length of collector headers (mm).
Lco Length of collector outlet (mm).
Lci Length of collector inlet (mm).
di,do Diameter of collector inlet and outlet pipes (mm).
Li, L0 Length on inlet and outlet piping (mm).
Hc Vertical distance between outlet and inlet of collectors (mm).
HO Vertical distance between outlet of tank and inlet to collector (mm).
Dr Riser tank diameter (mm).
Dh Header tank diameter (mm).
V Tank volume (L).
L Pipe length (mm).
d Pipe diameter (mm).
Nc Number of parallel collector risers (-).
Uapi Conductance for heat losses from collector inlet pipe (kJ h−1 k−1).
UApo Conductance for heat losses from collector outlet pipe (kJ h−1 k−1).
(UA)s Overall UA value for storage tank (kJ h−1 k−1).
Qaux,max Maximum heating rate (kW).
Pmax Maximum pressure (bar).
KT Thermal losses of the tank ((kJ h−1 m−2).
Csc Capacity of solar circuit (L).
Ecoll Efficiency of the collector (%).
Fsol Solar fraction of the system (%).
Qaux Auxiliary heating load (kJ h−1).
QDHW Energy rate to load (kJ h−1).
Qucoll Energy rate from heat source (kJ h−1).
Icoll Total radiation on tilted surface (kJ h−1 m−2).
ROI Return on investment (years).
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Abstract: This paper aims to highlight the potential of solar water heater installations in Morocco.
The project involves the comparison of active and passive solutions for energy efficiency in buildings.
To this end, a numerical simulation model of solar water heater installations is created under TRNsys.
Three hot water demand scenarios (Low, Standard, and High) were taken into account for the six
climatic zones defined in the Moroccan thermal regulation of constructions. The same software
(TRNsys) is used to model a pilot building consisting of 16 flats. Energy efficiency actions have been
applied to the building envelope (insulation and glazing) and simulations are made for the six areas.
The simulation results comparing energy and financial savings show the influence of subsidized gas
prices on solar water heaters’ relevance despite significant energy savings. This work proves that
solar water heaters will be a primary obligation for Morocco, taking into account changes in butane
gas prices.
Keywords: solar system; domestic hot water production; solar water heaters; individual and collec-
tive solar water heater systems; dynamic simulation; TRNbuild; TRNSYSstudio
1. Introduction
The Moroccan energy situation assessment has revealed that the country imports
about 95% of its energy needs, 60% of which is oil, equivalent to 9 million TOE (tons of oil
equivalents) [1]. This national energy bill weighs heavily where 20% of total imports and
50% of the trade deficit represent only oil. Despite this situation, Morocco supports gas
users, industry, and households where domestic gas price support subsidies are close to
10% of investment expenditure in the general state budget [2].
In the same directive of this evaluation, and focusing on the residential sector that
represents the purpose of this work, it is essential to discuss the country’s electric con-
sumption. Electrical energy consumption increased from 487.38 kWh/person in 2000 to
911.64 kWh/person in 2014. Meanwhile, projections of energy needs for the 2020s expect a
growth of 5% to 6% for electricity consumption (which has recorded much more values
especially for households due to COVID-19 quarantines and curfews), which should be
around 1000 kWh per inhabitant annually [3]. Household consumption surveys from 1985
to 2001, despite limited human development, have shown that spending on electricity
and butane increased by 9.1% per year [4]. Besides, the average consumption of ONE’s
residential customers is close to 75 kWh per month, less than 1 kWh/m2 covered [5]. At the
same time, the need for air conditioning (heating and cooling) is not negligible in many of
the Kingdom’s major cities.
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Therefore, this country’s energy dependence, its policy, and the energy bill imposed
by the residential sector present real constraints that weigh on the current chances of the
country’s sustainable development. To cope with this situation, Morocco is committed to
an energy efficiency policy, expecting to achieve a primary energy saving of 15% by 2030
by establishing an energy efficiency plan in all sectors (residential, tertiary, industry and
agriculture) [6]. Among these sectors, the building is the second largest consumer of energy
with a 25% share of the country’s total energy consumption, of which 18% is reserved
for residential and the rest for the tertiary sector [7]. This consumption is distributed on
all of the building needs, of which domestic hot water represents a very important part,
and one of the most exciting applications of solar energy in various configurations, the
individual solar water heaters (SWH) and collective solar installations (CSI) of residential
and tertiary demand characterized by large and regular hot water needs throughout
the year. In Morocco, currently most of these needs are satisfied using electric and gas
water heaters, despite the high petroleum product tariffs introduced in February 2006 and
the current electric kWh prices which make the SWH an appreciated solution than all
conventional sources, except for zero-rated or subsidized fuel (butane) scenarios [8,9].
This paper involves comparing active and passive energy efficiency solutions for
building. The results presented come from the application of first the insulation, double
glazing, and finally, all conditions required by Moroccan thermal regulation of building con-
struction as passive solutions. Solar water heaters for the production of domestic hot water
are an active solution. The numerical simulation via TRNsys makes it possible to compare
different scenarios of the studied solutions, developing a complete comparison. In the
literature, several studies have taken the same direction, but a limited number have treated
the comparison and the combination of the two action types; they have developed each so-
lution separately. The global aim is to enhance building energy efficiency. Cabeza et al. [10]
have tested the active and passive system on an experimental building prototype located
in Puigverd de Lleida, Spain. His study aims to evaluate the energy savings resulting from
testing, first different technologies of active solutions such as solar thermal, free cooling,
geothermal, etc. Secondly, testing sustainable materials and phase change materials as
passive solutions to designing the green building envelope. Gou et al. [11] combined the
two design strategies (active and passive) to develop the first zero energy building in
Southeast Asia. This work is based on an existing building and under tropical climate
conditions, presenting a cost-effectiveness comparison of passive and active strategies.
The results show that passive solutions must be applied on a large scale to have signifi-
cant economies because of its long payback period compared to the active ones. Another
work presented by Buonomano et al. [12] converges in the same direction. The passive
and active effects on the photovoltaic and thermal system’s integration were analyzed
by evaluating performance, energy demands, and electrical production. The numerical
model was validated and compared to an experimental model integrated into an office
building simulated in several European climates; the results achieved a 56.8% to 104.4%
energy consumption reduction. All works take this direction intending to improve energy
efficiency [13] in different building types and models, the newest and the existing [14] even
for the historical ones [15], under several conditions of climate, occupation, construction,
and system integration to achieve optimal thermal comfort.
The renewable energy solutions integrated into the building are massively present in
the literature. Yan Wang et al. [16] developed a new energy performance index by studying
the integration of renewable energy on school buildings for Germany’s heating needs.
The numerical model was developed and simulated; a new performance indicator was
developed to evaluate the active solution proposed; the borehole outlet temperature effects
and heat recovery efficiency. The results show that the distribution enhanced can achieve a
proper thermal comfort level for the case studied, reduce electricity costs, and reduce CO2
emissions by 5.3 kg per typical winter.
Bougiatioti et al. [17] studied the integration of active solar systems on an existing
building in traditional settlements to develop several possibilities of a smart architectural
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integration in Cyprus and Greece, where the construction conditions make this action
advantageous. This work aims to evaluate gains and difficulties highlighting the need to
exploit these benefits under the economic crisis.
In the same directive of highlighting the active solutions role in both energy per-
formance and the indoor built environment, Amilios et al. [18] studied the active solar
systems integration on southern Europe building envelopes. The studies have been carried
out under the inhabitants’ comforts requirements, making an energy and environment
assessment. This action gives a remarkable reduction of cooling and heating loads in the
proposed comprehensive environmental approach. In the present paper, the active solution
proposed is the solar water heater (SWH) under two configurations; the individual and the
collective. There are numerous studies in the literature focused on the performance and
design optimization of residential water heaters, independent of passive solutions, as a
performing solution [19,20]
Building efficiency studies using passive solutions are pronounced in the literature.
Whether the optimization is the key of several works, Chen et al. [21] optimized a typical
passive residential building design in China. The optimal model was carried out under the
influence of five weather conditions investigating a sensitivity analysis related to ventila-
tion, outdoor thermal, and solar radiation, studying the proposed model’s applicability.
The passive model was studied in several cases in several locations and climate conditions
such as hot and humid climates [22].
In the present work, there are three types of passive solutions proposed. The first
solution is improving the building envelope by the insulation, where several works intro-
duced many innovative insulation materials for optimal building efficiency [23]. Kaushik
Biswas et al. [24] integrate composite insulation boards containing foam-encapsulated
vacuum insulation panels. The material’s thermal characterization was done developing a
new process manufacturing technology called modified atmosphere insulation to release
a significant cost reduction keeping a high performance. Others incorporate the anchors
into the insulation in order to strengthen the insulation [25]. The dynamic material was
also present as an insulation proposition [26], and many other innovative materials were
proposed as an excellent cheap alternative such as bio insulation [27] and wood waste [28].
The insulation studies focused on materials [29] and other parameters such as thick-
ness [30], which was analyzed by Cemek et al. [31]; they develop a parametric study based
on insulation thickness, taking into account several indicators such as energy savings,
payback period, and CO2 emission reductions under the climate conditions of different
Turkish cities.
The second passive solution proposed is glazing, which was studied broadly. In the
literature, several works detail this solution, focusing on different materials and developed
glazing types such as aerogel glazing, PDLC (Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystal) switchable
glazing, and simple and double types [32–36].
The present comparison presented was projected on a social building, taking into
account different solutions for each type. The study integrated the technological side of
active solutions, presenting a comparison between flat plate collectors and the evacuated
tube one under two configurations; the individual and the collective, comparing the solar
solution with the conventional ones presented in the market, and studying all existing
combinations, in order to prove the importance of investing in those solutions compared
to passive propositions. This work will defend a suitable solution between a passive and
active one for the Moroccan context by taking into account all dimensions such as economic,
energetic and the payback period, with the best solution needing to combine all those
parameters for an optimal result.
2. Methodology and Case Study
The building studied was modeled with the TRNsys Studio 16 software and TRN-
BUILD module. The final model makes the energy demand profile evaluation possible,
taking into account critical building parameters such as wall composition, facade orien-
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tation, zone volume, occupation, and set point temperature. We studied the envelope
improvement by using the separate passive solutions of insulation and glazing, integrat-
ing complete Moroccan thermal regulations, and applying the active system (solar water
heaters), to compare all propositions.
In this section, the building model is presented under its architecture, with the compo-
sition of walls and construction materials of the first proposition which will be improved.
All simulation hypotheses and parameters will be exhibited (occupancy, ventilation, zoning
and masks). Then the solutions studied will be described under inputs and characteristics
and the simulation model developed for each proposition (building envelope improvement,
individual SWH, and collective SWH).
All simulations were carried out under Moroccan climatic conditions. The Moroccan
territory has been subdivided into six climatic zones that are homogenous and circum-
scribed: Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 3, Zone 4, Zone 5, and Zone 6. This climatic zoning was
adopted for the thermal regulation of buildings in Morocco, and the simulations were done
for the six climatic Moroccan zones presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Meteorological data.
Climatic Zone Climate Temperature ◦C
Zone 1 Subtropical-semiarid 14.3–23.2
Zone 2 Mediterraneanhot 12.6–24.2
Zone 3 Mediterranean/continental 9.6–26
Zone 4 Humidtemperateclimate 6.2–25.4
Zone 5 Semiarid 12.4–28
Zone 6 Hot desert 9.1–33.2
2.1. The Building Models
2.1.1. Building Architecture
The building studied in this project is social housing with 300 m2; it consists of four
levels: a ground floor and three floors. The accommodation is composed of 16 apartments,
and the main facade faces west. Figure 1 shows the global modeling of the building with
the Google Sketch UP software.
 
Figure 1. The building model with the Google Sketch UP software.
Each floor of the building has four standard apartments of 70 m2, except the apart-
ments on the ground floor, which are 60 m2 in size. Figure 2 shows the architectural plan
of the ground floor and a representative floor.
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Figure 2. The architectural plan of the ground floor and a representative floor.
2.1.2. Building Envelope (Construction Materials)
The composition and construction materials of the building are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The conventional building envelope.




















Glazing Simple glazing - 5.8
2.1.3. Simulation Building Model and Hypothesis
Figure 3 shows the simulation model flowchart on TRNsys studio software. The
building model was created using TRNBUILD connected to TRNsys by the construction
model (type 56). It is a non-geometric scale model with one air node per zone, representing
the air volume’s zone heat capacity and the capacities that are closely related to the air
node (furniture, for example). Thus, the node’s capacity is a separate entry in addition to
the volume of the zone.
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Figure 3. TRNsys information diagram for multi-zone building.
The thermal zones: the selected model was considered with 36 thermal zones, 16
heated and air-conditioned thermal zones. Each zone includes the living rooms and rooms
of each apartment and 20 thermal buffer zones, which are the bathrooms, kitchens, and
halls of all the apartments. Figure 4 represents the thermal zones considered. Two other
hypotheses would have been possible: to model each room by a thermal zone and model
each floor as a single zone.
 
Figure 4. The building zoning.
2.1.4. Simulation Hypotheses
It is impossible to reproduce an entire building numerically, and the choice of modeling
assumptions is essential. The main assumptions that have been made for the modeling of
the building in question are:
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Masks: the balconies and the progress of the roof were considered. Thermal solar
evacuated tube collectors are composed of vacuum tubes allowing part of the radiation to
penetrate, and flat plate thermal solar collectors create shading. However, it was assumed
that this shading was minimal and was not considered. No close mask was considered
(trees, buildings).
Internal inputs: TRNsys offers the possibility to specify the people’s thermal load
according to ISO 7730 and VDI 2078. The VDI 2078 is a German standard. That is why we
used the international standard ISO 7730. This standard specifies people’s heat according
to their activity types. Each apartment is supposed to be occupied by four seated people
releasing 100 watts according to the ISO 7730 standard. The lighting heat input is about 10
W/m2. Besides, the heat of electrical appliances constitutes additional inputs.
Ventilation: The imposed ventilation rates depend on many aspects and differ ac-
cording to the regulations. Table 3 groups the values imposed by the RT2012 standard.
Since the building in question is a social building, the ventilation mode chosen during the
simulation is natural. In heated and air-conditioned areas, the air exchange rate is equal to
0.6 volume/hour. For areas not treated by air conditioning and heating-kitchen, bathroom,
and shower, the rate of air renewal chosen is equal to 2.6 volume/hour.
Table 3. Regulatory ventilation flow rates.
Number
of Principal Rooms Per
Housing
Extracted Flow Rate (m3/h)
Kitchen Principal Bathroom Secondary Bathrooms
Wash Room
Unique Multiple
1 20/75 15 15 15 15
2 30/90 15 15 15 15
3 45/105 30 15 15 15
4 45/120 30 15 30 15
5 and more 45/135 30 15 30 15
Heating and air conditioning: For heating and cooling, the heating set temperature is
equal to 20 ◦C, and that of the air conditioning is equal to 26 ◦C. The systems are active at
all times under a constant schedule profile and the value of the control is 1.
2.1.5. The Passive Solutions
Four dynamic thermal simulation scenarios were made to evaluate heating and cool-
ing demands. The first conventional scenario concerns the case without any energy effi-
ciency action on the building envelope; it is the study reference case previously presented.
The three others are carried out using insulation and double glazing separately, then all
requirements of the Moroccan building thermal regulations. The simulation hypotheses
(internal inputs, masks, thermal zoning, heating setpoint, air conditioning, etc.) are the
same for the four scenarios.
2.1.6. Insulation
The purpose of insulation during this scenario is to respect the thermal transfer coeffi-
cient’s values specified by the thermal regulation of Moroccan buildings. The insulation
type and thickness are not discussed in this work. The building wall thermal characteristics
and floors in different Moroccan thermal zones are shown in Table 4. The windows are
single glazing types with a heat transfer coefficient of U = 5.8 W/m2·K.
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External Walls Internal Walls Low Floor High Floor
Zone 1 0.847 1.813 2.949 0.750
Zone 2 0.847 1.813 2.949 0.636
Zone 3 0.847 1.813 2.949 0.657
Zone 4 0.60 1.813 2.949 0.552
Zone 5 0.60 1.813 2.949 0.636
Zone 6 0.60 1.813 2.949 0.636
2.1.7. Glazing
In this scenario, the only action to be taken on the building envelope is to respect
the heat transfer coefficient values set by the Moroccan thermal regulation of construction
(MTRC) for glazing. The building will not be isolated in the six zones’ first simulation
scenario, using the single glazing. Table 5 lists the thermal characteristics of the building
envelope for the second scenario.
Table 5. Building envelope action on the glazing.




















Glazing Double glazing - 2.83
2.1.8. Moroccan Thermal Regulation of Construction (MTRC)
In this scenario, the MTRC requirements are met for all zones. Table 6 illustrates the
thermal characteristics of the envelope adopted for the simulations.
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6
External wall 0.847 0.847 0.847 0.60 0.60 0.60
Internal wall 1.813
Floor 2.949
Roof 0.750 0.636 0.636 0.552 0.636 0.636
Glazing 2.83
2.1.9. The Active Solutions
The load profile is adopted for the scenarios studied (individual and collective) as
the building schedule need for domestic hot water (Figure 5), where the hourly coefficient
represents the hot water demand at 50 ◦C in 10 min.
 
Figure 5. The daily profile of domestic hot water use.
Taking into account the habits of Moroccan consumers of the average social class, the
daily need per person for domestic hot water is set at 25 L/day/person for low demand.
37.5 L/day/person for average demand. and 50 L/day/person for a high demand, also by
estimating an occupancy of 4 people per apartment.
2.1.10. Individual SWH System
For the individual simulation of solar system (Figure 6), two types of solar water
heaters were considered: the glazed flat plate collector and the evacuated tube collector.
Both models of the individual solar system are realized under TRNsys. These used the
existing library models: a glazed flat plate collector (FPC) and evacuated tube collector
(ETC), the load profile model, a storage tank model, and cold-water temperature variation
model. Table 7 shows the technical characteristics of the collectors and tanks used in this
study scenario.
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Figure 6. The flowchart of individual solar water heater (SWH) system.
Table 7. Technical characteristic of collectors and tanks (individual SWH).
Collectors
Technical Characteristics FPC ETC
Area (m2) 1.8–3.3 1.5–3
Tested flow rate kg/hr·m2 60 60
Optical coefficient (%) 0.7 0.7
Thermal loss coefficient a1 (kJ/hr·m2 K) 3.13 1.894
Thermal loss coefficient a2 (kJ/hr·m2 K2) 0.016 0.0039
Mass flow rate (min; max) (kg/hr) 0.90 0.90
Optimal inclination (◦) 45 45
Tank
Volume (L) 150–200–300
Specific heat of the fluid (kJ/kg·K) 4.19
Fluid density (kg/m2) 1000
Thermal loss coefficient (kJ/hr·m2·K) 1.4
Height (m) 1
Nodes number 3
Auxiliary heater power (kW) 1–1.5–3
Maximum auxiliary heater temperature (◦C) 60
2.1.11. Collective SWH System
The apartment layout is symmetrical. Eight apartments on each side of the building
have a common technical shaft. The collective solar system has been treated in two
parts, with eight apartments per part that make the entire building (16 apartments). The
results obtained will be identical. The configuration of the simulation’s solar system
model is the collective solar water heater with collective storage and individualized back-
up, which is divided into two circuits: the primary circuit or the solar circuit, which
includes the field of collectors, and the solar tank with a capacity that covers the eight
apartments’ needs; this circuit is located in the roof relating to the solar collectors and the
principal tank. The second circuit contains the individualized tanks with an integrated
back-up; it relates to the principal tank and the individual tanks for each apartment,
a circulation pump, and controllers which manage the pump activation/deactivation
referring to set up temperatures. Figure 7 illustrates the connection between the primary
and secondary circuits of the collective solar water heater system. Table 8 shows the
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technical characteristics of the solar tank used in this scenario. For collectors, the same
technology types used on the individual case are adopted.
 
Figure 7. Simulation information flow diagram of the collective solar system.
Table 8. Technical characteristic of collectors and tanks (collective SWH).
Tank
Common Individual Auxiliary Tank
Volume (L) 1600 200
Specific heat of the fluid (kJ/kg·k) 4.19
Fluid density (kg/m2) 1000
Thermal loss coefficient (kJ/hr·m2·K) 1.4
Height (m) 1.8 1
Nodes number 6 3
Auxiliary heater power (kW) 0 1.5
Maximum auxiliary heater temperature (◦C) 60
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Energy and Efficiencies
Passive Solutions
Table 9 shows the values obtained following simulation of the building modeled
in TRNBUILD, for one year with a time step of one hour. The conventional building’s
thermal simulation results without any energy efficiency actions clearly show the significant
energy demand for heating and cooling, especially for zones 6 and 4 which exceed 200
kWh/m2/year. A decrease between 23% and 39% of total annual needs is achieved with
insulation compared to the conventional case. This ratio remains higher than that set by
the MTRC. The ratio decrease is vital for the heating demand reaching a 44% decline for
zone 5 (Marrakech), against the annual requirement ratio in air conditioning that does not
significantly decline. The decline is zero for zone 1 represented by Casablanca city; the
maximum recorded is a 27% decrease for zone 6 (Errachidia).
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Table 9. Heating and cooling annual demand.
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6
Zone








30 29 31 27 40 37 43 34 58 44 56 39 40 30 39 30 93 71 87 61 132 96 121 66
Total annual
demand(kWh/m2/year) 71 54 66 42 96 69 91 48 153 99 137 68 200 122 167 77 141 98 125 74 213 142 186 89
C: the conventional building (reference case without improvement actions); I: the conventional building with insulation integration; G:
the conventional building applying the glazing action; TR: the building adapted to the Moroccan thermal regulation of construction
(MTRC).
The conformity of the glazing’s thermal characteristics with the (MTRC) makes it
possible to reach a maximum decrease of 25% on the total annual ratio compared to
the conventional case. This value is recorded in zone 5 (Marrakech). The ratio of air
conditioning needs is not significantly reduced. This drop does not exceed 8% for zone 6
(Errachidia).
After having carried out the building dynamic thermal simulations for different
thermal zones, and under the fourth scenario condition (MTRC) the insulation and glazing,
the sum of the heating and cooling power ratios for each zone is greater than the one set
by the MTRC; this is justified by the fact that the building is misdirected, which increases
solar gain.
On the other hand, we compared this to the results obtained by the simulations
of the conventional, insulated, and glazed scenarios. In zone 4 represented by Ifrane,
a maximum saving of 62% is achieved between the conventional case and the MTRC
scenario. This remark is made for the other three scenarios where maximum savings are
achieved in zone 4.
It is concluded that the application of a double-glazing solution in buildings, without
the application of insulation, does not lead to significant savings in comparison with the
cost of investment—a comparative economic study will be presented afterwards. On the
other hand, insulation alone makes it possible to reach a savings threshold that is considered
reasonable.
From this, the application of the MTRC allows significant energy consumption savings
of buildings even if, in this case study, the results were higher than the values set by the
MTRC. This difference is explained by the orientation of the building, which is oriented
towards the west. We can also add that the simulation does not recreate the reality without
error, given the large number of assumptions made in this study.
3.2. Active Solutions (SWH)
3.2.1. Individual Solar Water Heater
Figure 8a,b, Figure 9a,b, and Figure 10a,b show the monthly variation of useful energy
extracted from the tank, the extra energy and solar fraction for the three different demands
(low, standard, and high), for the two technology types. The collected energy varies
according to demand; this is due to catchment surface variation. The collected energy
varied between 214 kWh and 146 kWh in August and February, respectively, for the low
demand case (150 L) and between 311 kWh and 214 kWh for the standard demand case
(200 L). For high demand (300 L), energy varied between 400 kWh in August and 274 kWh
in February.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8. (a) Flat plate collector, (b) evacuated tube collector (low demand).
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 9. (a) Flat plate collector, (b) evacuated tube collector (standard demand).
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 10. (a) Flat plate collector, (b) evacuated tube collector (high demand).
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The energy extracted from the solar storage tank varied according to the load profile.
The solar fraction varies in the same way for the three cases. It varied between 70% in
February and 98% in August.
The energy collected by the solar thermal collectors (evacuated tube collectors (ETC),
and flat plate collectors (FPC)) varies in function of the loads’ profiles; this is due to the
load profile influence on the collector’s area. The surface increases with the increase in the
amount of water exhausted.
The energy extracted from the tank, which means the energy required to heat the sani-
tary water, varies during the year, depending on the cold-water temperatures. This energy
is higher than the useful energy produced during the year’s cold period, and the auxiliary
system compensates for this difference. Note that the backup system is requested in the
summer. This can be explained by the demand for hot water during the night and the
morning’s first hours.
The solar fraction varies at the same rate for the three types of use. This fraction
reaches a maximum value in the summer by the order of 99%.
The two solar water heater technologies comparison, based on the results presented in
this section, makes it possible to conclude that the evacuated tube collectors perform better
than the glazed flat plate collectors in the third zone. To analyze the performance of the
two technologies in the Moroccan context and draw comparative conclusions, simulations
of solar water heaters are made for all thermal zones of Morocco. The analysis of the
simulation results shows that evacuated tube solar water heaters are better than glazed flat
plate collectors, during cold seasons of the year, in areas with a Mediterranean climate in
the North and Oceanic in the West. On the other hand, the two technologies are identical
for the warm seasons. For the fourth zone, we note that the vacuum tubes are more efficient
from March. In areas that have a continental climate zone 5 and a Saharan climate zone 6,
the vacuum tube collectors have a better performance than flat glass collectors throughout
the year.
3.2.2. Collective Solar Water Heater
Simulations of solar systems for domestic hot water production make it possible to
evaluate collectors and production systems’ performance. Figures 11a and 12a summarize
the simulation results for flat plate and vacuum tube collectors. It can be seen that the
useful energy produced by the vacuum tube collectors is higher than that resulting from
the use of glazing flat plate collectors during the cold months. This is explained by the
round shape of the tubes, which enables them to collect different radiation types (direct,
reflected, etc.) even on cloudy days, unlike plans that have a lower yield.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 11. (a) Flat plate collector, (b) evacuated tube collector.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 12. (a) Flat plate collector, (b) evacuated tube collector (efficiencies).
Along the day, thermal losses produced in pipes and storage tanks are almost identical
throughout the year, causing the auxiliary heater’s operation (backup system) all year, with
a decrease during hot months.
The efficiency of the domestic hot water production system based on the simulations
carried out shows that the vacuum tube system’s performances are higher than the flat
plate collector. During the cold months, the efficiency of the vacuum tube system reaches
80% in February. However, the efficiency of both systems is identical during the summer
months. The vacuum tube collectors’ field efficiency is always greater than that of the FPC,
as shown in Figures 11b and 12b.
The results of collective solar system simulations related to domestic hot water pro-
duction show that the solar water heaters with ETC are more efficient than FPC, whatever
the demand (low, standard, or high) under the same load profile.
An analysis of the solar fractions and energies provided concludes that the evacuated
tubes are more efficient than the glazed flat plate technology on all of Morocco’s cold zones
(zones 4, 5, and 6). For zones 1 and 2, characterized by their moderate climates, we note
that the two technologies are identical the year except for the winter months, where ETC
systems deliver more energy than the FPC collectors.
3.3. Economies
3.3.1. Hot Water
The hot water production is ensured in the Moroccan context in general by instan-
taneous gas water heaters in the first place, or by instantaneous electric water heaters.
There are also storage water heaters. Table 10 summarizes the overall yields of the various
domestic hot water systems considered in this study.





Gas accumulation water heater 0.5
Instantaneous gas water heater
With pilot light 0.6
Without pilot light 0.8
The energy comparison focused only on the individual SWH systems. The compar-
ison of the collective case requires a study of the conventional collective systems of hot
water production.
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The power required to produce domestic hot water varies according to the climate
zone which system thermal loss variation and specific cold-water temperature for each
location (variation of cold-water temperature during the year). Figures 13–15 represent
the annual energy demand variation for domestic hot water production for the various
conventional systems in the different Moroccan thermal zones according to the demand for
domestic hot water.
Figure 13. SWH production energy for low demand.
Figure 14. Annual energy of the backup system for standard demand of hot water.
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Figure 15. Annual energy of the backup system for high demand of hot water.
It was found that the gas storage water heater is the most energy-consuming of all
systems, followed by the gas instantaneous water heater. The instantaneous electric water
heater is the most economical technology. The required annual energy thresholds vary
according to the thermal zones; this is due to the variation of each zone’s cold-water
temperatures.
This part concerned the savings evaluation of domestic hot water energy production
and consumption by conventional systems and solar production systems. We can see a
maximum energy saving of 97% by replacing a gas water heater in zone 5 (Marrakech) by
a solar water heater ETC system with an electric auxiliary heater. The minimum savings
obtained was about 58%, replacing an instantaneous electric water heater in zone 4 (Ifrane)
by a solar water heater with FPC technology with gas back-up.
3.3.2. Passive Solutions
The total energy demand for the building is represented per m2 heated per year.
Dynamic thermal simulations have evaluated three solutions:
- Building with insulation respecting the MTRC requirements.
- The glass building respecting the MTRC requirements.
- Building respecting all MTRC requirements.
The three solutions are compared with the conventional case. Figure 16 shows the
ratios obtained for each thermal zone.
The MRTC allows a significant reduction of demand for heating required by the
conventional case (reference case). It is found that the glazing solution (double glazing for
most areas) does not give a significant saving compared to the insulation solution. It is
shown on Table 11.
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Figure 16. Air conditioning and heating consumption ratios.
Table 11. Savings of passive solutions in kWh/year.
Zones Insulation Glazing MTRC
Zone 1 680 200 1160
Zone 2 1080 200 1920
Zone 3 2160 640 3400
Zone 4 3120 1320 4920
Zone 5 1720 640 2680
Zone 6 2840 1080 4960
This work aims to compare the savings generated by active and passive energy
efficiency actions. Table 12 groups the energy-saving quantities using the solar water heater
system compared to the conventional water system.
Tables 11 and 12 show that the solar water heater solution saves up to 7649 kWh/year,
and in the worst case, it is possible to reach 1227 kWh/year, which is higher than 44% of
the savings generated by passive solutions. Financial analysis is presented to complete this
energy analysis, considering the savings and investments for different actions.
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3.4. Financial Analysis
It is not enough to determine the electricity bill based on the difference between the
conventional case energy demand and after applying energy efficiency actions to evaluate
the savings achieved. The incremental billing system influences the results.
The electricity bill savings require evaluating the conventional case bill and the new
one after applying the energy efficiency actions.
Table 13 summarizes the annual energy bill for conventional domestic hot water
systems, as presented previously in this paper.
Table 13. Annual invoice for hot water conventional systems production.
SWH Zones
Amount MAD/Year
A B C1 C2 D1 D2 E1 E2
LOW HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 2553 1818 949 2966 791 2472 593 1854
Z2 2547 1814 947 2960 789 2467 592 1850
Z3 2939 2082 1072 3350 893 2792 670 2094
Z4 2873 2037 1051 3284 875 2737 657 2053
Z5 2408 1714 900 2815 750 2345 563 1759
Z6 2773 1969 1019 3186 849 2655 637 1992
STANDARD HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 4087 2867 1423 4449 1186 3708 890 2781
Z2 4077 2860 1420 4440 1184 3700 888 2775
Z3 4773 3297 1607 5025 1339 4187 1005 3140
Z4 4655 3223 1576 4926 1313 4105 985 3079
Z5 3840 2699 1351 4222 1125 3518 844 2639
Z6 4479 3114 1529 4780 1274 3983 956 2987
HIGHT HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 5862 3998 1898 5932 1581 4943 1186 3708
Z2 5848 3989 1894 5920 1578 4933 1184 3700
Z3 6798 4668 2143 6700 1786 5583 1339 4187
Z4 6636 4551 2101 6568 1751 5474 1313 4105
Z5 5499 3760 1801 5629 1501 4691 1125 3518
Z6 6391 4379 2039 6373 1699 5311 1274 3983
Table 14 shows the annual energy bill for the auxiliary system consumptions of the
solar water heaters, based on the simulation results.
Table 14. Energy bill of auxiliary systems.
SWH Zones
Amount MAD/Year
ETC_A FPC_A ETC_E1 FPC_E1 ETC_E2 FPC_E2
LOW HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 224 336 78 116 243 364
Z2 228 341 79 118 247 370
Z3 244 299 85 104 264 324
Z4 320 664 111 230 347 720
Z5 145 250 50 87 157 271
Z6 175 276 61 96 190 300
STANDARD HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 349 495 121 172 379 536
Z2 266 509 92 177 289 552
Z3 482 531 167 184 522 575
Z4 488 664 169 230 529 720
Z5 230 332 80 115 249 360
Z6 276 408 96 142 299 442
HIGHT HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 417 600 145 208 452 649
Z2 337 399 117 138 365 433
Z3 449 532 156 185 487 577
Z4 566 803 197 275 615 860
Z5 185 361 64 125 200 391
Z6 312 484 108 168 338 525
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Table 15 summarizes the maximum and minimum savings achieved after replacing the
conventional system (gas water heater) by the solar one. The next step in this comparative
study is calculating the annual savings achieved by passive energy efficiency solutions.
It is assumed that the heating and cooling systems are electric, so it is necessary to initially
calculate the energy bills of the various scenarios presented previously, which were devoted
to the building’s simulations. It is to deduce the maximum and minimum values of the
savings generated, comparing it with the solar water heater savings results. The saving
was calculated by taking into account two scenarios based on Moroccan government
gas subsidies.
Table 15. Amount saved by installing a solar water heater for an individual building.
SWH Zones
Amont MAD/Year
With Subsidies Without Subsidies
Max Min Max Min
LOW HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 2888 229 2475 257
Z2 2881 222 2468 251
Z3 3265 346 2854 371
Z4 3173 155 2762 211
Z5 2765 292 2358 313
Z6 3125 337 2712 361
STANDARD HOT WATER
DEMAND
Z1 4328 354 3966 395
Z2 4348 336 3985 379
Z3 4858 430 4606 474
Z4 4757 265 4486 321
Z5 4142 484 3760 512
Z6 4684 514 4383 548
HIGHT HOT WATER DEMAND
Z1 5787 537 5717 586
Z2 5803 751 5731 785
Z3 6642 762 6642 807
Z4 6439 453 6439 510
Z5 5565 734 5435 764
Z6 6283 749 6283 790
The financial amounts presented in this part are represented in MAD (Moroccan
dirham) which is equivalent on 14 December 2020 to 0.11 USD.
In Morocco, the state subsidies varied following the fall in the price of butane gas,
with its average unit subsidy increasing from 4840 MAD/Ton in 2018, or 58 DH per 12 kg
cylinder and 14.5 MAD per 3 kg cylinder, to 3652 MAD/Ton in 2019 (January–September
period), corresponding to 44 MAD per 12 kg cylinder and 11 MAD per 3 kg cylinder. In the
present work, the economic study was carried out referring to 2019 prices.
3.5. Building
Tables 16 and 17 show the heating and cooling energy bill—the same energy reductions
generated by energy efficiency actions reflected the energy bills. Glazing does not realize
significant gains. However, insulation or both solutions combined are more significant.
The glazing solution does not exceed 18% of savings compared to the insulation. On the
other hand, the insulation reaches 44%, the combination of the two solutions, which
represent the MTRC, reaches a reduction of 66% compared to the conventional case.
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Table 16. Annual energy bill for heating and cooling.
Zones
Energetic Bills MAD
Conventional Insulation Glazing MTCR
Z1 808 575 737 445
Z2 1131 756 1030 552
Z3 1870 1118 1640 735
Z4 2388 1342 1952 821
Z5 1640 1079 1440 799
Z6 2824 1753 2439 1088




Z1 29% 9% 45%
Z2 33% 9% 51%
Z3 40% 12% 61%
Z4 44% 18% 66%
Z5 34% 12% 51%
Z6 38% 14% 61%
The generated savings comparison of the solar water heaters production and the
passive energy efficiency actions result in the maximum solar water heaters savings being
more significant than passive actions. The most unfortunate cases of solar water heaters
savings are close to those reached by passive actions, sometimes even lower.
3.6. Economies Comparative Ratios; Active vs. Passive
In this part, the rate represented by the economy reached by each solution proposed
during this work is defined. Given the large number of possibilities of conventional
domestic hot water systems and the replacing action by solar water heaters, the following
cases are treated:
3.6.1. Passive Configurations
Configuration 1: electric heating and cooling, electric SWH.
Configuration 2: electric heating and cooling, gas SWH.
3.6.2. Active Configurations
A: Instantaneous electric water heater.
B: Instantaneous gas water heater without pilot light.
1: SWH-ETC with electric auxiliary heater.
2: SWH-ETC with gas auxiliary heater.
3: SWH-FPC with electric auxiliary heater.
4: SWH-FPC with gas auxiliary heater.
All results are for a standard domestic hot water application (volume of 200 L).
According to Tables 18 and 19, the solar water heater for configuration 1, where the
domestic hot water production system is electric, achieves savings rates on the build-
ing energy bill higher than that achieved by applying passive actions in all Moroccan
thermal zones.
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Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
A→1 A→2 A→3 A→4 B→1 B→2 B→3 B→4
Z1 69% 69% 75% 68% 65% 65% 65% 65% 32% 68% 45% 67% 23% 64% 42% 63%
Z2 65% 65% 69% 64% 59% 59% 59% 59% 31% 64% 39% 64% 19% 58% 35% 57%
Z3 54% 54% 61% 54% 54% 54% 54% 54% 18% 53% 29% 52% 16% 52% 29% 51%
Z4 49% 49% 54% 48% 46% 46% 46% 46% 15% 47% 24% 47% 10% 44% 22% 43%
Z5 57% 57% 60% 56% 55% 55% 55% 55% 25% 56% 31% 56% 21% 54% 29% 53%
Z6 48% 48% 51% 47% 46% 46% 46% 46% 18% 47% 23% 46% 14% 44% 22% 44%




Config 1 Config 2 Config 1 Config 2 Config 1 Config 2
Z1 6.34% 13.72% 1.93% 4.18% 9.88% 21.38%
Z2 9.40% 18.57% 2.53% 5.00% 14.51% 28.68%
Z3 14.55% 26.16% 4.45% 8.00% 21.97% 39.48%
Z4 18.64% 31.01% 7.77% 12.93% 27.93% 46.46%
Z5 12.93% 22.58% 4.61% 8.05% 19.38% 33.86%
Z6 18.04% 28.33% 6.48% 10.19% 29.24% 45.93%
Under the second configuration conditions, the active solution is more interesting for
all thermal zones than insulation and glazing actions. However, the MTRC saves more
than the solar water heaters in the second configurations in the hottest areas.
The solar water heater solution with FPC in the case of configuration 1, where the
domestic hot water production system is electric, allows saving rates on the building
energy bill, almost identical to the second configuration in case of subsidies. In contrast, the
SWH-ETC, compared to the conventional solution, generates considerable savings without
subsidies.
In both configurations, it can be seen that solar water heater solutions deliver signifi-
cant savings on buildings’ energy bills compared to passive energy efficiency solutions.
3.7. Payback Time
Another critical factor in helping to make investment decisions in energy efficiency
actions is the time to return on investment. The actions investments and the time of return
on investment are evaluated.
3.7.1. Active System
The study treats two cases; individual and collective. The amounts given in results, in-
cluding the prices of the various installation components and accessories, the maintenance
costs, and the defective parts’ replacement estimates, are not considered.
It can be seen in Table 20 that the payback time for a solar water heater project in the
current case of subsidized butane gas prices is not attractive; the payback time in this case
is more than 18 years which makes the project excessively uninteresting. On the other hand,
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for electric systems and unsubsidized butane gas, the payback times are almost identical
depending on the demand; with more demand the return on investment (ROI) is lower,
and the project becomes interesting.




A E1 E2 A E1 E2
Low demand
Z1 8.6 37.3 8.4 6.9 39.9 6.8
Z2 8.7 37.8 8.5 7.0 40.8 6.8
Z3 7.5 32.3 7.4 5.7 27.6 5.7
Z4 8.0 40.8 7.9 7.5 36.4 7.4
Z5 8.8 32.9 8.5 7.0 32.7 6.8
Z6 7.7 29.8 7.6 6.1 28.4 6.0
Standard demand
Z1 6.3 29.1 6.5 5.4 32.3 5.6
Z2 6.1 25.3 6.3 5.4 33.6 5.6
Z3 5.6 30.1 5.9 4.6 26.9 4.9
Z4 5.8 31.7 6.1 5.0 39.7 5.3
Z5 6.4 25.7 6.5 5.4 24.9 5.5
Z6 5.5 23.2 5.8 4.7 23.3 4.9
High demand
Z1 4.8 22.4 5.2 4.2 24.3 4.6
Z2 4.7 20.4 5.1 4.0 18.2 4.3
Z3 4.1 19.4 4.6 3.4 17.7 3.9
Z4 4.3 23.1 4.9 3.8 27.9 4.3
Z5 4.8 18.4 5.2 4.2 18.7 4.5
Z6 4.2 17.9 4.7 3.7 18.0 4.1
ROI’s collective installations are calculated according to ETC and FPC systems and
under the conditions of a standard demand for domestic hot water. In a collective building,
the demand for hot water is not identical. Investments for this case were calculated
without including maintenance charge prices and replacement estimates for defective parts.
The assessment system consists of:
• 12 solar collectors,
• 2 solar tanks of 1600 L,
• 16 tanks of 200 L
• 400 m of piping,
• 16 electronic controllers,
• 16 circulation pumps,
• 2 copper tube collectors.
Following the same methodology of the individual part, the time of return on invest-
ment was calculated under two scenarios:
• Replace a conventional electric system with the solar water heater.
• Replace a conventional gas system with the solar water heater.
A is the electric solar water heater, E1: Gas is an instantaneous water heater without
a pilot light and with subsidies. E2 is a gas instantaneous water heater without a pilot
without subsidies.
Table 21 shows that the payback time for subsidized butane gas prices is relatively
high, making collective solar projects unattractive in the current economic context. On the
other hand, in the case of an electric system or unsubsidized butane gas, the return on
investment does not exceed 8 years in most Moroccan zones. Moreover, in the zone of Fes,
the time of return on investment on a collective solar project using FPC technology does
not exceed 7.5 years.
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A E1 E2 A E1 E2
Z1 8.7 40.4 9.0 8.6 51.6 8.9
Z2 8.4 35.2 8.7 8.7 53.8 9.0
Z3 7.8 41.8 8.2 7.4 43.0 7.8
Z4 8.0 44.0 8.4 8.0 63.5 8.4
Z5 8.9 35.6 9.1 8.6 39.8 8.8
Z6 7.7 32.2 8.1 7.5 37.2 7.9
3.7.2. Passive Actions
In the technical study, the insulation type was not very important because its purpose
is to compare the savings of energy efficiency actions and not insulation specific technical
studies. For this, the economic study data prices represent the average of the current
prices on the market. Table 21 summarizes the insulation prices and the calculated return
on investment time. It is noted that the time of return on investment is relatively short
for insulation projects, and not more than a year except for zone 5, where it reaches two
years. Furthermore, the double-glazing solution for zones 2 and 3 is not attractive, as the
investment payback time exceeds 25 years. On the other hand, in zones 4 and 6 the double-
glazing solution is fascinating; the ROI varies between 4 and 5 years, which is considered
reasonable. This solution’s payback time in zones 3 and 5 is 8 years, which makes this
solution moderately interesting.
The application of the MTRC consists of combining the two previous solutions (insu-
lation and glazing improvements).
The high payback time of the glazing improvement projects shown in Table 22 is
reduced by the combination of various building improvements according to the MTRC.
It is found that the ROI for zones 1 and 2, which was 25 years for glazing and one year for
insulation, is reduced to 5 years for zone 1 and 3 years for zone 2 after applying the MTRC.
Investment in the MTRC scenario is considered attractive, given the reduced ROI observed
for all Moroccan climatic zones. The results obtained show that, despite the energy savings
achieved with collective solar hot water production systems, low butane gas costs in
Morocco and initial installation costs are detrimental to the project’s profitability.
Table 22. Payback time of passive actions.
Zones
Investment MAD Payback Time (year)
Insulation Glazing MTRC Insulation Glazing MTRC
Z1 13,209 81,000 94,209 1.2 25.3 5.1
Z2 17,850 81,000 98,850 1 25.3 3.2
Z3 23,205 81,000 104,205 0.7 7.9 1.9
Z4 53,360 81,000 134,360 1.1 3.8 1.7
Z5 48,005 81,000 129,005 1.7 7.9 3
Z6 48,005 81,000 129,005 1.1 4.7 1.6
Passive energy efficiency solutions deliver significant savings in zones with a cold
winter and a hot summer season.
In summary, it is difficult to make a clear and definitive judgment on comparing the
savings made by solar solutions to produce domestic hot water and the actions on the
enveloped building, but the active solutions are still more attractive than the passive ones.
4. Conclusions
Four building simulation scenarios under TRNsys were adopted (conventional, insu-
lated, glazing improvements, and applying the Moroccan standard requirements). The glaz-
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ing solution does not exceed 6% in savings on total energy demand (including the electrical
demand for domestic hot water), while insulation reaches 17% in savings in zone 4. MTRC
is the best solution. This solution allows for saving 27% of energy consumption.
The study’s active solutions were under various domestic hot water production
scenarios using solar systems, introducing different types of solar collectors, and the
variables of the backup systems.
The energy demand comparison of the different conventional domestic hot water
production systems and the new actions showed that solar solutions are remarkably
efficient. In the same context, ETC and FPC comparisons show that vacuum tube collectors
perform better in all Moroccan thermal zones during the winter. During the summer
season, both technologies have solar fraction thresholds close to 90%.
The study of the collective solar water heating system on TRNsys reinforces the
findings made in individual scenarios: the vacuum tube sensor is significantly efficient.
The savings made by applying the various solutions was two-part: energy and finan-
cial. A comparison of energy savings shows that solar water heater solutions are superior
to those achieved by building envelope actions. The financial analysis of the savings on
the calculated bills shows that solar water heater solutions are attractive in non-subsidized
butane gas prices.
This comparative study opens the possibilities of integrating collective solar water
heaters in buildings, considering the possible savings. From another point of view of this
study’s results, we push to seek the financing solutions of the collective solar projects
possible, by green funds proposed by some non-governmental organizations or state
organizations.
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Abstract: Vast expansion in consumption is leading to natural resource scarcity and global warming.
The integrated management of natural resources, such as food, energy, food (FEW) as one of the most
important aspects has been proposed as a solution to meet these challenges. The FEW nexus is a
world-wide solution for simultaneously assessing the development and implementation of various
approaches focusing on energy, water and food security, sufficiency. This approach is intended to
foster sustainable development and improve the quality of life of communities while preserving the
natural, human and social capital, address the long-term sustainability challenges and protecting
all-natural resources. This paper tries to review some recent research on this topic. For this purpose,
first, we describe some facts about demand growth and exponential consumption in these three
areas, with emphasis on presented statistics. Then, the most critical research published in this field
is reviewed, considering that it took a decade or so before that the original idea was introduced.
The most important policymakers of this emerging concept, including committees and conferences,
and finally significant challenges and opportunities to the implementation along with future insights,
are addressed.
Keywords: nexus; food; energy; water; greenhouse gas emission
1. Introduction
The food–energy–water (FEW) nexus is known as the significant interconnection between three
essential resources for human societies. FEW is an extended concept that is introduced to overcome
and manage resource scarceness challenges. The nexus target is to establish effective tradeoffs and
synergies between energy, water and food, considering cross-sectoral policies, environmental and social
impacts [1]. The FEW nexus implies that the availability of the others may limit constraints or changes
of one edge, and implemented solutions in one sector can mainly affect other areas [2,3]. For example,
food or energy production is limited by the availability of the water supply. Energy-saving can decrease
water consumption, whereas water efficiency growth leads to a decrease in energy, which is used for
transition and purification.
As an important note, and based on what is addressed in [4], the perspective of the policymaker
determines the method to the FEW nexus. From the perspective of water, energy and food systems
are mentioned as the users of the resource, and in the perspective of food and energy, energy and
water; water and bio-resources are the outputs, respectively. In addition, each of the three resources
affects the others, and ignoring the effects in one resource can have significant impacts on other
sources. The main important types of FEW nexus are detailed as energy access and deforestation,
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biofuels (and unconventional gas and oil) production, hydropower, food and irrigation security
and desalinization.
Although many definitions were provided on this concept, the reality is that no comprehensive
description has yet been adopted by all researchers [5]. In general terms, the definitions provided for
this topic can be divided into two parts.
In the first definition, the nexus is defined as the interactions and interconnections among different
sectors (or subsystems) considering food, energy and water [6]. In the second definition, which is more
general, the nexus is described as an analysis tool or method to quantify the links among the nexus
nodes, including food, energy and water [5].
Over the last few decades, cities are getting more populated than about 54% of the global
population [7], and more FEW demands occur. Governments are concerned about FEW sources of
scarceness that have effects on several aspects of societies such as community, homes, businesses and
industries [8]. This demand growth in cities caused more than 60% of energy consumption and 75% of
pollution [9]. In addition, it is estimated food, energy and water resources using will be increased by
35%, 50% and 40%, respectively, by 2030 [10]. The exponential growth of the population considering
limited supplies is simulated, and horrible resource scarcities are concluded [11]. Consequently,
the increasing rate in population caused more food requests, energy consumption, and increasing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions because of relying on food chains on water and energy. Although
the different natural and fresh products such as wheat, rice, vegetable, etc., need different adequate
water by where and when they have cultivated, the canned and frozen food has relied on water supply
directly and indirectly.
Water sources are the pillar for both modern and traditional societies. Water is used for irrigation,
electricity and heat generation, fuels for transportation and packaging. The authors of [12] implied
that total energy utilization in the water section has currently surpassed 800 TW/h, and it is predicted
to increase up to 80% until 2040. Indoor agriculture (IA) as a system without farmland is a way to
significant energy savings and overcome water wasting (e.g., rooftop greenhouses) [13].
Based on the Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports, the global energy demand will
increase by about 50% from 2018 to 2050 [14]. In addition, the energy use in the industrial sector,
including mining, refining, agriculture, manufacturing and construction, increases more than 30%
between 2018 and 2050 as the demand for goods increases. Furthermore, electricity generation will be
increased by 79% between 2018 and 2050. This is while energy generation is a key contributor to air
pollutant emissions too. GHG emission, raised by the widespread application of fossil fuels in both
the transportation and power generation sector, is the main concern due to environmental issues and
the global warming effect. In this way, the climate change raised by GHG emissions, and created by
the prevalent fossil fuel usage in both transportation and power generation, is widely accepted as
a real-world menace that has potentially severe effects on human health. Hence, one of the critical
concerns is moving from fossil fuels to other nonconventional renewable sources of energy, such as
wind and solar [15]. As shown in Figure 1, a major contributor to GHG emissions is heat and electricity
extraction from oil, coal and natural gas [16]. Even though the nexus concept has been introduced in
recent decades, it has evoked the eagerness of researchers all over the world [17].
Preserving the natural resources and preventing their destruction in the three fields of food, energy
and water requires a comprehensive framework that considers not only the individual security of
the three systems but also their interactions and interdependencies [18]. Figure 2 shows a conceptual
model in this regard. As an important note, environmental concerns have become an important security
issue in international relations and have been addressed by governments and policymakers. Due to
the seriousness of environmental issues and related climate change, this issue can be considered as
an effective variable in various conflicts. Climate changes have affected not only the natural habitats
but also the social structures of communities and increased the likelihood of violent conflicts [19].
In addition, they endanger international peace and security and affect environmental justice.
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Figure 1. Major contributors to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [16].
Figure 2. A conceptual model of food–energy–water (FEW) nexus.
Some of the most critical connections between these three systems are as follows:
- Water is needed for energy generation, primarily hydroelectric power plants, biofuels, etc.;
- Water is needed for food production, various nutrients, agricultural irrigation, livestock
systems, etc.;
- The energy required for food production, all stages of food preparation including harvesting,
transportation, preparation, packaging systems, etc.;
- The energy required in the water sector: water and wastewater purification and desalination,
water distribution systems, agricultural irrigation, electricity generation, etc.;
- Nutrition for electricity generation: providing healthy food for personnel and operators in the
industrial, economic, etc.
Table 1 provides an example of the energy, food and water security nexus.
Table 1. Energy, food and water nexus [18].
Food Security Energy Security Water Security
Food availability Supply of energy on demand Water availability
Equal access to food Physical accessibility of supply Water health
Optimal water utilization Supply to satisfy demand at a stable rate Cost-effectiveness of water
2. Literature Review and Real Case Studies
Since the Bonn conference (2011) with “The Water, Energy and Food Security Nexus—Solutions for
the Green Economy” title was held, several numbers of FEW nexus have been published, whereas almost
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300 organizations have formed across the world from 2011 to 2015 [17]. The related search keywords
were: two-pronged nexus approach “energy–food” (EF), “energy–water” (FW), three-pronged nexus
approach “energy–food–water” (EFW) or multipronged such as “energy–food–water–land” (EFWL).
In ref. [17], by investigating 37 projects, it was described that 6, 11, 12, and 8 projects (16%, 30%, 32%
and 22%) of them had a close linkage with FW, FEW, WE and FEWL nexus, respectively, which is
demonstrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3. The percentage share of investigated projects in different nexuses in [17].
In another viewpoint, it is claimed every element in this nexus may be a user or source, whereas
the taken perspective will affect the policy design. For example, from a water view, energy and food
systems are inputs [20], while water and energy are inputs from a food perspective studies [21,22].
Water consumption control considering water supply efficiencies is proposed in food production
simultaneously. Projects on energy–water nexus ranged from water for energy to energy for water.
Biofuel using water and hydropower generation are examples of water demand for energy production.
Energy consumption examples included water pumping in food generation and electricity consumption
in water purification.
In [23], a comprehensive survey on modeling and optimization techniques for energy hubs, as one
of the basic concepts of future energy systems, is presented. The authors tried to investigate the impacts
of distributed energy resources (DERs) in the presence of a smart grid by addressing the economic and
environmental considerations. In addition, they mentioned plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs),
multiple energy flow carriers with storage and the hydrogen economy as a simple EW nexus. Different
technologies, including combined heat and power (CHP), solar, wind, hydrogen and different energy
vectors, including electrical, natural gas, bio and hydrogen, are addressed in this study.
A sample multi-energy nanogrid (MEN) considering both economic and low-carbon objectives in
islanded and grid-connected modes was optimized in [24] by applying linear programming. The case
study of a single-family house of 200 m2 located in Italy was mentioned, and the TRNSYS as the
dynamic simulation software is used. The proposed MEN consisted of micro CHP, a boiler and a PV
in the generation section, a heat pump and a chiller in the conversion part and some batteries and
thermal energy storage (TES) devices for heat and cool in the storage section. This system delivers the
electricity, heat and cooling to the end-user.
In [25], a literature review on using nonconventional resources for water and the other alternatives
that could be applied to increase food security in water-scarce countries is presented. For this
goal, some selected solutions, including the rainfall-runoff water, the desalinated seawater and
highly brackish groundwater, marginal-quality water resources and captured by water harvesting,
are addressed. In addition, the opportunities contributing to food security in water-scarce countries are
detailed among the physical transportation of fresh water and food imports and the “‘virtual water”
nexus. As a result, this reference claims that there is no choice for water-scarce countries to supply the
needed food by applying either the nonconventional or conventional water resources available within
their boundaries. In addition, this ref. forecasted that many water-scarce countries should continue to
import food. However, they can rely on producing a proportion of their requirements domestically.
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Reference [26] classified the main factors to drive food production and agricultural growth in
India as access to utilizable water resources and arable land. This reference investigated the water
management and food security challenges that lie in the mismatch between agricultural water demand
and water availability.
In [27], the training needs and limitations of the oil palm fruit processor in Nigeria by applying a
two-stage sampling method to select 160 households included in palm oil extraction activities among
the study case are investigated. The data were collected by using an interview and were investigated
using both training needs and descriptive analyses.
Both the water needed to run the energy sector and energy applied to the water sector in Spain
are investigated in the WE nexus [28]. It considers different policy objectives for expected renewable
energy and biofuels resources.
In [29], the role of nonconventional waters (e.g., desalinated and recycled waters), in arid areas,
like the city of Kashan, Iran, was focused as the alternative resource of water. This research investigated
the costs and environmental impacts of the energy by using these alternative resources. It was claimed
that the maximum capacity of the nonconventional water is not necessarily the optimal point.
Different methods of using solar energy for getting usable water from seawater and wastewater
were reviewed in [30]. For that goal, the usage of sunlight for water treatment is divided into
desalination, or solar distillation, solar detoxification, solar disinfection, and a brief overview of these
topics are discussed.
Scott et al. [31] demonstrated the impacts of the coupling of WE at multiple scales. They investigated
three WE nexus cases in the US, located in Central, Eastern, and Western regional stakeholder priorities.
They stated that localized problems and challenges could be diminished when considered from broader
perspectives; meanwhile, regionally significant challenges are not prioritized locally.
In [32], the governing formulation for WE on catchment scales and long-term time are presented
in the form of partial differential equations in a three-dimensional space. As the authors claimed,
the presented solution is a useful technique to analyze the impacts of land-use and climate changes on
the hydrologic cycle.
Hang et al. [33] developed some process systems and engineering tools combined with the
nexus concept by using exergy for the design of local generation systems. The suggested framework
comprised an optional preliminary design stage combined with a simultaneous design stage based on
mathematical optimization. Furthermore, potential interactions between different subsystems were
modeled. The suggested method was simulated on a sample WEF at an eco-town in the UK.
The food waste within the FEW nexus is mentioned in [34], and the differential FEW impacts
of producing uneaten food and managing food loss and waste were parsed. In addition, different
food waste management techniques are classified as landfilling, waste prevention, anaerobic digestion,
composting, and incineration. Furthermore, the concept of the “food-waste-systems” technique to
optimize resources within the FEW nexus was addressed, and relevant definitions and opportunities
were detailed.
The current research needs for understanding the FEW nexus and the relevant implementing
solutions in terms of technologies, infrastructures, and policies were discussed in [35]. The main goal
of this work is to achieve sustainable development by presenting some guidelines for hydrologists,
water resources engineers, economists and policy analysts.
In [36], by focusing on the global value chains (GVCs) concept, the transnational inter-regional
input–output approach is used in a tele-connected WEF nexus of East Asia was assessed. For this
purpose, China, South Korea and Japan countries were selected as case studies, and different strategies
were investigated.
Authors of [37] presented a new framework for optimal short-term scheduling of WE nexus to
minimize total electricity cost and seawater desalination considering different constraints. For this
purpose, the proposed model was solved by the mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) using
a general algebraic mathematical system (GAMS) software to minimize differed objective functions.
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In addition, an interconnected WE nexus, composed of thermal generation units, combined potable
water and power (CWP) units, and desalination only processes, is investigated in [38] by using the
GAMS software to schedule the water–power hub networks in the presence of the hydro units.
A new technique for the day-ahead optimization of integrated heat–water–electricity systems
to optimize different objective functions is proposed in [39], considering a real-time demand-side
management strategy. In addition, the impacts of electric vehicle participation are mentioned.
The suggested mathematical formulation was solved in the GAMS optimizer using the branch-and-
reduce optimization navigator (BARON) tool.
Authors of [40] presented a useful review of demand response strategies applied to the industrial
section as well as in the wastewater treatment plant operation.
Peri et al. [41] have investigated the financial impacts of WEF nexus among the volatility
spillovers by applying a multivariate generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity
(GARCH) technique. The authors have used the daily data and have applied two indexes of
the S&P Goldman Sachs (GS) commodity index for modeling the food and energy variable. In addition,
the equity index is used to model the water variable.
In [42], considering an EW nexus, the impact of agriculture and energy prices on the stock
performance of the water industry, by applying a multifactor market model, is investigated in a case
study that considers the economic and financial crisis during 2008. The results were confirmed in
three steps, including a GARCH approach, a rolling OLS and the state space representation estimating
Kalman filter.
In addition, modeling the possible interactions between the future energy prices in European
Union Allowances (EUA) is addressed in [43] by applying a nonlinear co-integration dynamic method
through CO2 futures and Brent.
Table 2 reviews some research information on this context.
Table 2. Brief information about studies in different nexus.
Ref No. Nexus Aspects of Goal Description Year
[23] WE
A review on economic,
environmental and
emission issues of EH
Different technologies and energy carriers
are investigated 2019
[24] WE Economic andEnvironmental
Micro CHP, boiler, PV, heat pump, chiller
batteries and TES devices 2020
[25] WF Environmental Nonconventional water sources for achievingfood security in arid countries are used 2007
[26] WF Environmental, social,economical
Pro-rata pricing in farm and public irrigation
systems improves the energy efficiency in
green water; the residual soil moisture
depletion preventing; low water consuming
crops cultivation
2012
[27] WF Social, economical
Expansion and training studies by
stakeholders for palm oil extraction
in Nigeria
2011
[28] WE Social, economical
More efficient ways for irrigation,




Total water shortage can be compensated by
increasing the production of
nonconventional water
2019
[30] WE Economical Using sunlight for purification of water 2019
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Table 2. Cont.
Ref No. Nexus Aspects of Goal Description Year
[31] WE Environmental, political
Addressing the methods for coupling
different resources at multiple scales, find out




A unique general solution for the mean
annual energy–water balance equation has
been proposed by using mathematical
formulation and dimensional analysis
2008
[33] FEW Economical
Local production system method and extract
optimization model for the
energy–food–water nexus designing in a
local UK eco-town.
2016
[34] FEW Environmental, social,economical
Addressing the different subsystems for
preventable and unpreventable food waste 2018
[35] FEW Economic, political
Historical efforts in integrated water
resources management (IWRM) have been
applied to present alternatives for
interdisciplinary studies among several
groups with collaboration between food and
energy communities.
2018
[36] FEW Environmental, social,political, economical
Designing the hybrid FEW connections in
Japan and China to obtain the
interdependencies of hybrid water, hybrid
energy and food extractions with other
sectors in two countries
2019
[37] WE Economic dispatch (ED)
Day-ahead ED, including coupled
desalinated water, power networks in the
presence of compressed air energy storages
2019
[38] WE Short-term scheduling Short-term planning of desalination waterand thermal units 2019
[39] WE Short-term scheduling
Investigating the impacts of demand
response programs and plug-in electric
vehicles in short term scheduling of a
heat–energy–power system
2019
[40] WE Demand response A review on demand response inenergy–water nexus 2019
[41] WEF Financial impact of nexus
An investigation of volatility spillover in
Europe, Asia, North America, Latin America
and the world is addressed
2017
[42] WE Financial impacts ofnexus
Analyzing the impact of agriculture and
energy prices on the water industry 2018
[43] E Financial Modeling future energy prices in EUA 2011
[44] WF Environmental, social,economical
The microfinance funding model,
public–private cooperation,
using data-intensive methods such as climate
forecasting models for agriculture
2015
In addition, due to the great importance of this novel subject, different techniques have been
adapted around the world on real case studies or projects to prove the effectiveness of this subject.
Some of the significant studies are highlighted in Table 3.
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Table 3. Brief data on some highlighted real case studies on different nexus.
Ref No. Nexus Aspects of Goal Location Year
[45] WE Recovery of energy fromwastewater treatment plants United States 2010
[46] WE Energy consumption Bangladesh 2012
[47] FEW The impacts of nexus on tourism The Mediterranean Region 2014
[48] FEW The impacts on nexus ontransboundary context
The Euphrates–Tigris
river basin 2015
[49] FEW Transboundary river Tonle Sap Lake, MekongRiver Basin 2015
[50] WE Urban agglomeration based onmultiregional data
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei
region, China 2016





New York City 2017
[53] FEW System analysis andinteractive visualization
The Great Ruaha River
of Tanzania 2018
[54] WE
A review of tools and methods or
assessment of macro WE nexus
is presented
70 case studies over the
world are surveyed, and 35
comprehensive macro-level
case studies are detailed in
levels of the city, regional,
national, transboundary
2018








sustainability challenges Lebanon 2019
[57] FEW Assessment of nexus by applying adecision support technique Saudi Arabia 2019
[58] FEW
Investigating some direct and











[60] FEW Presenting a toolbox forinteractive analysis
At the country-level,
for specified categories 2020
3. Nexus Committee, Conferences and Real Case Studies
Various conferences, committees, projects and research highlights were organized around the
world, relying on nexus. Table 4 shows brief information about the committee and gathering.
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Table 4. Committee and conference information about nexus.














and their effects on ecosystem
and agriculture
India
World Bank The1990s Water, food and trade
Columbia Water Center of
the Earth Institute at
Columbia University
2000 Water–energy–agriculture





Water Forum 2003 Virtual water Water as a pillar in the nexus japan
Bonn Nexus Conference 2011





policy coherence, end waste
and minimize losses
Germany




of Material Fluxes and
Resources
(UNU-FLORES)







for Asia and the Pacific
(UN-ESCAP)




Organization (FAO) 2013 Food–Energy–Water
International efforts to defeat
hunger and improve
local economies







nexus research and applications
Germany
4. Nexus Challenges
Given the broad scope of the FEW nexus, including its three large-scale systems, as well as its
newness and capitalization of its wide-ranging discussions, there are significant challenges to its
implementation. Different researchers have focused on some of these challenges, as well as some
relevant solutions. Some of these items are addressed as follows:
Authors of [61] reflected recent research in stakeholder engagement regarding the nexus field.
The paper outlined four main emerging concepts in this regard, including using the trans-disciplinary
approaches for assessing as well as visualizing nexus, the understanding capacity of building and
governance, accounting for inter-scalar and multi-relationships and investigating the implications
of future socioeconomic, climatic and technological changes. The authors claimed that “it seems
likely that without new trans-disciplinary approaches, there will continue to be poor coordination in
addressing challenges across the water food and energy domains”.
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The existence of some serious challenges in the issues of planning, operation and privatization
in the current three separate subsystems of food, water, and energy and necessitate to present the
practical, useful and economical solutions to these issues in the FEW nexus; needing some new laws
and governance structures and mechanisms for implementing the nexus concept, needing to find some
solutions to the consequences of implementing this integrated system, are the most challenging issues
from the perspective of reference [62].
Zaidi et al. [63] addressed the water–energy nexus problems and alternatives focusing on
machine learning contexts. They categorized various challenges as data challenges: missing data,
spatiotemporal data, heterogeneity in data, data collection standards and data availability; and machine
learning challenges: modeling spatiotemporal data, modeling in the presence of missing data,
identifying outliers (including imperfect collection methods/sensors and extreme events). In addition,
they categorized the machine learning techniques used in the energy–water nexus based on applying
artificial neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM), time–series analysis, regression,
unsupervised learning (including Bayesian model averaging, random forests and hybrid models) and
reinforcement learning in energy generation, energy use, water use, energy for water and water for
energy. Furthermore, the authors detailed the machine learning alternatives for the energy–water nexus
as mining patterns and relationships in data, addressing heterogeneity in data, predicting energy–water
nexus variables, modeling unobserved variables, integration of models and deep learning.
Reference [64] outlined the directions for researchers, decision-makers or practitioners,
as Identifying nexus methods as well as tools which are suitable for implementation in nexus
approaches, creating a practical roadmap, distinguishing the targeted resources, structures and
subsystems, deciding system constraints and boundaries, categorizing method types based on research
objectives, determining the capabilities and drawbacks and limitations of existing techniques and
tools, classifying bottom–up and top–down techniques, describing the uncertain data and uncertain
modeling. Authors of [5] categorized the future studies in the nexus field as system boundary, data and
modeling uncertainty, the essential mechanism of the nexus and the evaluation of coupled nexus
systems even though internal and external impact analysis is of great importance in this regard.
In addition, introducing new concepts such as a smart city (SC), mainly in power systems,
has forced the operators and planners to search for new secure and reliable solutions for implementing
the Nexus missions. In this regard, the reliability and security of design, planning and operation
concepts of different nexuses in SCs should be analyzed and investigated carefully [65].
Analyzing various references and studies related to the challenges of nexus systems, which some
of them are mentioned above, shows that there are some significant challenges, as well as solutions in
implementing the nexus systems. Table 5 summarizes some of these concepts.
Table 5. Some of the challenges and solutions for implementing nexus systems.
Challenges Solutions
Lack of integrated policy and
legislation for the system
Integrated policy-making such as integrated pricing in water and
energy fields, developing a model of agricultural complex and
industry proper allocation
Data uncertainty Implementing the appropriate uncertainty modeling such asstochastic programming, scenario generation, and so on.
Large numbers of data for subsystems Applying data-mining techniques
System boundary Accurate detection of cases using precise and rapid identificationof subsystems
Lack of sufficient standards and laws Forming committees comprising subdiscipline specialists to addressthis gap
Lack of efficient software platforms Presenting multi-domain software
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, an overview of the processes, methods, policies and interconnections of several
resources was reviewed. Recent researches show the trend of societies to establish a comprehensive
plan for handling energy, food and water consumption effectively. This paper implies a different
nexus method relationship with inherent water, energy and food resource interactions approach
considering political and environmental aspects. We reviewed the current state of research on nexus
approaches. Food, energy and water systems are interconnected in such a way that one action in a
system often affects the others. Therefore, centralized techniques to investigate, planning and operation
should be integrated to reduce the side-effects and increase collaboration and synergism. A significant
interconnection between these three subsystems and their direct impacts on environmental concepts,
climate changes, socioeconomic, policy-making, etc., needs stakeholder engagement so that integrated
management overall subsystems is concerned. This is essential for achieving the nexus objectives
and gaining sustainable development. Planning and policy-making between the departments and
organizations implemented to get a common point to require the discourse between stakeholders
and the structures of conflicting objectives to fully cooperate and reduce the interference. As it was
concluded, the main challenges for implementing this concept are categorized as lack of integrated
policy and legislation for the system, data uncertainty and large numbers data of subsystems, system
boundary, lack of sufficient standards and laws and lack of efficient software platforms.
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